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Abstract

With increasing use of distributed generations (DGs) and the tendency to

supply loads by localized grouping of DGs in the form of microgrids (MGs), the

architecture of the existent grid is expected to drastically change in the near

future. MGs are small-scale power networks capable of providing power to a

small community, such as a suburban locality, a university, a commercial or in-

dustrial area, etc. The micro-sources employed in an MG are mainly renewable

energy sources (RESs) which are integrated to generate power at the distribution

level. To ensure that an MG can operate as a single aggregated system, and to

maintain the power balance of this system, the MG DERs should be equipped

with power-electronic interfaces and well-designed flexible control strategies. It

is worth noting that the control strategies of stand-alone MGs have a greater

degree of complexity compared to the inter-connected systems as voltage and fre-

quency regulations are required to ensure that these parameters are kept within

their reliable ranges. Moreover, to maintain the system power balance at any

given moment, incorporation of energy storage systems (ESSs) in the stand-alone

MGs is necessary. Thereby, a reliable power management strategy is needed to

efficiently coordinate ESSs and DGs without interfering with the smooth perfor-

mance of the system.

This thesis is mainly focused on the development of reliable power manage-

ment strategies for islanded MGs. The main objectives of the proposed strategies

are to provide accurate active and reactive power sharing, maintain system power

balance, coordinate energy storage systems with distributed energy resources, en-

hance the lifetime of the batteries by controlling their state of charge, and effi-

ciently employ renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic (PV) systems, etc.

The proposed power sharing techniques and power management strategies in this

thesis are;

• A new virtual impedance-based power sharing technique designed to miti-

gate reactive power sharing errors among distributed energy resources;
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• An alternative virtual impedance-based power sharing technique designed

and implemented based on the small-signal stability analysis of the micro-

grid;

• A new hierarchical (centralized) control strategy to coordinate distributed

battery storage systems in an autonomous microgrid aiming to consider bat-

teries state of charge (available capacity) instead of their maximum capacity

in the droop characteristic of these units;

• A new reactive power control strategy to utilize the available capacity of

the distributed batteries converters and to avoid overloading of the other

units;

• A new autonomous (decentralized) power management strategy for a stand-

alone droop controlled microgrid with multiple batteries based on compre-

hensive control of batteries in charge and discharge mode;

• A new decentralized power management strategy for a typical stand alone

microgrid with a PV, a diesel generator and an energy storage system de-

veloped based on bus-signalling methods aiming to avoid the battery over-

charge and over-discharge and to maintain the system power balance by

providing a float charge characteristic for the battery.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Nowadays the face of electricity generation and transmission is changing due

to economic factors, technological breakthroughs, and environmental concerns.

There is a growing trend of connecting smaller generating sources that are dis-

tributed throughout distribution systems. This obviates the need for expansion

in the traditional centralized generations and power networks. Distributed gener-

ation (DG) encompasses different types of resources, such as micro-turbines, gas

turbines, wind turbines, fuel cells, and photovoltaics. These emerging resources

are more cost-effective, and at the same time have lower emissions compared to

the traditional generations. Different applications of these technologies can be

categorized as substations power support, suspension of transmission and distri-

bution upgrades and remote generations [1].

DGs penetration across the traditional power network is increasing rapidly

and therefore; it is necessary to investigate the issues related to the high penetra-

tion of DGs within the distribution network. Although applying individual DGs

may solve some existent problems of the distribution network, indiscriminate ap-

plication of these units may introduce some other problems to the power system.

To realize the emerging potential of the DGs, it is better to consider the DG and

the incorporated loads as an autonomous subsystem or a microgrid (MG) [1].

By employing a DG in association with MGs, local control of the DG becomes

feasible, and the need for central dispatch would be eliminated. Moreover, in case

of any disturbance, the entire MG including the DG primary source and the con-

stituent loads can be isolated from the distribution network without interfering

with the integrity of the grid. Thus, deliberately isolating of the MG provides a
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higher local reliability compared to the one provided by the entire power system.

Moreover, due to the smaller size of MGs, it is possible to optimally place them

close to the heat loads, such that waste heat can be utilized, especially in colder

climates [2].

The main issue of the MGs is the technical difficulties in coordinating their

several constituent DGs. As an example, for California, approximately 120000 of

100 [kW] generators are required to meet the power demand. Therefore, providing

a complex control from a central point may create more problems than solutions.

To avoid this, it is required for the MGs to be capable of responding to the system

contingencies in an autonomous manner using local information. Thereby, it is

necessary for the MG to switch to the stand-alone mode if the system faces a

voltage drop, faults, blackouts, etc. This also, requires the DGs to switch their

output power control to provide voltage and frequency regulation to the isolated

MG [3]-[5].

Different strategies are introduced to control the MGs and to coordinate their

associated DGs, in which the most important insights are obtained from the

basic power system concepts that are utilized in the traditional operations of

power systems [5]-[11]. As an example, frequency and voltage droop controls,

which were originally deployed for the large generators of a power system, are

extensively used to provide active and reactive power control to the DGs of an

MG. The major difference between an isolated MG and the utility grid is the

possibility that inverter-based DGs are not capable of providing instantaneous

power requirements due to the lack of inertia. Therefore, in the stand-alone

operation mode, load tracking problems may appear. Hence, adding some form

of energy storage devices to MGs where several DGs are designed to perform

in the stand-alone mode is indispensable. This is to ensure that the MG power

balance is maintained specifically during load variations.

As mentioned previously, local control of DGs as an incorporated unit in an

MG can increase the system reliability and power quality if the MG is designed

to operate in autonomous mode as well as grid-connected mode. This way, in

case of any contingencies in the system, the MG can continue to its operation in

a seamless manner in islanded mode [12]. Hence, from the utility point of view,

the MG can be considered as a controllable load which can meet the transmission

system requirements by its fast response. Thereby, the need of secondary on-site

power backup would be less or perhaps avoided completely. On the other hand,

from the customer point of view, the MG can provide local voltage support, reli-

ability improvement, feeder loss reduction, efficiency enhancement (by using the
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Figure 1.1: Different types of distributed generation technologies [19].

waste heat), voltage sag correction, etc. [1]. MG reliability, economic operation

and planning are investigated in [13]-[15].

1.2 Distributed Generation

The traditional power generation network is unidirectional in nature. With

the existing network, only one-third of fuel energy is converted to electricity and

the waste heat is not recovered [16]. As an example, almost 8% of electricity

production in the European electricity grid is wasted along the transmission lines

while only 20% of its generation capacity is utilized to meet the peak demand [16].

High environmental pollution, transmission and distribution losses, and gradual

depletion of fossil fuels have led to a new form of power generation which is called

distributed generation (DG). Distributed generation can be considered as local

power generation at the distribution level. Different types of sources which are

included in distributed generation are summarized in Fig. 1.1 and are termed as

distributed energy resources (DERs) [17].

There are several economical and technical benefits of implementation of DGs
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in a power system; to name a few, cost reduction for installation of new trans-

mission lines, variety of energy sources, power loss reduction, flexibility in the

placement of the power plant, improvement of system reliability, etc.

The following subsections briefly introduce the main features of different types

of DERs.

1.2.1 Micro-turbines

Micro-turbines are combustion turbines with small capacity, which are fueled

by natural gas, propane or other types of fuels. Different components of the

micro-turbines in a simple form could be combustor, compressor, recuperator,

small turbine, and generator [18]-[20]. In some micro-turbines, only one moving

shaft is utilized while air and oil are used as lubricants. A remarkable advantage

of micro-turbines is their small scale compared to their size (i.e. 0.4-1.0 [m3]

for 20-500 [kW]). Micro-turbines run at less temperature and pressure and faster

speed (up to 150,000 [rpm]) compared to the traditional combustion turbines.

Low price of natural gas, low installation cost, and low maintenance cost are

the main motivations which make micro-turbines one of the most promising DG

energy resources today. A back-to-back power electronic converter system, mainly

voltage source converter, is required to interface a micro-turbine with an AC

grid or an MG [21]. Micro-turbines are dispatchable and do not suffer from

intermittent generation problems.

1.2.2 Wind Turbines

Wind Energy has been used in electrical energy generation for decades. A

wind turbine (WT) consists of a rotor, generator, turbine blades, drive, shaft,

and gearbox. Wind turbines can be deployed in the power system individually

or as a wind farm. For the wind plants installed in windy areas, the electrical

efficiency of 20%-40% is expected, while the expected power sizes are in the range

of 0.3 [kW] to 7.5 [MW] [22]-[29].

Wind turbines are classified into different types of A, B, C, and D [30]. The

first three types are connected to the grid or load through a rotary machine,

mainly an induction generator. While, for type D a full-scale power electronic

converter (i.e. voltage source converter) is utilized for grid interfacing [30].

Wind farms may be designed in different scales. Currently, Alta Wind Energy

Centre (AWEC) in Tehachapi, Kern County, California, is the largest wind farm
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in the world with an operational capacity of 1,548 [MW] [31]. Due to the high

penetration of wind farms and the chaotic nature of wind power, the impact of

this distributed generation on the power system is remarkable. Hence, addressing

the impact of wind turbines on system operation, such as stability, planning,

power quality, pricing, market, etc., are extensively investigated in many studies

[24],[26, 27].

1.2.3 Fuel Cells

Fuel cells use electrochemical processes to generate electricity and emit ther-

mal energy. Fuel cells can be considered as batteries which generate electricity as

long as they are being supplied by the required fuels [32]-[34]. The capacity of fuel

cells is in the range of 1 [kW] for portable units and a few [MW] for stationary

units. Fuel cells generate clean power and heat by consuming gaseous and liquid

fuels. Operating at different pressures and temperatures, fuel cells can be sup-

plied by different types of hydrogen-rich fuels, such as gas, biogas, gasoline, and

propane [32]-[34]. Similar to micro-turbines, fuel cells require a power electronic

converter as an interface for grid or load connection [21].

1.2.4 Photovoltaic Systems

The direct conversion of sunlight into electricity without any heat engine is

named photovoltaic (PV) conversion. Photovoltaic devices are robust and can be

simply designed while requiring very little maintenance. The greatest advantage

of PVs is their stand-alone construction which makes them ideal for applications,

such as water pumping, solar home systems, remote buildings, communications,

satellites, etc.

A photovoltaic array consists of several square or round shape cells which are

made of doped silicon crystal. A PV array contains a number of PV modules

where each module itself contains strings of cells that are connected in series or

parallel.

PV arrays are mostly rated between 0.3 [kW] and a few [MW]. However, there

are some limitations for the design of photovoltaic plants, such as high land cost,

weak solar intensity in many areas, climate changes leading to unpredictable sun

exposure, etc [1], [35]-[38]. As an example, to provide 150 [kW] of electricity, one

acre of land is approximately required [1].

An advantage of PV generation is that its impact on the power system, such
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as voltage fluctuations and possible harmonic injection, is not as problematic as

wind generation. Thereby, injecting a controlled-reactive power to the inverter

of the PV would be enough to mitigate the fluctuations and harmonics. Hence,

study of internal control of PV generation systems and development of more

exotic solar cell technology are of interest in many researches [39],[40]. DC/DC

and DC/AC converters are mainly utilized to interface PVs with the grid or the

AC loads.

1.2.5 Energy Storage Systems

Different types of energy storage systems (ESSs) are commonly used today,

such as batteries, super-capacitors, super-conducting magnetic energy storage

and flywheels [41]. Different applications of energy storage systems in MGs can

be summarized as fast load pick-up enabling, reliability enhancement, smooth

power generation for non-dispatchable sources [41]-[43]. Similar to PVs, ESSs are

interfaced with the grid or AC loads through voltage source converters.

1.2.6 Other DG Sources

Other types of distributed generation sources can also be utilized in micro-

grids; to name a few, micro-hydro power, bio-energy, geothermal power, ocean

thermal power, and ocean wave power.

1.3 Microgrids

With the increasing use of DERs and the tendency to supply the load by

localized grouping of the DERs in the form of microgrids (MGs), the architecture

of the existent grid is expected to change drastically in the near future. Microgrids

are small-scale power networks capable of providing power to a small community,

such as a university, a residential, commercial, or industrial area, etc. The micro-

sources deployed in an MG are mainly renewable DERs which are coordinated

to supply power at the distribution level. To ensure that an MG can maintain

its power balance while performing as a single aggregated system, it is required

for the DERs of an MG to be equipped with power electronic interfaces and

well-designed flexible control strategies. Combination of these control strategies

forms the MG power management which allows the MG to operate as a single

controllable unit from the utility point of view [44].
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Being able to operate in grid-connected and islanded mode, integrating MGs in

the power system can enhance the system reliability since the MG can seamlessly

continue to operate in islanded mode during network faults or lack of power qual-

ity [44]. Another advantage of MG integration in the power system is reduction

of transmission and distribution losses by providing local distributed generations

to the loads. There are several technical issues related to the stand-alone op-

eration of the MGs which needs to be investigated in the design of their power

management strategies. Some of these are as follows:

• Frequency and voltage reference design;

• A reliable and accurate active and reactive power sharing technique;

• An energy storage system to balance the system power in the case of gen-

eration and consumption mismatch.

1.4 Stand-alone Microgrids

Based on International Energy Agency (IEA) records, more than one billion

people do not have access to electricity across the world [45]. Hence, it is necessary

to investigate different available options, such as grid-connected and stand-alone

configurations, which can be used to alleviate this critical problems. Also, to

avoid expensive grid extensions, decentralized configurations can be considered

as a suitable, cost-effective option. Moreover, in the case of supplying remote

areas, stand-alone microgrids are considered as an ultimate solution from both

economic and environmental points of view.

Designing stand-alone microgrids can be distinguished from inter-connected

networks from two different aspects; accurate sizing of the DERs to ensure com-

plete coverage of the local loads and to have sufficient reserve capacity to deal

with probable contingencies [42]. Stand-alone microgrids equipped with renew-

able energy sources (RESs) are free from fossil fuel consumption, pollution, and

greenhouse gas emissions. Hence, they are more cost-effective and environment

friendly compared to the stand-alone fossil fuel based power systems. However,

RESs such as PVs and wind turbines suffer from fluctuations in the output power

due to the intermittent nature of their primary sources. Thus, to ensure a smooth

and reliable output power, energy storage systems are required for stand-alone

operations of microgrids.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of an example microgrid; (a) AC coupled, (b) DC

coupled.

Additionally, the control strategy of stand-alone microgrids has a greater de-

gree of complexity compared to the inter-connected systems. This is due to the

requirement of voltage and frequency regulations to ensure these parameters are

kept within their reliable range. Moreover, to maintain the system power bal-

ance at any given moment, a reliable power management is needed to efficiently

coordinate the energy storage systems and the DGs without interfering with the

smooth performance of the system [44],[46].

1.5 Microgrid Structure

Microgrid components including DERs and their power electronic interfaces

and the end user are either AC coupled, or DC coupled as shown in Fig. 1.2. Fig.

1.2(a) shows a typical configuration of an AC-coupled microgrid. In this topology,

all DERs with AC output (e.g. wind turbines, biogas engines, wave turbines,

hydro turbines) are directly connected to an AC bus, and the AC bus itself

may be connected to the utility system through a converter for grid-connected

operation. On the other hand, DC output DERs (e.g. PVs, batteries, fuel cells)

are connected to the main system via DC/AC converters.

A typical configuration of a DC coupled microgrid is shown in Fig. 1.2(b). In

this topology all the DC output DERs are connected to the DC bus via DC/DC

converters to ensure their output voltage is adjusted to the DC bus voltage.
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Moreover, storage and DC loads can also be directly connected to the network,

whereas the AC output DERs are connected to the DC bus through AC/DC

converters [47, 48].

1.6 Applications of Energy Storage Systems in

Microgrid

It is well-known that storing electrical energy without its conversion into a

different form of energy (i.e. chemical, electromagnetic, electrostatic, or mechan-

ical) is impossible. Hence, different types of energy storage systems (ESSs) are

designed to convert different forms of energy into electricity.

The main roles of energy storage systems in the microgrids with RESs can be

summarized as; providing reliable energy supply (by producing reserve capacity),

reducing energy losses, and improving the operation of the microgrid (by allowing

the RESs to operate based on maximum power point tracking strategies). En-

hanced utilization of RESs is only possible with the coordination of ESSs in both

stand-alone MGs and large-scale RES systems. Nonetheless, including ESSs in

the microgrids may have some drawbacks which are described below.

In an AC coupled microgrid, an inverter is required for some sorts of ESSs

such as batteries to supply the AC loads during the lack of generation. Moreover,

to store the surplus power of the AC output RES units (e.g. wind turbines)

in the ESS an AC/DC converter (i.e. rectifier) is needed. Altogether, it can

be concluded that including ESSs in the MG imposes some extra costs to the

system. Another disadvantage of ESSs would be the energy transformation and

conversion losses.

It is well-known that ESSs are supposed to store the surplus power during the

periods of off-peak demand (i.e. surplus generation) and to inject their stored

energy during the periods of peak demand (i.e. lack of generation). However,

the generation and consumption patterns vary differently, during a day, month or

season. As an example, peak generation of PVs is usually presented in the middle

of a day, while their output power drops to zero during the evenings. On the other

hand, the peak demand usually occurs in the evening, whereas during the night

the demand significantly becomes low. Moreover, the power consumption pattern

is different throughout the year, as there is more requirement for heating during

winter and for air conditioning during summer. Meanwhile, the RES generation

varies significantly during a year. As an example, in Canberra, the average daily
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irradiation per square meter in June is at its lowest where the PV generation

drops by 30%, compared to January which has the highest PV generation [49].

Hence, maintaining the power balance of the system relies on well-tailored design

of the system storage capacity.

Based on the storage duration, the ESSs are classified as [50];

• Short-term storage: Including this type of storage in the system is nec-

essary in order to deal with the short-time transients, and to avoid oscilla-

tions and instability in the system. Moreover, in the case of high reactive

power demands, voltage instability may occur, which may result in a sud-

den voltage drop of the system. The most suitable option to overcome

the short-term transients is the flywheel system due to its prompt response

characteristic. Other options could be batteries and super-capacitors.

• Medium-term storage: These storage systems are required for peak load

shaving and smoothing the daily variations of the RESs. These storage

systems are prone to frequent charge and discharge. Hence, the main factor

in choosing the storage systems for such an application is the maximum

number of cycles. The most popular types of storage systems which are

suitable for this purpose are hydrogen storage systems and compressed air

energy storage (CAES).

• Long-term storage: These storage systems contain large installations

which are required to store a large amount of energy. Hence, their stor-

age capacity is much higher compared to the short-term and medium-term

ESSs. As an example, Tesla is installing a long-term storage including a

100 [MW] lithium-ion battery system that will provide the South Australia

with 129 [MW-h] of energy.

Table 1.1 summarizes different types of energy storage technologies and their

applications based on the storage duration [51].

1.7 Energy Storage Technologies

As mentioned previously, it is possible to store electricity by the conversion of

electrical energy into another form of energy such as chemical, mechanical, etc.

Batteries are the most popular energy storage systems which store electrical en-

ergy in the form of chemical energy. Hence, they are categorized as electrochem-

ical storage systems, whereas compressed air energy storage (CAES) systems,
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Table 1.1: Different types of energy storage systems and their applications [51].
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Full Power Applications and Possible

Duration Replacement of Conventional

of Storage Electricity System Control

4 Months
Annual Smoothing of Loads,

X X
PV, Wind, Small Hydro

3 Weeks
Smoothing weather effects:

X X
load, PV, wind, small hydro

3 Days
Weekly smoothing of loads and

X X X X
most weather variations

8 h
Daily load cycle, PV, wind,

X X X X X
transmission line repair

2 h
Peak load looping, standing

X X X X X
reserve, wind power smoothing

20 min
Spinning reserve, wind power

X X X X X X
smoothing, clouds on PV

3 min
Spinning reserve, wind

X X X X X X
power smoothing of gusts

20 secs
Line or local faults, voltage

X X X X X X X
and frequency control

CAES=Compressed Air Energy Storage

hydro-power and flywheels are mechanical ESSs. Additionally, capacitors and

super-capacitors are considered as electrical storage systems. Different storage

technologies may be selected for different systems, depending on the application

of the storage and the system requirements from the technical and economical

points of view [51].

In this thesis, chemical conversion of electrical energy in particular electro-

chemical batteries are considered as a single or distributed energy storage systems

in the microgrids, which will be described in the following subsection. This work

is mainly focused on providing a reliable power management strategy for a stand-

alone microgrid in order to efficiently coordinate the RES systems and the ESS

technologies.
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1.7.1 Electrochemical Battery Storage Systems

Electrochemical batteries are one of the most popular technologies for the

storage of electrical energy. Batteries include several series and/or parallel con-

nected electrolytic cells where each cell consists of two half-cells. Each half-cell is

in series with a conductive electrolyte including anions and cations which are the

negatively charged ions and positively charged ions, respectively. The half-cell

connected to the positive electrode is cathode, whereas the half-cell connected to

the negative electrode is anode. Anions move toward the cathode, while cations

are absorbed by the anode. During the redox reaction, anions are oxidized, which

means the electrons are removed at the anode. Whereas, cations are reduced,

which means the electrons are added at the cathode. The required electrical

connection for redox reaction is provided by the conductive electrolyte [50].

Batteries are classified as electrochemical energy accumulators. Lead-acid,

lithium-ion, and nickle based are among the most popular types of the batteries.

Low cost of lead-acid batteries and their energy characteristic, with an energy

density of almost 30 [kW/kg] and roundtrip efficiency of 80%-85%, makes them

one of the most common options for electrochemical storage. High reliability,

simple technology, and wide availability are the other features of lead-acid bat-

teries. However, they have several drawbacks, such as relatively short lifetime,

large size, ventilation requirement due to their hydrogen production during charg-

ing. Another disadvantage of lead-acid batteries is the complexity of their state

of charge (SoC) estimation, which may complicate the power management design

if included in the stand-alone MGs. The lead-acid electrolytic cell has a nominal

electromotive force (EMF) of 2 [V]. However, this value is affected by various

external factors, such as ambient temperature, electrolyte density, circulating

current, and state of charge. Self-discharge phenomenon is another aspect to be

considered which occurs due to different side reactions. In normal conditions, the

state of charge of the lead-acid batteries reduces by 2%-3% per month [50].

Nickle-cadmium (Ni/Cd) and nickel/metal hydride (Ni/MH) are among the

most popular types of nickel-based batteries. Ni/Cd batteries have some ad-

vantages compared to lead-acid batteries including robustness, higher life time,

reliability, and better performance at low temperatures. However, since these

batteries contain cadmium, their disposal is problematic. Hence, due to the en-

vironmental problems and some economic issues, nowadays the use of Ni/Cd

batteries is on the decline [43],[50].

Ni/MH batteries are introduced by substituting cadmium with a mixture of
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metal hydrides. These batteries were developed to replace Ni/Cd batteries. The

energy density of Ni/MH batteries is about 40%-85%, which is higher than that

of Ni/Cd. The round-trip efficiency is approximately 65%. The self-discharge

of these batteries is almost 20% per month at the ambient temperature. In

portable applications, Ni/MH batteries are widely replaced by lithium-ion bat-

teries. However, hybrid vehicles mostly operate with Ni/MH batteries, due to

their robustness and safer performance in comparison to lithium-ion batteries

[43],[50]-[52].

One of the most promising electrochemical storage systems are lithium batter-

ies. Two different types of lithium batteries are available in the market. Among

these, lithium-ion batteries with liquid electrolyte are the most technically ma-

ture. The second type is the lithium-ion polymer battery, with solid polymeric

electrolyte [52].

The energy capacity of lithium-ion batteries is 130-180 [kW/kg], which is the

highest among all the electrochemical storage systems. Their efficiency is also

very high and is usually in the range of 95%-98%. These batteries are considered

as flexible and universal storage technologies since a discharge-time of seconds to

weeks can be realized for them. Standard cells with 5000 full cycles and a 100%

depth of discharge can be found in the market. Lithium-ion battery technology

is still progressing, and there is a potential for further development [52].

1.8 Power Management of Islanded Microgrids

As mentioned previously, introducing distributed generation (DG) to the tra-

ditional centralized power system, has emerged the concept of microgrids (MGs).

MGs are able to efficiently coordinate several distributed energy resources (DERs)

by providing local power managements. Microgrid Exchange Group (MEG) of

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) defines a microgrid as [53];

“a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources

within clearly defined electrical boundaries that acts as a single con-

trollable entity with respect to the grid. A microgrid can connect and

disconnect from the grid to enable it to operate in both grid-connected

or islanded mode.”

In the grid-connected mode, due to the presence of large synchronous gen-

erators in the power system and their rotating mass inertia, a relatively robust

frequency regulation is provided to the microgrid. Moreover, the utility grid
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provides the required voltage regulation of the MG [54]. The power mismatch

between the generation and consumption in this mode can also be easily com-

pensated by the grid. However, power management of the MG in the stand-alone

mode is quite more challenging than the grid-connected mode. There are two

main aspects to be considered in the design of power management strategies for

stand-alone microgrids:

• System Voltage and Frequency Regulation: Since the large syn-

chronous generators in the conventional power system have large rotating

mass inertia, a stiff frequency regulation is offered by the grid in grid-

connected mode. To achieve this, the system frequency is slightly in-

creased/decreased during the transients and the grid supplies/absorbs the

power mismatch between the generation and consumption in the MG. How-

ever, in the stand-alone operation mode, it is necessary to provide voltage

and frequency regulation to the MG at least by one of the DG units.

Prompt acting energy storage technologies, such as batteries, flywheels, or

super-capacitors can be utilized in the islanded mode in order to mimic the

effect of the large generators in the conventional power systems [55, 56].

There are two different ways to connect these energy storage systems in a

microgrid. They can be connected to either the DC link of the DG units or

the microgrid bus as a distributed storage. In either connection, any power

mismatch between the generation and consumption can be compensated by

the fast response of the storage unit, while the voltage and frequency are

also regulated by the storage device.

In this study, battery storage is chosen as the storage element of the micro-

grid, because of its high energy density compared to super-capacitors and

flywheels.

• System Power Balance: Maintaining the system power balance in stand-

alone mode, requires a control strategy, which coordinates the energy stor-

age systems with the other DER units, specifically the renewable energy

sources. To achieve this, the storage device should be able to absorb the

surplus power of the renewable sources during the off-peak periods. On the

other hand, during the peak periods, the deficit of power should be sup-

plied by the storage units. Moreover, in the steady state, where there is

no mismatch between the generation and consumption, the battery neither

should absorb nor should deliver power from/to the microgrid.
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Figure 1.3: Hierarchical control of the microgrid [57].

To realize the above objectives for the global control of a stand-alone mi-

crogrid, it is necessary to design a specific control strategy for each unit based

on its primary source characteristic. This control layer is referred as the primary

control. Moreover, a centralized controller may be required to enhance the perfor-

mance of the primary controllers. This control layer is referred as the secondary

control.

1.8.1 Hierarchical Control of Microgrids

Hierarchical control of microgrids can be divided into three layers as shown

in Fig. 1.3. Different layers of the MGs hierarchical control are briefly described

below [57],[56, 58];

Primary Control Layer

Primary controllers are the locally implemented control strategies at the con-

verter of each DG unit. These controllers usually contain inner control loops such

as voltage and power control loops, aiming to adjust the DG output voltage and

power with their desired references. The voltage and power references could be

generated either internally using local measurements or externally (i.e. from a

central controller) [55]. In this study, the output of the voltage source converter

(VSC) is referred as the output of the DG unit. The VSC can be controlled either

in voltage control mode (VCM) or current control mode (CCM), depending on its

primary source characteristic and its role in the microgrid system. These control

modes are briefly described below.

• Voltage Control Mode: In voltage control mode (VCM), the VSC control

strategy aims to regulate the magnitude and the frequency of the output
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Figure 1.4: DG incorporation in voltage control mode [63].

voltage. Hence, the DG units which are incorporated in voltage control

mode form the MG bus voltage and are referred as master unit or grid-

forming unit [54],[59]-[62]. Fig. 1.4 shows a DG unit which is employed

in the MG in voltage control mode [63], [61],[64]-[68]. In single-master

microgrids, where only one DG unit regulates the voltage and frequency,

nominal voltage (Vrated) and nominal frequency (frated) are chosen as the

voltage (Vref ) and frequency (fref ) references, respectively. However, in

multi-master microgrids, where more than one unit is responsible for regu-

lating the system voltage and frequency, droop controls are usually used to

duplicate the mass inertia effect of the large synchronous generators as in

conventional power systems [62],[69, 70].

• Current Control Mode: Fig. 1.5 shows a typical control structure of a

DG unit in current control mode (CCM) [63],[61],[66]. The main objective

of incorporating the DG units in current control mode is to set their output

active and reactive powers based on specified references. In this sense, the

MG voltage and frequency are assumed to be formed by another unit or

units. The control strategies which are designed in current control mode

are mostly suitable for non-dispatchable DGs, such as renewable sources

(e.g. PV systems and wind turbines) as their output power is determined

according to the maximum available power of their primary source (e.g.

solar radiation, wind generation). However, in the case of dispatchable
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Figure 1.5: DG incorporation in current control mode [63].

sources, such as fuel cells or micro-turbines the power reference should be

decided by a supervisory controller.

The power management strategies in islanded microgrids are mainly formed

based on the above control modes (i.e. voltage and current control modes). The

primary source characteristics and the role of the DG unit in the MG are the

main factors to be considered when deciding the control mode of the DG unit.

Secondary Control Layer

Secondary controllers are responsible for achieving general objectives, such as

power management, voltage and frequency restoration, cost reduction, or provid-

ing accurate reactive power sharing to the DGs [55],[58],[71]-[78]. However, the

primary controllers are still utilized to attain the aforementioned general goals.

The secondary control layer is slower compared to the primary control layer. This

is due to the band-width of the secondary control layer, which is limited by the

throughput rate of its communication technology.

Tertiary Control Layer

Tertiary controllers are responsible for regulating the power exchange between

the microgrid and the utility grid. Tertiary control layer communicates with

the distribution system operator (DSO). After processing the received data, the
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Figure 1.6: Classification of microgrid power management strategies [57].

power exchange between the main grid and the microgrid is scheduled. Amongst

the three controllers, the primary controller is the fastest and the tertiary is the

slowest. The speed of response of the secondary controller is in between these

two.

1.8.2 Different Power Management Strategies for Islanded

Microgrids

The main objective of power management strategies in islanded microgrids

is to balance the power amongst the DGs, energy storage systems, and loads

[79]-[82]. Most power management strategies are designed according to the hier-

archical control structure explained in the previous subsection. Depending on the

implementation of their secondary controller, the power management strategies

can be divided into three main categories; centralized, decentralized and hybrid

strategies. Fig. 1.6 indicates this classification [57]. Note that the decentral-

ized strategies include two different sub-categories; non-autonomous (i.e. with

communication links) and autonomous (i.e. without communication links). Each

category is discussed below [57].

Centralized Control

Centralized control is one of the most popular paradigms of coordinated power

management strategies [83]-[86]. In these strategies, in addition to the primary

control of the MG elements a central or supervisory controller is designed in order
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to coordinate all the constituent units of the MG in a reliable and efficient manner

[55]. The central controller is responsible for collecting the required measurement

signals from the primary controllers, processing the received data and sending the

provided commands such as the reference power or the reference voltage to the

primary controllers of the DERs [87, 88].

In [58], a centralized control approach is proposed that uses low-bandwidth

communication (LBC) channels in order to restore the voltage level. The volt-

age level of the point of common coupling (PCC) is compared with the reference

voltage, and the error is sent to all the constituent units of the microgrid, after

processing by a compensator. This provides the required output voltage restora-

tion to the system.

In [84], a supervisory (centralized) control is applied to the MG to avoid

voltage deviations. In this study, two batteries are connected to the MG common

bus as distributed storage units. The supervisory control modifies the batteries

virtual resistance (VR) so that their state of charge (SoC) vary similarly. The

value of the virtual resistance is determined based on the available SoC of the

batteries; i.e. a higher virtual resistance results into a lower charge or discharge

rate. As an example, in charge mode, a higher VR is applied to the battery with

a higher SoC. On the contrary, in discharge mode, a higher VR is applied to the

battery with a lower SoC.

An intelligent multi-layer centralized control is proposed in [88] which is specif-

ically designed to realize the power balance in the MG of a tertiary building. The

set points of the DGs and load shedding actions are decided by the supervisory

control according to the end-user demand, energy cost management, PV genera-

tion, load forecast, etc.

The main drawback of the aforementioned centralized control strategies is

that they are subject to failure, especially if the system includes several dis-

tributed units where the computational burden becomes excessive. To overcome

this limitation, decentralized control strategies are proposed as explained below.

Decentralized Control

These control strategies, are further categorized as; (1) with communication

(2) without communication (autonomous control).

• Decentralized Approaches with Communication: In these approaches,

the centralized control is removed, but the communication links are still re-

quired to transfer data between some optional DGs. The substantial differ-
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ence between the centralized and decentralized controls is that the operative

decisions are taken in a decentralized manner.

In [89], a low band-width communication (LBC) channel is used to trans-

fer the current and the DC voltage of the converters, while all the calcu-

lations and operational decisions are accomplished in the local (primary)

controllers. The proposed control strategy aims to enhance the voltage

deviations and poor power sharing which are introduced by the primary

controllers. The droop equations of the primary controllers are affected by

two locally generated signals. The first signal is formed by processing the

error of the reference voltage and the average of the actual voltage by a

compensator. This is to restore the MG bus voltage. The second signal is

generated by passing the current error through a compensator aiming to

provide accurate power sharing to the DGs.

Reference [90] presents a decentralized control strategy to enhance the pri-

mary control voltage deviation. This approach shifts the voltage-current

droop characteristic by adding a small voltage signal. Using an LBC, the

local controllers of the DGs transfer their current magnitude (in per unit)

with one another. Then the average current, which should be supplied by

each DG, is calculated at their local controllers. Finally, the required signal

for voltage control is generated.

Reference [91] also introduces a distributed control technique where a com-

mon information bus is used to transfer data among the local controllers.

Using a specific resistance, the measured current at the output of each DG

is transformed to voltage and is added to the droop equation. The objective

of this control approach is to provide equal load sharing among the DGs

and to adjust the common bus voltage. The main drawback of this scheme

is that the required bus for current sharing needs to be allocated next to

the power lines, which may cause significant noises in the bus.

The proposed control method in [92], also performs based on power-line

signalling. In this, the communication channel is provided by the power

network, where the required data is directly received from the VSC primary

controllers and is transferred as power-line signals. The local controller

of each DG receives the signal and applies the required variations to its

reference voltage.

In conclusion, for the systems with several distributed DGs, utilizing de-
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centralized approaches with communication may result into communication

network complexity, physical location problems, and plug and play limita-

tions [93].

• Autonomous Approaches: In the autonomous power management strate-

gies, the power balance of the microgrid is maintained solely by the primary

controller of the DERs, and there is no need for a central controller, exter-

nal references and/or external communications. Hence, these strategies are

the most reliable and robust option for power management of stand-alone

microgrids. Nonetheless, the secondary control can still be implemented to

provide voltage/frequency restoration or to provide accurate reactive power

sharing [58],[71],[74].

Droop control is one of the most promising methods which is extensively

deployed in the power management of isolated microgrids [55],[58],[61],[71].

However, since droop control methods use the voltage control mode (VCM),

they are not a suitable option for renewable energy sources such as photo-

voltaic (PV) systems. This is due to the intermittent nature of the RESs

that makes them operate more efficiently when deployed in current control

mode (CCM), by which they are able to deliver their maximum available

power. Another aspect to be considered here is that droop control methods

determine the output power of the units based on their maximum capacity

which is not a practical solution in the case of energy storage systems. This

is due to the variations of the batteries state of charge (i.e. available ca-

pacity) as they supply power. Hence, the batteries available capacity plays

more important role compared to their maximum capacity and should be

given priority when determining their reference power.

Another control method, which is extensively used in this sense is the bus-

signalling technique, where different thresholds of the common bus volt-

age or frequency trigger the mode-changing actions for coordination of the

DERs and the ESSs. In [94] a new bus-signalling approach is utilized for

power management of an MG with a PV and a storage device. This study

only considers the extreme conditions of the stand-alone mode, such as

full-charge or full-discharge of the batteries. Another bus-signalling based

power sharing is introduced in [95] which aims to limit the influence of the

diverse loads. This scheme is implemented on a laboratory MG consist-

ing of a PV, a fuel cell, and multiple batteries. Reference [96] presents a

novel bus-signalling approach for a MG with several storage devices. In this
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method, the batteries switch their operation mode accordingly in order to

maintain the common bus voltage within its allowable range.

Another autonomous approach is presented in [97] for an MG composed

of a PV and a battery storage. During charge process, where the battery

voltage increases, the VSC of this unit reduces the bus frequency below

the anti-islanding frequency limit of the PV. Subsequently, the PV unit

becomes disconnected. The main problem of the proposed technique in [97]

is that it can only be applied to the microgrids where only one battery

storage is responsible for voltage and frequency regulation.

Hybrid Control

Hybrid control structures are a combination of the above structures at different

levels to enhance the microgrid performance. References [98]-[100] propose a

control scheme for a hybrid system including a PV and a battery storage. An

advantage of these approaches is that the PV unit has direct access to the state

of charge (SoC) of the battery and external communication is not required in this

sense. However, the proposed strategy in [100] still requires a central controller

to transfer data between the PV and the diesel generator. Moreover, the control

strategies of [98, 99] contain one hybrid source and load which causes the system

to operate more like a stand-alone power supply from the control point of view.

Hence, these control structures are not useful for an isolated MG with several

distributed units.

1.9 Thesis Objectives

The overall objective of the thesis is to develop reliable power management

strategies considering practical constraints such as state of charge of battery en-

ergy storage systems and distributed energy generation capacities. More detailed

objectives of the research presented in this thesis are as follows;

• To enhance the reactive power sharing among inverter-interfaced distributed

energy resources (DERs) of an autonomous microgrid.

• To coordinate multiple distributed battery storage systems (BESs) with the

distributed energy resources (DERs) of an autonomous microgrid based on

a hierarchical (centralized) SoC-based droop control ;
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• To propose a new decentralized-autonomous power management strategy

for a stand-alone microgrid with multiple distributed energy storage systems

(ESSs), maximum power point tracking (MPPT) controlled photovoltaic

(PV) system, and a droop controlled DER;

• To propose a new decentralized power management technique, based on bus-

signalling approach, for an autonomous microgrid composed of an MPPT

controlled PV, a diesel generator and a battery storage system.

1.10 Specific Contributions of the Thesis

The specific contributions of this thesis are highlighted below.

Chapter 2 In this chapter, the existing power sharing techniques are intro-

duced, and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Then

a new virtual impedance-based power sharing technique is proposed

which is specifically designed to adaptively mitigate the reactive

power sharing errors among distributed energy resources.

Chapter 3 An alternative power sharing technique is proposed in this chapter

which designs and implements a virtual impedance based on eigen-

value analysis of the autonomous microgrid. This strategy provides

more reliable response to the system as it is developed based on

small-signal model of the microgrid and the microgrid transients as

well as the steady state errors are considered.

Chapter 4 In this chapter, a new hierarchical (centralized) control strategy is

proposed to coordinate distributed battery storage systems in an

autonomous microgrid. Moreover, a new reactive power sharing

strategy is proposed which aims to utilize the unused capacity of

the BES converters.

Chapter 5 In this chapter, a new decentralized-autonomous power manage-

ment strategy is proposed for a stand-alone microgrid with a PV, a

droop controlled DER, and multiple energy storage systems. Being

independent from communication links, proposed strategy provides

a more reliable power management to the system compared to the

centralized strategy developed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 6 In this chapter, a new decentralized power management strategy is

proposed for a typical stand alone microgrid with a PV, a diesel gen-

erator, and a battery energy storage system. The proposed strategy

performs based on bus-signalling approaches to avoid the battery

overcharge and over-discharge. To achieve this, the battery energy

storage (BES) unit alarms the other units about its status via regu-

lating the system frequency to predefined values. Also, the required

voltage support of the system is always provided with the proposed

control of the BES and the PV system.

The publications incorporated in this thesis are given in Appendix E.

1.11 Thesis Outline

The remaining parts of this thesis consists of the following chapters.

Chapter 2 discusses different techniques which can be used for power sharing

control and adjustment among parallel converter-interfaced distributed energy

resources (DERs) in an autonomous microgrid. The desired power sharing ra-

tio among the DERs is decided by the secondary controller of the distribution

network. The MG central controller (MGCC) is responsible for sending the pro-

cessed data to the primary controller of the DERs. This chapter initially presents

the restrictions of the first two methods, then the proposed (third) method is in-

troduced which overcomes the limitations of the other two methods. To minimize

the reactive power sharing error among the DERs, in the proposed technique, an

adaptive virtual impedance calculation loop is included in the control structure of

the DER which imposes the required voltage drop at the output of the converters

to attain the desired reactive power sharing. The amount of virtual impedance

is adaptively changed to ensure the system disturbances are considered and the

power ratio errors are kept below 5%.

Chapter 3 introduces an alternative approach for virtual impedance design,

which decouples the active and reactive power sharing without compromising

the system stability. To attain this, the virtual impedance is determined based

on the stability analysis of the MG. Hence, the system transients and stability

requirements are taken into account in addition to the steady state power ratio

errors of the DERs. This strategy provides more reliable response to the system

compared to the method introduced in Chapter 2 since it is developed based on

the small-signal model of the microgrid.
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Chapter 4 proposes a new dynamic control method for the BES units within

an MG which is composed of two control subsystems. Each subsystem is applied

to the BES units depending on their operation mode, i.e. charging or discharging

mode. The main objective of the proposed control algorithm in discharge mode

is to avoid premature depletion of the BES units as they contribute in supplying

the load. Therefore, the BESs output active powers are modified accordingly

with their SoC levels reduction. Additionally, in discharge mode, in order to use

the BES converter capacity and to avoid overloading the RES units, the proposed

control method employs a new reactive power sharing algorithm. Based on this

algorithm, the BES units with a lower SoC or a higher unused converter capacity

supply a higher amount of reactive power. To achieve this, virtual impedance

method is included in the control structure of the BESs converters to facilitate

the desired active and reactive power sharing ratios.

Chapter 5 proposes a new decentralized power management strategy which

is capable of maintaining the power balance of the MGs including multiple dis-

tributed ESSs. The proposed control structure is independent from any global

and/or local communication links and therefore, performs in an autonomous man-

ner. With the proposed power management strategy, the RESs operate in current

control mode, delivering their maximum available power, while the ESSs sup-

ply/absorb the generation and consumption mismatch. Furthermore, the pro-

posed strategy always respects the ESS SoC level, when deciding its mode of

operation, to avoid ESS overcharge and over-discharge. Also, the ESS control

structure provides voltage regulation to the system in case of voltage sags/swells.

Based on the proposed method, ESS operation mode is determined according to

its SoC level and the system frequency. This implies that although the system

frequency represents the generation and consumption mismatch, the priority is

given to the ESS SoC level to decide the mode of operation, while the amount of

active power reference for each ESS is determined based on the system frequency.

Chapter 6 proposes a new decentralized power management strategy based

on frequency bus-signalling. In the proposed strategy, the BES unit regulates

the system frequency according to its SoC, while the proposed comprehensive

charge/discharge control, which facilitates a float charge characteristic for the

BES, ensures the system power balance. Based on the proposed control, the BES

unit is mainly charged by the PV to limit the operation of the diesel generator.

Moreover, the PV unit may operate in maximum power point tracking (MPPT)

mode or curtailment mode according to the BES status. Lastly, the proposed

power management, which is realized in a decentralized manner, provides a robust
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voltage regulation to the system under any circumstances. Several case studies

are investigated to verify the system performance with the proposed strategy.

The thesis concludes in Chapter 7, where the concluding remarks derived from

this research as well as the potential future work are presented.
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Chapter 2

Power Sharing Techniques for

Converter-Interfaced DERs

2.1 Introduction

Microgrids (MGs) are becoming more popular as an alternative to the ex-

pansion of the conventional distribution networks. This is due to the fast de-

velopment of distributed generations (DGs) and power electronic technologies

[101, 102]. MGs could be considered as local grids with several distributed en-

ergy resources (DERs) including energy storage systems (ESSs) operating either

in grid-connected mode or autonomous mode. In grid-connected operation, the

power mismatch within the MG can be compensated by the grid. However, in

the autonomous operation, it is necessary to deploy a reliable power sharing tech-

nique to integrate all the constituent units of the MG. Moreover, this technique

should be capable of responding to the variations of the system without compro-

mising the power balance of the MG [103]. References [104, 105] introduce the

MG concept, including the MG protection and power management. Also, [106]-

[110] investigate different power management strategies and control algorithms

for autonomous MGs.

Three-level hierarchical control is one of the most popular structures for the

MGs power management as is shown in Fig. 2.1 [106]. As described in Chapter 1,

the MG tertiary controller is responsible for collecting the required data; such as

load/weather forecast, economic dispatch, and electricity market and passes the

processed data to the MG secondary (central) controller. The MG central con-

troller also receives some other required information from the primary controller

of each DER unit and after analyzing the received data determines the reference
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power of all the constituent units based on a specific power sharing technique.

These reference powers are then sent to the primary controller of each DER where

a particular control structure matches the DER output power with its reference

power.

Among the existent power management strategies, droop control is widely

accepted and deployed in the MG secondary controller. Droop control utilizes the

frequency and voltage deviations to decide the DERs output active and reactive

powers, respectively [111]-[115]. To determine power ratio among the DERs,

it is necessary to design the frequency and voltage droop coefficients properly

[114]. This chapter introduces three different power sharing techniques that can

be utilized to adjust the output active and reactive powers of the DERs within a

droop controlled autonomous MG.

It is well known that in droop controlled converter interfaced MGs; the DERs

reactive power is affected by the coupling inductance of the DERs. Therefore,

one of the promising power sharing techniques, which is extensively utilized in

the MGs, is to design the coupling inductance of any two DERs to be inversely

proportional to the desired ratio of the DERs output powers. The main drawback

of this technique is that the output power ratio between any two constituent unit

is predefined and cannot be modified dynamically. Moreover, in practice, selecting

an specified value for DERs coupling inductance is a challenging issue.

The second technique, proposed in [116], simply adjusts the DERs output

active power by dynamically modifying the droop control coefficients. With this

technique, any desired output active power ratio among the DERs is feasible,

regardless of their coupling inductance ratio. However, the main limitation of

this technique is that it is only capable of controlling the active power sharing

and no control is provided to the DERs reactive power sharing. Hence, this

technique is not suitable for the MGs, where the accuracy of reactive power ratio

is of interest.

Finally, in this chapter, a different power sharing technique is proposed which

combines the advantages of both the aforementioned techniques. This technique

aims to adjust the output active and reactive powers of the DERs with respect

to their desired ratios and without identifying their coupling inductance ratio.

To achieve this, a small virtual inductance is imposed to the converter of each

DER in order to realize the desired reactive power ratios. The main advantage

of this method is that the desired reactive power ratios are always accomplished

as the virtual impedance value is dynamically modified considering the network

variations. Different case studies are investigated in PSCAD/EMTDC, in order to
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of an example microgrid incorporated with hierarchical

control structure.

evaluate and compare the performance of the discussed power sharing techniques.

2.2 Microgrid Structure and Control

Fig. 2.1 shows the stand-alone microgrid (MG) configuration which is in-

vestigated in this chapter. The considered MG network consists of n converter-

interfaced DERs where each DER includes a primary controller. In Fig. 2.1, a

centralized load is indicated. However, the loads can be distributed throughout

the MG. Moreover, three levels of the MG hierarchical control structure and the

communication links are also shown in Fig. 2.1. It is to be noted that the con-

sidered DER units in this chapter are operating in voltage control mode (VCM)

and their instantaneous output powers are limited to their maximum capacity.
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2.2.1 MG Hierarchical Control System

To achieve a reliable power management and to ensure that the MG power

balance is maintained in the autonomous mode, a three-level hierarchical control

system can be utilized as shown in Fig. 2.1. This hierarchical control structure

consists of the DERs primary controllers, the MG central (secondary) controller.

An optional tertiary controller can be used in an isolated microgrid to provide

optimal power flow within the system considering different factors which may

affect the system power balance [116]. For this, the network tertiary controller

collects different signals such as load/weather forecast, economic dispatch, and

electricity market as shown in 2.1. These data are initially processed by the

analyzing algorithm of the tertiary controller, and the results are then sent to the

MG secondary controller.

The secondary or the central controller of the MG is responsible for main-

taining the power balance of the system. To attain this, the secondary controller

continuously communicates with the primary and tertiary controllers to ensure

that the system variations are taken into account. After receiving the required

data from the primary and tertiary controllers, the MG secondary controller de-

termines the active and reactive reference powers and sends them to the primary

controller of the DERs. It is worth noting that in the autonomous mode the

reference signals are sent to the DERs in the form of voltage magnitude and fre-

quency as the DERs are operating in VCM. Moreover, the secondary control is

run in a slower time frame in comparison to the primary control [117].

The primary controller of each DER is responsible for matching the DERs

actual output powers with their references. This controller consists of two control

loops. The outer control loop aims to produce the output active and reactive

power references according to the reference voltage magnitude and frequency

received from the secondary controller. Whereas, the inner control loop ensures

the proper tracking of the generated references by controlling the switching signals

of the converter.

This chapter introduces different power sharing techniques which can be ap-

plied to an existing droop controlled MG. To achieve this, some modifications are

applied to the MG secondary controller and the DERs primary controller. As

a result, the share of output active and reactive powers will be different when

applying different techniques.
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Figure 2.2: DER unit including the primary source, VSC, filter, and coupling induc-

tance; (a) three-phase schematic, (b) single-phase schematic.

2.2.2 DER Converter Structure

Fig. 2.2(a) shows different components of the DER units. As shown in this

figure, the DER units considered in this chapter consist of a primary source,

voltage source converter (VSC) and VSC filter. The VSC structure includes a

three phase converter which utilizes insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT),

as indicated in Fig. 2.2(a). IGBTs are equipped with anti-parallel diodes and

snubber circuits. As the converters are performed in voltage control mode (VCM),

an LC filter is considered for each phase at the outputs of the VSC. Also, the

output terminals of the VSC filters are connected to the feeders through the

coupling inductance (Lc) of the DER. It is worth noting that the output reactive

power of the DERs is highly dependent to this coupling inductance. Hence,

considering this inductance in the power sharing techniques is necessary.

2.2.3 Droop Control

Fig. 2.2(b) shows the single-phase connection of the DER unit to the point of

common coupling (PCC). The voltage magnitude and angles across the coupling

inductance of Lc are also specified in this figure. Based on Fig. 2.2(b), the active

power (p) and reactive power (q) supplied by the DER systems to the MG can
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be calculated as [118];

s = p+ jq = |Vj|(
|Vi|∠δi − |Vj|∠δj

ωLc
)∗ (2.1)

where, |Vi| and δi are the voltage magnitude and angle at the output of the VSC

filter whereas |Vj| and δj are the voltage magnitude and angle at the PCC side.

Based on frequency droop control in the autonomous mode, it is assumed that

for the the DER output active power variations between zero and the rated value

(Prated), the MG system frequency varies by ∆ω. The slope of this variation is

referred to as frequency droop coefficient (m) and is calculated as;

m =
∆ω

Prated
= 2π∆f (2.2)

In the considered MG of Fig. 2.1, ∆ω is constant for all the associated units of

the MG (i.e. ∆ω1 = ∆ω2 for any two DERs with different capacity). Hence,

the ratio of P -f droop coefficient (m) between these two DER systems can be

expressed as;

m1Prated,1 = m2Prated,2 =⇒ m1

m2

=
Prated,2
Prated,1

(2.3)

Similarly, based on voltage droop control, it is assumed that for the DER output

reactive power variations between zero and the rated value (Qrated), the MG

voltage varies by ∆V . The slope of this variation is referred to as voltage droop

coefficient (n) and is calculated as [118];

n =
∆V

Qrated

(2.4)

In the considered MG of Fig. 2.1, for any two DERs with different capacity, ∆V

is constant (i.e. ∆V1 = ∆V2). Hence, the ratio of Q − V droop coefficient (n)

between these two DER units can be expressed as;

n1Qrated,1 = n2Qrated,2 =⇒ n1

n2

=
Qrated,2

Qrated,1

(2.5)

Therefore, utilizing the conventional droop control facilitates decentralized power

sharing control of the MG units by controlling the voltage magnitude and angle

at the output of the DERs converters. This can be expressed for the DER of Fig.

2.2(b) as [118];

fj = frated +m(
XLine

ZLine
(Prated − P )− RLine

ZLine
(Qrated −Q)) (2.6)
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Figure 2.3: Simplified diagram of the microgrid structure with two DERs.

Vj = Vrated + n(
RLine

ZLine
(Prated − P ) +

XLine

ZLine
(Qrated −Q)) (2.7)

where, Zline = Rline + jXline is the feeder equivalent impedance as shown in Fig.

2.2(b). If the MG feeders are considered to be mostly inductive (i.e. with a higher

Xline/Rline ratio), the active and reactive powers can be decoupled. Therefore,

(2.4) can be further simplified as;

fj = frated +m(Prated − P ) (2.8)

Vj = Vrated + n(Qrated −Q) (2.9)

where, Vrated and frated are the same for all the associated DERs of the system.

Also, m, n, Prated and Qrated are specified based on (2.2) and (2.4). Hence, the

average output active and reactive power ratios among DER-1 and DER-2 can

be expressed as;
P1

P2

=
m2

m1

(2.10)

Q1

Q2

=
n2

n1

(2.11)

In the MG structure shown in Fig. 2.3, it is assumed that the line impedance

is mostly inductive (i.e. XLine >> RLine) and the two DER units are supplying

a common load. In Fig. 2.3, the coupling inductance of DER-1 is shown as Lc−1

while that of DER-2 is shown as Lc−2. Also, the feeder impedance of DER-1 and

DER-2 are considered to be jXline−1 and jXline−2, respectively. Assuming the

PCC voltage magnitude and angle to be Vpcc and δpcc, respectively, the active

power supplied by each DER to the load can be calculated based on (2.1) as;

P1 =
|Vpcc||V1|sin(δ1 − δpcc)
ωLc−1 + ωLline−1

(2.12)
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P2 =
|Vpcc||V2|sin(δ2 − δpcc)
ωLc−2 + ωLline−2

(2.13)

Similarly, the reactive power supplied by each DER to the load can be calculated

based on (2.1) as;

Q1 =
|V1|2 − |V1||Vpcc|cos(δ1 − δpcc)

ωLc−1 + ωLline−1
(2.14)

Q2 =
|V2|2 − |V2||Vpcc|cos(δ2 − δpcc)

ωLc−2 + ωLline−2
(2.15)

where, |V1| and |V2| are the voltage magnitude at the output of DER-1 and

DER-2, respectively, and δ1 and δ2 are the voltage angle at the output of DER-

1 and DER-2, respectively. As the line impedance is chosen to be negligible

compared to the coupling inductance of the DERs (i.e. Xline << Xc = ωLc), the

active/reactive power delivered by the DER system to the load is mainly affected

by the coupling inductance at the output of the DER system and is independent

of the MG line reactance. Therefore, (2.12)-(2.15) can be simplified as;

P1 =
|Vpcc||V1|sinδ1

ωLc−1
(2.16)

P2 =
|Vpcc||Vc|sinδ2

ωLc−2
(2.17)

Q1 =
|V1|2 − |V1||Vpcc|cosδ1

ωLc−1
(2.18)

Q2 =
|V2|2 − |V2||Vpcc|cosδ2

ωLc−2
(2.19)

2.3 Different Power Sharing Techniques

In this section, three different power sharing techniques are introduced which

can be used to control the output active and reactive powers of parallel con-

nected DERs in an autonomous MG. Each technique has several advantages and

disadvantages which are explained in detail in the following subsections.

2.3.1 Power Sharing by Coupling Inductance Design

Considering Eqs. (2.16)-(2.19), the average active/reactive power ratio for

any two DER units within the example MG of Fig. 2.1 can be given as;

P1

P2

=
Lc−2
Lc−1

|V1|sinδ1
|V2|sinδ2

(2.20)
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Q1

Q2

=
Lc−2
Lc−1

|V1| − |Vpcc|cosδ1
|V2| − |Vpcc|cosδ2

(2.21)

For simplicity, many researches such as [103, 110] design the DERs coupling

inductance such that their ratio is inversely proportional to the desired ratio of

the DERs output active and reactive powers;

P1

P2

=
Lc−2
Lc−1

=
m2

m1

(2.22)

Q1

Q2

=
Lc−2
Lc−1

=
n2

n1

(2.23)

In other words, the higher the DER share of power the smaller the coupling in-

ductance should be selected. To achieve (2.22) and (2.23), the following equations

must be satisfied:

|V1|sinδ1 = |V2|sinδ2 (2.24)

|V1|cosδ1 = |V2|cosδ2 (2.25)

This is the most popular technique to realize the desired output power ratio

among parallel connected DERs in an MG. An advantage of the above technique

is that it ensures the desired ratio for both active and reactive output powers.

Nonetheless, the main restriction of this technique is that a constant power ratio

should be chosen for both active and reactive powers of the DERs and the ratios

cannot be changed under any circumstances. Otherwise, the desired ratio cannot

be facilitated as the coupling inductance ratio cannot be redesigned. Moreover,

designing a specified ratio for the DERs coupling inductance is a challenging issue

as these inductances are predefined.

It is to be noted that some assumptions are taken into account in this tech-

nique. As an example, the voltage angle difference on two sides of the coupling

inductance (δij) is assumed to be negligible. Hence, the operating point is placed

on the linear section of the sinusoidal P − δ characteristic of (2.1). Similarly, it

is assumed that the voltage drop across the coupling inductance (|V1| − |Vpcc|) is

ignorable (i.e. 1%-2%).

2.3.2 Power Sharing by Droop Coefficients Design

In this technique, it is assumed that the ratio of the DERs coupling inductance

(i.e. k > 0) is chosen regardless of the active and reactive power ratios. Thus,

based on this technique to realize the desired output active power ratio between

any two DERs, it is suggested to adjust the reference power (Pref ) and P − f
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Figure 2.4: (a) P − f and Q − V droop characteristics of the MG DERs, (b) droop

characteristics adjustment to satisfy the dynamic power ratio variations.

droop coefficient (m) for one DER according to the predefined parameters of the

other DER. Reference [119] indicates that by changing Prated, Qrated, m, and n to

P new
rated, Q

new
rated, m

new, and nnew for one DER while assuming a constant predefined

Prated, Qrated, m and n for the other DER, the output active power ratio of the

DERs can be adjusted. The schematic of this procedure is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Considering the above conditions [119];P1/P2 = kp

Lc−2/Lc−1 = k =⇒ |V1|sinδ1 = (kp/k)|V2|sinδ2 = k′|V2|sinδ2
(2.26)

where k′ = kp/k. From (2.22), it is evident that under the above conditions, The

output voltages of both DER units are correlated by a factor of k′. Similarly,

with the above conditions, the reactive power ratio of the two DER units can be

expressed as [119];Q1/Q2 = kq

Lc−2/Lc−1 = k =⇒ |V1| − |Vpcc|cosδ1 = (kq/k)(|V2| − |Vpcc|cosδ2)
(2.27)

Hence, from (2.26) and (2.27), it is evident that in general kp 6= kq. Therefore,

the active output power of the two DER systems can be controlled to be equal to

the desired value of kp while the ratio of the reactive power outputs among these

two DER systems will not be equal to kp. In [119], a detailed analysis presents

the limits of kp and kq.
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Figure 2.5: Simplified diagram of the microgrid with the measurement signals.

It can be concluded that by applying this second technique, the DERs output

active power ratio can be modified dynamically irrespective of the DERs coupling

inductance ratios. This is achieved by adaptively adjusting the droop control

parameters (i.e. Pref , Qref , m and n). However, the introduced technique is not

able to control the DERs output reactive power ratios at the same time.

2.3.3 Power Sharing by Virtual Impedance Design

As mentioned previously, the reactive power sharing among the DERs in a

droop controlled MG is extremely affected by the coupling inductance of the

DERs whereas, the active power sharing can be controlled regardless of the Lc

ratios. Therefore, coupling inductance mismatches always result in poor reactive

power sharing between the DERs. Considering X l
c−DER and Xk

c−DER as the out-

put coupling impedance of DER-l and DER-k, respectively (see Fig. 2.5), based

on (2.1), reactive power ratio among these units is proportional to;

Ql
DER

Qk
DER

∝
Xk
c−DER

X l
c−DER

(2.28)

Since designing the coupling inductance ratio is problematic, imposing a virtual

impedance in series with the coupling inductance is proposed instead. To ac-
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Figure 2.6: VSC control structure in presence of AVI.

complish the desired reactive power sharing among the DERs with the proposed

method, it is necessary to carefully design and implement the virtual impedance

for the converter of each unit in order to compensate the impedance mismatch

between the units. For this, a new technique is developed and is described in

detail below.

Proposed Adaptive Virtual Impedance Design and Implementation

In Fig. 2.6, two DER units are connected to the point of common coupling

(PCC). Assuming the virtual inductances of LlAV I−DER and LkAV I−DER are con-

nected in series with the coupling inductances of each unit (i.e. Llc−DER and

Lkc−DER) as shown in Fig. 2.6, the reactive power ratio between these two units

can be expressed as,

Ql
DER

Qk
DER

∝
Xk
c−DER +Xk

AV I−DER

X l
c−DER +X l

AV I−DER
(2.29)

where, X l
c−DER andX l

AV I−DER are the coupling impedance and virtual impedance

of DER-l, respectively. Also, Xk
c−DER and Xk

AV I−DER are the coupling impedance

and virtual impedance of DER-k, respectively.

The same approach can be considered for the reactive output power of each

DER with and without the virtual impedance. Based on (2.29), the ratio of actual
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and desired reactive power for DER-k of the MG can be expressed as;

Qk
actual

Qk
desired

=
Xk
c−DER +Xk

AV I−DER

Xk
c−DER

(2.30)

where, Qk
actual and Qk

desired are the actual and desired reactive power values for

DER-k and Xk
c−DER and Xk

AV I−DER are the coupling and virtual impedance of

the same DER, respectively. Eq. (2.30) is achieved based on the fact that the

actual reactive power is delivered by the DER without the virtual impedance and

the desired reactive power can be drawn from the DER if Xk
AV I−DER was in series

with the coupling inductance of Xk
c−DER. Note that the desired reactive power

for each DER is determined based on the demand and the reactive power ratios.

Hence, from (2.30) the virtual impedance value of DER-k can be calculated as;

xkAV I−DER =
( Qk

actual

Qk
desired

− 1
)
Xk
c−DER (2.31)

To minimize the reactive power sharing error among the DERs in the proposed

method, the reactive power ratio errors are calculated and monitored continuously

as;

Qratio−err% =
(Qk

desired

Ql
desired

− Qk
actual

Ql
actual

)
/
(Qk

desired

Ql
desired

)
× 100 (2.32)

where, Q
k/l
actual and Q

k/l
desired are the measured and desired reactive power of DER-

k/l and the latter is decided by the MG secondary controller. If the errors are

more than five percent, the control system continues to calculate a new adaptive

virtual impedance (AVI) value by re-measurement of actual reactive power and

adding the new Xk
AV I−DER to the previous value to reduce the reactive power

ratio error dynamically. In fact, the process of AVI calculation is flexible, and

hence, it adaptively updates the AVI following any variations within the system.

The minimum limit of the ratio error can be modified according to the system

requirements. To define the AVI for each DER in the MG, a new module is

developed and located within the DER primary controller as shown in Fig. 2.7

which calculates LAV I−DER for each DER based on (2.31). Moreover, the desired

reactive power in (2.31) is determined by the secondary controller of the MG and

transmitted to the primary controller of the DERs.

Converters Voltage Reference Generation in the Presence of AVI

The proposed control structure for each converter-interfaced DER contains

two inner control loops as shown in Fig. 2.7:
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Figure 2.7: DER control structure with the proposed adaptive virtual impedance.

• Adaptive virtual impedance calculation loop based on (2.31), in order to

establish reactive power sharing;

• VSC voltage reference generation loop as explained below, to provide the

switching signals of the converters.

To generate voltage references, first, it is necessary to calculate the phase voltages

at the output of the VSCs by applying the voltage drop across the AVI. This is

calculated for DER-k as [120],

vkref = vkdroop − vkAV I (2.33)

where, vkdroop = V k
droop∠δ

k
droop is the original droop voltage calculated from (2.9)

and vkAV I is the voltage drop across the AVI. Eq. (2.33) can be expressed in αβ

coordinates as;

V k
ref−α = vkdroopcos(δ

k
droop) +Xk

AV I−DERI
ksin(θk)

V k
ref−β = vkdroopsin(δkdroop)−Xk

AV I−DERI
kcos(θk)

(2.34)

where, Xk
AV I−DER = ωLkAV I−DER and Ik∠θk is the phase-a current of the coupling

inductance for DER-k. The reference voltage for the VSC output of DER-k is

then calculated as [120];

V k
ref =

√
(V k

ref−α)2 + (V k
ref−β)2

δkref = tan−1(
V k
ref−β

V k
ref−α

)
(2.35)
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Figure 2.8: DER control structure with the proposed adaptive virtual impedance.

Finally, the instantaneous voltage reference across the filter capacitance (Cf ) of

DER-k is generated as;

vka =
√

2V k
refsin(ωt+ δkref )

vkb =
√

2V k
refsin(ωt+ δkref − 120)

vkc =
√

2V k
refsin(ωt+ δkref + 120)

(2.36)

Fig. 2.8 illustrates the proposed DER control structure with the adaptive

virtual impedance calculation loop.

2.4 Simulation Results

To evaluate the performance of the discussed power sharing techniques, the

MG system shown in Fig. 2.1 is simulated in PSCAD/EMTDC. Four different

case studies are investigated here, where two DERs are considered in Case-1 and

Case-2 and four DERs are considered in the last two cases. The parameters of

the network, DER converters and filters are given in the Table 2.1. Also, Table

2.2 specifies the DERs coupling inductance and droop coefficients for each case

study.
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Table 2.1: Technical data of the considered MG.

Parameter Description

Microgrid Parameters

Rated PCC Voltage VLL = 220 V

Rated Frequency fr = 50 Hz

Feeder Resistance Rline = 0.5 Ω

Feeder Inductance Lline = 3.2 mH

Voltage Source Converters

Filter Resistance Rf = 0.1 Ω

Filter Inductance Lf = 0.1 mH

Filter Capacitance Cf = 50 µ

DC Link Voltage Vdc = 350 V

Rated Power Prat = 3 kW, Qrat = 1 kVar

2.4.1 Case-1: Power Sharing by Coupling Inductance De-

sign

In this case, it is assumed that the coupling inductance ratio of the DERs is

inversely proportional to the ratio of the droop coefficients. Hence, (2.22) and

(2.23) are satisfied as follows;

P1

P2

=
Lc−2
Lc−1

=
m2

m1

= 2 (2.37)

Q1

Q2

=
Lc−2
Lc−1

=
n2

n1

= 2 (2.38)

Fig. 2.9 shows the simulation results of this case study. Initially, a constant

load of 5.8 [kW] and 1.9 [kVar] is applied to the system. As indicated in Fig.

2.9(a), two step variations are applied to the load. At t = t1, load is decreased to

4.8 [kW] and 1.5 [kVar] and at t = t2, it is increased to 6.4 [kW] and 2.9 [kVar].

Fig. 2.9(b) shows the active power variations of the two DERs. It is evident

that during all three time intervals the active output power of DER-1 is almost

twice as that of DER-2. The results of reactive power outputs are shown in Fig.

2.9(c). From this figure, it is obvious that DER-1 delivers twice more reactive

power compared to DER-2.

Based on the above results, it can be concluded that the errors of active

and reactive power ratios are negligible if the droop coefficient and the coupling

inductance ratios are designed to be inversely proportional to the desired active

and reactive power ratios.
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Table 2.2: DERs Specifications.

Parameter Description

Coupling Inductances

DER Case-1 Case-2 Case-3

DER-1 Lc = 30 mH Lc = 30 mH Lc = 30 mH

DER-2 Lc = 60 mH Lc = 30 mH Lc = 30 mH

DER-3 - - Lc = 30 mH

DER-4 - - Lc = 30 mH

Frequency Droop Coefficients

DER Case-1 Case-2 Case-3

DER-1 m = 1500 m = 1500 m = 897.6

DER-2 m = 3000 m = 3000 m = 1795.2

DER-3 - - m = 448.8

DER-4 - - m = 897.6

Voltage Droop Coefficients

DER Case-1 Case-2 Case-3

DER-1 n = 0.9 n = 0.9 n = 24

DER-2 n = 1.8 n = 1.8 n = 12

DER-3 - - n = 48

DER-4 - - n = 24

2.4.2 Case-2: Power Sharing by Droop Coefficients De-

sign

In this case study it is assumed that both DERs have the same coupling

inductance, as specified in Table 2.1 while P1/P2 = kp = 2. Hence, in (2.26) and

(2.27), kp 6= kq. The related simulation results of this case study are depicted

in Fig. 2.10. Fig. 2.10(a), indicates the load variations for this case study. For

t < t1, a constant load of 6.2 [kW] and 2.0 [kVar] is applied to the system. At

t = t1, the load is increased to 7.2 [kW] and 3.3 [kVar] and at t = t1, the load is

increased further to 5.0 [kW] and 1.5 [kVar].

The active power variations of the two DERs are shown in Fig. 2.10(b). It

is visible from this figure that the desired active power ratio of P1/P2 = 2 is

validated during all three time intervals. However, the results are not the same

for the reactive power ratios. Based on Fig. 2.10(c) for three time intervals of

t < t1, t1 < t < t2 and t2 < t < t3, the ratio of Q1/Q2 is equal to 0.84, 0.8 and
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Figure 2.9: Case-1 results: power sharing based on coupling inductance design.

0.88, respectively. Hence, the second power sharing technique is not suitable for

the MG systems where the accuracy of the reactive power ratios are of interest.

2.4.3 Case-3: Power Sharing by Virtual Impedance-based

Droop

In this case study, four DERs are considered in the MG configuration shown

in Fig. 2.1 and the adaptive virtual impedance (AVI) calculation loop, shown

in Fig. 2.7 is applied to the primary controller of each DER. It is also assumed

that all the DERs have the same coupling inductance as specified in Table 2.2.

Moreover, the desired reactive power ratios are assumed to be reciprocal with
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Figure 2.10: Case-2 results: power sharing based on droop coefficient design.

the desired active power ratios. It is worth noting that the reactive power ratios

can be varied to any values considering the system requirements. Initially, a

constant load of 7.5 [kW] and 2.5 [kVar] is applied to the system. As indicated

in Fig. 2.11(a), two step variations are applied to the load. At t = t1, the load

is decreased to 5.8 [kW] and 1.8 [kVar] and at t = t2, it is increased to 8.5 [kW]

and 3.9 [kVar].

Figs. 2.11(b) and 2.11(c) depict the active and reactive power variations of

the four DERs. From these figures DER-1 and DER-4 have the same output

active and reactive powers which is expected according to their m and n ratios

(see Table 2.2).

Table 2.3 summarizes the desired active power ratios and the errors of these
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Figure 2.11: Case-3 results: power sharing based on virtual impedance design.

ratios during all three time intervals. It is evident from this table that the errors

are kept below 10%, regardless of the coupling inductance ratios.

Table 2.4 indicates the results for the desired reactive power ratios and their

errors during all three time intervals. It is evident from this table that the steady

state errors for the reactive power ratios are kept below 3%. This is achieved by

including the AVI calculation loop in the primary controller of the DERs which

dynamically calculates and applies the AVI to their output terminals.

Moreover, from Fig. 2.11 and Table 2.4 it can be concluded that the load

variations are also considered by the virtual impedance calculation loop as a new

AVI is calculated for each time interval of the load changes. Thus, the proposed

power sharing technique adaptively varies the virtual impedance without inter-
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Table 2.3: Active power ratio errors of Case-3 (virtual-impedance based droop).

Time Intervals
Active Power Ratios and Errors for Fig. 2.10(b)

P1/P2 Error [%] P1/P3 Error [%] P1/P4 Error [%]

0 < t < t1 2 2.4 0.5 2.8 1.0 3.0

t1 < t < t2 2 6.7 0.5 6.5 1.0 8.4

t2 < t < t3 2 0.01 0.5 0.03 1.0 0.12

Table 2.4: Reactive power ratio errors of Case-3 (virtual-impedance based droop).

Time Intervals
Reactive Power Ratios and Errors for Fig. 2.10(c)

Q1/Q2 Error [%] Q1/Q3 Error [%] Q1/Q4 Error [%]

0 < t < t1 0.5 1.3 2.0 2.4 1.0 1.6

t1 < t < t2 0.5 0.6 2.0 1.2 1.0 0.8

t2 < t < t3 0.5 2.2 2.0 0.05 1.0 1.5

Table 2.5: Active power ratio errors of Case-4 (simple droop).

Time Intervals
Active Power Ratios and Errors for Fig. 2.11(b)

P1/P2 Error [%] P1/P3 Error [%] P1/P4 Error [%]

0 < t < t1 2.0 3.0 0.5 2.9 1.0 3.3

t1 < t < t2 2.0 6.3 0.5 5.9 1.0 7.0

t2 < t < t3 2.0 0.11 0.5 0.09 1.0 0.22

Table 2.6: Reactive power ratio errors of Case-4 (simple droop).

Time Intervals
Reactive Power Ratios and Errors for Fig. 2.11(c)

Q1/Q2 Error [%] Q1/Q3 Error [%] Q1/Q4 Error [%]

0 < t < t1 0.5 80 2.0 81 1.0 83

t1 < t < t2 0.5 48 2.0 47 1.0 52

t2 < t < t3 0.5 38 2.0 39 1.0 38

fering with the smooth performance of the system.

2.4.4 Case-4: Power Sharing by Simple Droop

This case study investigates the active and reactive power ratio errors for

the same system as considered in Case-3 without applying the adaptive virtual

impedance to the DERs. Fig. 2.12 shows the simulation results of this case study

where the load variations are similar to Case-3 (see Fig. 2.12(a)). Fig. 2.12(b),
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Figure 2.12: Case-4 results: power sharing based on simple droop.

indicates the active power variations of the DERs. It is visible from this figure

that the active power output of each DER is almost the same as in Case-3. This

is also evident in Table 2.5 as the errors are kept below 10% even though the

virtual impedance is not applied to the DERs. Reactive power outputs for this

case study are illustrated in Fig. 2.12(c). It is obvious from this figure that the

reactive output powers are not similar to the ones in Case-3. For instance, DER-1

and DER-4 reactive powers are not the same. The results for the desired reactive

power ratios and their errors are summarized in Table 2.6. This table confirms

that without imposing the virtual impedance to the DERs, reactive power ratio

errors are significant. Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed adaptive

virtual impedance technique effectively reduces these errors while maintaining
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the system power balance as described in Case-3.

2.5 Conclusions

Different techniques which can be used for power sharing control and adjust-

ment of parallel converter-interfaced distributed energy resources (DERs) in an

autonomous microgrid are discussed in this chapter. Initially, restrictions of the

existing methods are discussed. Then, the proposed (third) method is introduced

which overcomes the limitations of the other two methods. The main disadvan-

tage of power sharing using the first method is that the coupling inductance of

the distributed energy resources needs to be designed and implemented physically

which is an expensive process. Moreover, the coupling inductances can only be

designed for an specific power sharing ratio. Hence, this method is not suitable

for the systems where the power ratio among the microgrid units modifies dy-

namically. Also, the main limitation of the second method is that it is not able to

provide accurate reactive power sharing. However, the proposed (third) method

overcomes these drawbacks by adaptively modifying the virtual impedance value

considering the system disturbances and maintaining the reactive power ratio

error below 5%.
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Chapter 3

Small Signal Stability Analysis of

Autonomous Microgrid

3.1 Introduction

Increased integration of renewable energy sources and micro-sources such as

photovoltaic panels, wind turbines and fuel cells in the form of distributed gen-

erations (DGs) has proposed the concept of microgrids (MGs) [121, 122]. MGs

operation in both grid-connected mode and autonomous mode enhances their re-

liability and power quality in comparison to the conventional power distribution

systems. However, providing smooth and seamless transitions between different

operation modes is a challenging issue. One of the most promising techniques

to control distributed energy resources (DERs) of an MG, is to provide voltage

control for their converters [123]-[130].

A centralized control scheme can be adopted to facilitate the required voltage

control for the interfacing converters of the DERs as studied in [127]. On the

other hand, it is possible to control the MG in a decentralized manner by only

local measurements of signals. In this sense, droop control is one of the most

popular methods which regulates the active and reactive power of the DERs

based on the frequency and voltage deviations, respectively [131]-[146]. However,

considering the fact that the DERs interfacing converters are connected to the

point of common coupling (PCC) through their coupling inductances and feeders,

conventional droop control is prone to several problems such as [127];

• Active and reactive powers coupling and their steady state error is an issue

if the coupling inductance is presented;
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of an example MG with n DERs.

• The MG stability may be affected by the feeder impedance if no coupling

inductance is presented at the output terminals.

To address active and reactive power coupling issues, the virtual active and

reactive power method is proposed in [131], and the virtual voltage and frequency

frame method is utilized in [147]. However, with these methods enhancement

of the steady state error is not achievable. Another approach to suppress the

coupling issue is to impose a virtual inductance at the terminal of the DERs

[127], as explained in Chapter 2. References [133, 134] show that proper design

and implementation of the virtual impedance can improve the power sharing

accuracy (i.e. steady state results) as well as the transient performance of the

DERs. However, poor design of the virtual impedance may adversely affect the

system stability and dynamic performance.

This chapter introduces a new approach for virtual impedance design which

provides the active and reactive powers decoupling without compromising the

system stability. To attain this, the virtual impedance is determined based on

the developed small-signal model of the overall MG. Hence, the system transients

and stability requirements are taken into account in the virtual impedance design

in addition to the steady state power ratio errors of the DERs.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Converter structure, (b) equivalent circuit of phase-a.

3.2 Microgrid Structure and Control

An example MG is shown in Fig. 3.1 with a central load and n converter inter-

faced DERs where the DERs are connected to the MG bus through their coupling

inductance and distribution feeders. Each DER consists of a primary source a

voltage source converter (VSC) and an LC filter. The DERs converter structure

and power flow equations are explained in detail in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Converter Structure and Control

The voltage source converter (VSC) structure is shown in Fig. 3.2(a) which

is composed of three H-bridges that are supplied from the battery. The output

terminals of each H-bridge are connected to a single-phase transformer, and the

transformers secondary windings are star-connected. Switching and transformer

losses are represented by resistance Rf , while the leakage reactance of the trans-

formers are represented by Lf . The filter capacitor Cf bypasses the switching

harmonics. The VSC and its filter system are connected to the PCC through a

coupling inductance of Lc [148].
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For the converter structure of Fig. 3.2(a), voltage control technique is utilized

in abc frame in order to track the desired voltage at the output of each VSC

[149]. Equivalent circuit of the converter for one phase is shown in Fig. 3.2(b).

In this figure, uaVdc represents the output voltage of the transformer, where u is

the switching function. For a bipolar switching, u takes on ±1. The converter

control mainly aims to generate u. From Fig. 3.2(b), the state vector of z(t) =

[io(t) ic(t) vc(t)]
T is chosen for each phase of the VSC and filter system where

io is the current of Lc and vc and ic represent the voltage and current of Cf ,

respectively. Thus, the state-space description of the system can be expressed as

[148],[149];

ż(t) = [A]z z(t) + [B]z uc(t) + [C]z vz(t) (3.1)

where, uc is the continuous-time approximation of the switching function u and vo

represents the network load change effects on this system; hence, it is considered

as a disturbance for the controller. Eq. (3.1) is represented in discrete mode as;

z(k + 1) = [F]z x(k) + [G]z uc(k) + [H]z vo(k) (3.2)

where,

[F]z = e[A].Ts ,

[G]z =

∫ Ts

0

e[A]t[B] dt,

[H]z =

∫ Ts

0

e[A]t[C] dt,

and Ts is the sampling time [150]. Using state feedback control law, uc(k) can be

calculated as;

uc(k) = −[k1 k2 k3][z(k)− zref (k)]T (3.3)

where, [k1 k2 k3] is a gain vector and zref (k) is the desired state vector in discrete-

time domain.

As the system behavior in steady-state is interested and assuming a full control

over uc(k), an infinite-time linear quadratic regulator (LQR) can be designed for

this problem to define [k1 k2 k3]. In a discrete LQR problem, an objective function

J is chosen as [151].

J(k) =
∞∑
0

[
z(k)− zref (k)

]T
Q(k)

[
z(k)− zref (k)

]
+ uc(k)TR(k)uc(k) (3.4)

where, R is the control cost matrix, Q is the state weighting matrix that reflects

the importance of each controlling parameter in z, and J(∞) represents the objec-

tive function at infinite time (steady-state condition). Eq. (3.4) is then minimized
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to obtain the optimal values for uc(k) through solution of Riccati equations while

satisfying system constraints in (3.2) [148].

Eq. (3.3) shows the total tracking error of each DER converter. The tracking

error is minimized by limiting this error within a very small bandwidth (e.g. h =

10−4). Thus, using a hysteresis control, the switching function (u) is generated

as [148];

u =


+1, if uc(k) > +h

u(k − 1), if −h ≤ uc(k) ≤ +h

−1, if uc(k) ≤ −h
(3.5)

The above control approach provides perfect tracking of the references [152].

3.2.2 Power Flow of the DERs

The average active (P ) and reactive (Q) power flows from each DER unit to

PCC are expressed as;

P =
|V ||Vpcc|sin(δ − δpcc)

ωLc
(3.6)

Q =
|V |2 − |V ||Vpcc|cos(δ − δpcc)

ωLc
(3.7)

where, V and δ are respectively the magnitude and angle of the voltage across

the filter capacitor (Cf ) of each DER, ω is the nominal angular frequency of the

system, and Vpcc and δpcc are the magnitude and angle of the voltage at PCC,

respectively. The average powers are calculated by passing instantaneous active

(p) and reactive powers (q) through low-pass filters with a cut-off frequency of

ωc. With a mainly inductive feeder and small δ − δpcc, the active power can

be controlled by δpcc while the reactive power can be controlled by the voltage

magnitude of V . Thus, power sharing among the DERs can be achieved using

the angle and voltage droop instead of the conventional frequency and voltage

droop equations as [153];

δdroop = δrated −m(P − Prated) (3.8)

Vdroop = Vdroop − n(Q−Qrated) (3.9)

In (3.8) and (3.9), the rated subscript shows the rated values for each DER while

m and n are the P − δ and Q− V droop coefficients, respectively. Therefore, the

ratio of the average output active and reactive power among every two DERs in

an MG can be expressed as [148];

P1

P2

=
m2

m1

(3.10)
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Q1

Q2

=
n2

n1

(3.11)

3.2.3 Reference Generation of the DERs

The single-phase equivalent circuit of the VSC is shown in Fig. 3.2(b). In

this figure the reference voltage and current of the capacitor are defined as [153];

vc−ref = V cos(ωt+ δ) (3.12)

ic−ref = V ωCfsin(ωt+ δ) (3.13)

and the reference current of io−ref is calculated as;

io−ref = vc − vpccjωLc (3.14)

To calculate the instantaneous current reference a phase shifter is required for

(3.14) which is not desirable. Therefore, the measured average active and reactive

powers of the VSC are used to calculate the magnitude and the phase angle of

the reference current [153]. From Fig. 3.2(b), it is visible that,

|Io−ref | =
√
P 2 +Q2

Vc

∠Io−ref = δ − tan−1(Q/P )

(3.15)

Thus, the current reference can be expressed as;

io−ref = |Io−ref |cos(ωt+ ∠Io−ref ) (3.16)

3.3 Dynamic Power Sharing by Analyzing Eigen-

values

As mentioned previously, the desired active power ratio can be achieved by

designing the angle droop coefficient (m) based on (3.10). Whereas, the reactive

power ratio is extremely affected by the coupling inductance of the DERs; and

hence, cannot be achieved by only designing the voltage droop coefficients. Since

it is not possible to vary the coupling inductance of the DERs, imposing a virtual

impedance (VI) to the output terminals of the VSC filters is suggested instead,

as mentioned in Chapter 2. The main objective of this approach is to create a

voltage drop across the virtual impedance. Thus, imposing a virtual impedance

causes the voltage across the filter capacitor (Cf ) to be slightly lower or higher
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than the value which is determined by the droop control. This in turn facilitates

a desired active/reactive power ratio at the output of the DER units, irrespective

of the coupling inductance ratios. To ensure that active and reactive powers are

decoupled, and the power ratio errors are negligible, the following constraints

should be satisfied in the design of LV I [148];

m2

m1

=
Lc−2 + LV I−2
Lc−1 + LV I−1

(3.17)

n2

n1

=
Lc−2 + LV I−2
Lc−1 + LV I−1

(3.18)

Fig. 3.3(a) indicates the utilized flowchart which determines the optimal VI for

each DER. Based on this flowchart, initially, the MG central controller receives the

desired power ratio of all the DERs from the network secondary controller. Then

the DER with the highest power ratio which is designated to have the lowest VI

is identified. Following this, the optimal LV I for the selected DER is determined

based on the second flowchart shown in Fig. 3.3(b). Finally, after calculating

the optimum inductance LV I−opt for all the MG constituent units based on (3.17)

and (3.18), the final values are transferred to the primary controller of each DER

[148]. To identify the optimal VI for the DER with the highest power ratio an

objective function of OF is considered in the flowchart of Fig. 3.3(b) as;

OF = αεP + βεQ (3.19)

where, εP and εQ represent the errors of active and reactive power ratios, respec-

tively and are defined as;

εP =
P actual
ratio − P desired

ratio

P desired
ratio

(3.20)

εQ =
Qactual
ratio −Qdesired

ratio

Qdesired
ratio

(3.21)

also, α and β are the weighting coefficients of these errors. It is worth noting that

the α and β coefficients can be simply varied according to the system requirements

and the importance of the active and reactive power ratio accuracy.

Based on the flowchart shown in Fig. 3.3(b), the system is initially run in the

time domain for LV I = 0, and then LV I is increased in predefined steps of ∆LV I .

In each step, the system operating point and the eigenvalues are calculated. Then

the algorithm monitors the eigenvalue results to ensure if the system stability is
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Figure 3.3: (a) Deployed algorithm by the MG central controller to determine the VI

for each DER, (b) selecting the optimum inductance (LV I−opt).

realized. If the system remains stable, the objective function is calculated and

compared with its previous value. This process is repeated as long as increasing

the VI with the predefined steps reduces the OF , and in turn, the active and

reactive power errors are decreased. The small signal stability analysis utilized

in this flowchart is discussed in detail in the following section. It is worth noting

that the introduced objective function properly recognizes the VIs which may

result into system oscillations as the steady state errors become relatively high

for these VIs. Based on the determined VI for each DER system, the reference

voltage at the output of the VSC (vref ) can be calculated from (2.36).

Fig. 3.4 shows the closed-loop control of the VSC where the proposed dynamic
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Figure 3.4: Closed-loop control of the voltage source converter.

power sharing technique with consideration of the virtual impedance is shown in

detail.

3.4 Small Signal Stability Analysis

To investigate the MG stability, analysis of the state-space models are re-

quired. For this, it is necessary to model the converters in the same manner as

the models of rotating machine are established. Similar to the machine mod-

els which include automatic voltage regulators and wash-out functions, the VSC

models should also consider the internal control loops [154]. In an autonomous

MG with only converter interfaced DERs, the network dynamics may be affected

by the fast switching action [155]. Thus, modeling the MG by differential equa-

tions is mandatory for stability investigations. The single-phase control of the

VSCs was presented in the previous section. However, to investigate the total

MG behavior, it is required to define a common reference frame and convert all

the system voltages and currents to this frame [156].

Fig. 3.5 shows the schematic diagram of the investigated MG with two DERs.

The DER models are assumed to be the same consisting converter model, droop

controller model, virtual impedance model and the conversion block model for

converting all the inputs/outputs from direct-quadratic (dq) reference frame to

the common reference frame and vice versa. To perform the eigenvalue analysis,

it is required to linearize all the system equations. Thus, in the following section

the prefix ∆ represents the linear quantities. From Fig. 3.5, the measured out-

put powers of the VSC (∆P,∆Q) are fed to the droop control block where the

voltage reference magnitude and angle (∆Vc−ref ,∆δc−ref ) for the filter capacitor
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of an example MG with n DERs.

is calculated and fed to the virtual impedance block. In the VI block the volt-

age drop across the LV I is calculated which results into the reference voltage of

(∆V new
c−ref ,∆δ

new
c−ref ). Then, this reference is fed to the VSC. Finally, the VSC out-

puts are sent to the conversion block where they are transferred to the common

reference frame. The outputs of each DER are the currents of (∆io,D,∆io,Q), and

the inputs are the voltages of and (∆vpcc,D,∆vpcc,Q). Similarly, the load model

inputs are the PCC DQ voltages (∆vpcc,D,∆vpcc,Q), whereas its outputs are the

load DQ currents of (∆iLoad,D,∆iLoad,Q). In the following subsections, first, the

state-space equation of each component will be derived separately. Then, the MG

overall model will be obtained by combining all these models.

3.4.1 Voltage Source Converter Model

Mesh analysis for the equivalent circuit of the VSC, shown in Fig. 3.2(b),

results in the following equations for each phase;

dif
dt

= −Rf

Lf
if +

(−vc + uV̇dc)

Lf
(3.22)

dvc
dt

=
if − io
Cf

(3.23)

vc − vpcc = Lc
dio
dt

(3.24)

Transferring (3.22)-(3.24) to dq frame and combining them yields the following

state-space description for each DER in the MG network of Fig. 3.1;

ẋDER = [A]xDER + [B]uDER + [C]vDER (3.25)
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which is expanded as;

d

dt



ifd

ifq

iod

ioq

vcd

vcq


=



−Rf/Lf ω 0 0 −1/Lf 0

−ω −Rf/Lf 0 0 0 −1/Lf

0 0 0 ω 1/Lc 0

0 0 −ω 0 0 1/Lc

1/Cf 0 −1/Cf 0 0 ω

0 1/Cf 0 −1/Cf −ω 0


·



ifd

ifq

iod

ioq

vcd

vcq


+ a

Vdc
Lf



1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0


·

[
ud

uq

]
− 1

Lc



0 0

0 0

1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0


·

[
vod

voq

]
DER

(3.26)

Assuming a perfect tracking [152], u can be represented by uc. Hence, considering

a state-feedback control in the form of,

uDER = −[k1 k2 k3][zDER − zrefDER]

= [G]xDER + [H]zrefDER

(3.27)

where,

zDER =
[
ifd ifq iod ioq vcd vcq

]T
G =

[
−k1 0 k1 − k2 0 −k3 0

0 −k1 0 k1 − k2 0 −k3

]

H =

[
k1 0 k2 0 k3 0

0 k1 0 k2 0 k3

]
the state-space equation of the DERs become;

ẋDER = [A]DER xDER + [B]DER zrefDER + [C]DER vDER (3.28)

where, [A]DER = [A] + [B][G] and [B]DER = [B][H].

3.4.2 Load and Lines Model

The state-space equation of the centralized load and each line of the MG in

dq frame are [148],[149];

ẋload = [A]loadxload + [C]loadvload (3.29)
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ẋline = [A]linexline + [C]linevMG (3.30)

and are expanded respectively as;

d

dt

[
id

iq

]
=

[
Rload/Lload ω

−ω Rload/Lload

]
·

[
id

iq

]
+

1

Lload
·

[
vod

voq

]
(3.31)

d

dt

[
id

iq

]
=

[
Rline/Lline ω

−ω Rline/Lline

]
·

[
id

iq

]
+

1

Lline
Cline ·

[
v1od v1oq v2od v2oq v3od v3oq

]T (3.32)

3.4.3 Combined Model of the VSC, Load, and Lines

Combining (3.28), (3.29) and (3.30) the equivalent state-space equation of the

MG becomes;

ẋMG = [A]MG xMG + [B]MG zrefMG + [C]MG vMG (3.33)

where,

xMG =
[
xDER−1 xDER−2 xload xline−1 xline−2

]T
zrefMG =

[
zrefDER−1 zrefDER−2 O6×1

]T
AMG = diag

(
ADER-1 ADER-2 Aload Aline-1 Aline-2

)
BMG = diag

(
BDER-1 BDER-2 O6×6

)
CMG =

 diag
(
CDER-1 CDER-2 Cload

)
Cline-1

Cline-2


where, diag() represents a diagonal matrix and O represents a zeros matrix [148].

3.4.4 Droop Controller Model

The references of the converter output voltage and magnitude are set by the

droop controller where the output voltage of the converter is equal to the filter

capacitor (Cf ) voltage, as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). The instantaneous output active

and reactive powers of each converter and filter in direct-quadratic (dq) frame is

expressed based on its output voltage and current as [153];[
p

q

]
=

3

2

[
iod ioq

−ioq iod

]
·

[
vcd

vcq

]
(3.34)
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The average values of active and reactive powers are obtained by passing their

instantaneous (i.e. measured) values through low pass filters (LPFs) as;

P =
ωc

s+ ωc
p =

ωc
s+ ωc

(vcdiod + vcqioq)

Q =
ωc

s+ ωc
q =

ωc
s+ ωc

(vcdioq + vcqiod)
(3.35)

where, ωc is the filter cut-off frequency. Linearizing (3.35) around the operating

point yields;

∆

[
Ṗ

Q̇

]
=

[
−ωc 0

0 −ωc

]
·∆

[
P

Q

]
+[

0 0 vcd0 vcq0 iod0 ioq0

0 0 vcq0 −vcd0 −ioq0 iod0

]
·∆
[
ifd ifq iod ioq vcd vcq

]T (3.36)

where, subscript 0 represents the nominal values. Defining a vector for active and

reactive powers as; [
PDER−1 QDER−1 PDER−2 QDER−2

]T
(3.37)

Eq. (3.36) can be rewritten as;

∆ẋPQ = [A]PQ∆xPQ + [B]PQ∆xDER (3.38)

3.4.5 The Overall Model of the MG

To obtain the overall state-space equation of the MG, it is required to eliminate

the reference vector represented in (3.28) by linearizing the droop equations. For

this, it is assumed that the three-phase reference voltage of the filter capacitor

can be expressed as [156];

vc−a = Vcmsin(ωt)

vc−b = Vcmsin(ωt− 2
π

3
)

vc−c = Vcmsin(ωt+ 2
π

3
)

(3.39)

From (3.39), the reference voltage of the capacitor in dq form becomes,

vc−ref,d = 0

vc−ref,q = −Vcm
(3.40)
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As the converter output voltage and the capacitor voltage are the same, the

voltage droop equation of (3.9) can be rewritten as;

vc−ref,d = Vc−ref = Vrated − n(Q−Qrated) (3.41)

Linearizing and combining (3.8) and (3.41), results in the droop controller model

as;  ∆δref

∆vc−ref,d

∆vc−ref,q

 =

0 −m 0

0 0 −n
0 0 0


 ∆δ

∆P

∆Q

 (3.42)

Similarly, the capacitor reference currents which lead the corresponding voltages

by 90◦ are calculated as;

ic−ref,d = VcmωCf

ic−ref,q = 0
(3.43)

Since the active and reactive powers based on dq components are defined as;

P =
3

2
(vdid + vqiq)

Q =
3

2
(vqid − vdiq)

(3.44)

substituting (3.40) into (3.44) yields the reference output current of the VSC (io)

as; [
io−ref,d

io−ref,q

]
= − 2

3Vcm

[
Qref

Pref

]
(3.45)

It is to be noted that all the parameters need to be transferred to the common

direct-quadratic reference frame (DQ) by [149];[
∆fD

∆fQ

]
=

[
cosδ −sinδ
sinδ cosδ

]
·

[
∆fd

∆fq

]
(3.46)

In (3.46), the common DQ frame is assumed to be the PCC voltage frame and δ

is the angle difference between the PCC voltage and the VSC output voltage (i.e.

δ is the angle difference between the two frames). Therefore, the filter capacitor

reference voltage should be transferred to the common reference frame as;[
∆vc−ref,D

∆vc−ref,Q

]
=

[
cosδ −sinδ
sinδ cosδ

][
0

−Vcm

]
(3.47)

Linearizing the above equation and substituting it in (3.42) results;[
∆vc−ref,D

∆vc−ref,Q

]
=

[
−mVcm0cosδ0 −nsinδ0
−mVcm0sinδ0 ncosδ0

][
∆P

∆Q

]
(3.48)
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where, subscript 0 represents the operating point values of each state. Similarly,

the capacitor reference current is calculated as;[
∆ic−ref,D

∆ic−ref,Q

]
=

[
λ1sinδ0 −λ2cosδ0
−λ1cosδ0 −λ2sinδ0

][
∆P

∆Q

]
(3.49)

where,

λ1 = mωCfVcm0

λ2 = nωCf

Finally, replacing Pref and Qref by P and Q in (3.45), results the linearized

output current of the VSC as;[
∆io−ref,D

∆io−ref,Q

]
=

1

Vcm0

[
β11 β12

β21 β22

][
∆P

∆Q

]
(3.50)

where,

β11 = −(2/3)(mQ0sinδ0 +mP0cos0 − sinδ0)

β12 = −(2/3)cosδ0 + ni2,D0

β21 = −(2/3)(mP0sinδ0 + cos0 −mQ0cosδ0)

β22 = −(2/3)sinδ0 + ni2,Q0

Hence, the reference vector for each DER in (3.28) can be rewritten as;

∆zrefDER = [M]c∆xPQ (3.51)

where, [M]c is obtained from (3.48), (3.49) and (3.50). Finally, for the example

MG shown in Fig. 3.1, with two converter-interfaced DERs, the reference vector

in (3.28) can be expressed as;

∆zrefMG = [M]MG
c ∆xMG

PQ (3.52)

where,

[M]c = diag
(
[M]DER-1

c [M]DER-2
c

)
Also, the total equivalent state-space equation representing the power and voltage

angles in the MG is expressed as;

∆ẋMG
PQ = [A]MG

PQ ∆xMG
PQ + [B]MG

PQ ∆xMG (3.53)

where,

xMG
PQ =

[
xDER−1PQ xDER−2PQ

]T
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[A]MG
PQ = diag

(
[A]DER-1

PQ [A]DER-2
PQ

)
[B]MG

PQ =
[
diag

(
[B]DER-1

PQ [B]DER-2
PQ

)
O4×6

]
Thus, the homogenous state-space description of the complete network can be

obtained by combining (3.33), (3.52) and (3.53) as;

∆ẋFinalMG = [A]′MG ·∆xFinalMG + [C]′MG ·∆vMG (3.54)

which is expanded as;[
∆ẋMG

∆ẋMG
PQ

]
=

[
AMG BMG ·Mc

BMG
PQ AMG

PQ

]
·

[
∆xMG

∆xMG
PQ

]
+

[
CMG

O4×6

]
·∆vMG (3.55)

Assuming a large virtual resistor (e.g. Rv = 104) between each bus and ground

[155], the voltage of each bus can be written as;

v = Rv

(
i2 +

n∑
k=1

(µkikline − iload)
)

(3.56)

where, n is the number of MG buses and µk is either +1 for entering lines to

the bus or -1 for exiting lines from the bus. Thus, δvMG can be expressed as a

function of ∆xMG as;

∆vMG = [M]v ·∆xFinalMG (3.57)

Assuming,

[A]HMG = [A]′MG + [C]′MG[M]v

Eq. (3.32) is expressed as;

∆ẋFinalMG = [A]HMG ·∆xFinalMG (3.58)

The eigenvalues of the MG system (λ) are then calculated as the roots of [148];

det(λ I22×22 − [A]HMG) (3.59)

where, I is the identity matrix and det() is the determinant function. The closest

eigenvalues to the imaginary axis in s-plane are the dominant eigenvalues. Any

changes in the VI of the DERs may result into MG instability. Hence, their effect

on the variations of the dominant eigenvalues should be carefully investigated

[148].
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Figure 3.6: Case 1: (a) DERs active power, (b) DERs reactive power for LV I variations

from zero to 110 [mH].

3.5 Study Cases and Simulation Results

In this section the MG system of Fig. 3.1 with two converter-interfaced DERs

and one central load is considered. To evaluate the performance of the sys-

tem with different power sharing ratios, several case studies are first modeled

in PSCAD/EMTDC and then numerically analyzed in MATLAB using the de-

veloped small signal stability model of the MG. For simplicity, the converter,

coupling inductance and ratings of both DERs are assumed to be the same [148].

The parameters of the MG, VSCs, and filters are given in Appendix A Table

A.1. Four different objective functions with different coefficients for the active

and reactive power ratio errors are considered in the first two case studies. Table

3.1 summarizes the error coefficients of these OFs. From this table it is visible

that for OF1, α and β coefficients are the same which means that the accuracy of

active and reactive power ratios are similarly important. For OF2 and OF3, re-

active power ratio error and active power ratio errors are given the main priority,

respectively. Finally, in OF4 only the reactive power ratio errors are of interest.
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Figure 3.7: Case 1: (a) Power ratio errors, (b) Objective functions.

3.5.1 Case-1: Simulation Results for Pratio = 3

In this case study, the power ratio of the two DERs is assumed to be P1/P2 =

3. Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.6(b) show the time domain results of the DERs active

and reactive power outputs, respectively for LV I variations from zero to 110 [mH].

From this figure, it is visible that the output powers become oscillatory as LV I

increases above some specific values. This implies that the proper design and

implementation of the virtual impedance plays an important role in the stability

of the overall system.

Fig. 3.7(a) shows the active and reactive power ratio errors of the two DERs

for 0 < LV I < 110 [mH]. It is shown in this figure that for LV I < 102 [mH],

the active power ratio error is not changing significantly with the variation of VI,

whereas the reactive power ratio error is obviously decreasing with the increase

of LV I . Moreover, for LV I > 102 [mH], it is visible that both active and reactive

power ratio errors increase significantly as the system becomes oscillatory. The

objective function results shown in Fig. 3.7(b), also confirm the above statements.

The OF variations for 52 [mH]< LV I < 102 [mH] are indicated separately in a

smaller frame in Fig. 3.7(b). The selected optimum LV I based on different OFs

are summarized in Table 3.1. From Fig. 3.7(b), for LV I = 56 [mH], OF4 becomes

zero while increasing LV I to the values above 56 [mH] results into negative values
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Figure 3.8: Case 1: Root locus diagram for LV I variations from zero to 110 [mH] and

Pratio = 3.

Figure 3.9: Case 1: Dominant eigenvalues locus for LV I variations from zero to 110

[mH] and Pratio = 3.

for OF4. Hence, based on the algorithm shown in Fig. 3.3(b), LV I = 56 [mH] is

selected as the optimum LV I for OF4. The same procedure is considered for the

other three OFs which results into different values of optimum LV I for each OF

as their trends are slightly different.

To investigate the system stability for different values of LV I , the root lo-

cus diagram of the system including the MG dominant eigenvalues is shown in

Fig. 3.8. Based on this figure, with the increment of LV I , the MG dominant
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Figure 3.10: Case 1: (a) DERs active powers, (a) DERs reactive powers for LV I−opt

selection based on OF1.

eigenvalues are placed in four different clusters. The sensitivity of each cluster

to the virtual impedance variations can be investigated through Fig. 3.9, where

the locus of each pole cluster is shown separately. It is visible from this figure

that all four clusters move toward the imaginary axis as LV I varies from zero to

110 [mH] causing the system to become oscillatory. Moreover, it is evident that

further increase of LV I may cause the system to become unstable as expected.

Fig. 3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b) indicate the time domain results of the active

and reactive power variations, respectively. The optimum LV I is 98.4 [mH] which

is selected based on OF1. From these figures, the active and reactive power ratios

in the steady state are 2.98 and 3.01, respectively. This results in negligible

errors of 0.6% and 0.3% for the active and reactive powers, respectively. The

same graphs are depicted in Fig. 3.11(a) and Fig. 3.11(b) where LV I = 56 [mH]

is selected as the optimum VI based on OF4. Figs. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) show

that for the new value of LV I the active power error remains the same. However,

the reactive power ratio error varies slightly and becomes 0.2%. Moreover, the

system oscillations are damped faster by the decrease of LV I as it was expected.
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Figure 3.11: Case 1: (a) DERs active powers, (a) DERs reactive powers for LV I−opt

selection based on OF4.

Table 3.1: Optimum LV I for Case-1 and Case-2.

Case Pratio
LV I−opt [mH]

OF1 OF2 OF3 OF4

1 3 98.4 76 98.1 56

2 6 45.4 45.7 45.2 45.6

3.5.2 Case-2: Simulation Results for Pratio = 6

In this case study, the DERs power ratio is assumed to be P1/P2 = 6. The

time domain results of the DERs output powers are shown in Fig. 3.12. In this

case study LV I varies from zero to 50 [mH]. Similar to Case-1, the increase of LV I

above some specific values causes the system to become oscillatory as indicated

in Fig. 3.12.

Fig. 3.13(a) indicates the power ratio errors for 0 < LV I < 45 [mH]. This

figure shows that the active power ratio error almost remains unchanged (i.e.

mainly below 4%) for LV I < 45 [mH]. However, the reactive power ratio error

significantly drops with the increase of LV I from the initial value of 18%. Fig.

3.13(b) reveals the variations of the objective functions with the increment of LV I .

It is visible from this figure that the trend of OF variations is similar to Case-1.
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Figure 3.12: Case 2: (a) DERs active power, (b) DERs reactive power for LV I variations

from zero to 50 [mH].

Figure 3.13: Case 2: (a) Power ratio errors, (b) Objective functions.

The selected optimum LV Is for different OFs are summarized in Table 3.1. The

smaller frame in Fig. 3.13(b) shows the OFs variations for 41 [mH]< LV I <47
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Figure 3.14: Case 2: Root locus diagram for LV I variations from zero to 50 [mH] and

Pratio = 6.

Figure 3.15: Case 2: Dominant eigenvalues locus for LV I variations from zero to 50

[mH].

[mH]. From this figure, the optimum LV I based on all four OFs, which minimizes

the objective function and avoids oscillatory results is selected to be around 45.6

[mH] as indicated in Table 3.1.

Fig. 3.14 shows the root locus diagram of the MG network when LV I varies

from zero to 50 [mH]. Similar to Case-1, the dominant eigenvalues are mainly

placed in four clusters. The sensitivity of each cluster to LV I variations is in-

vestigated in Fig. 3.15. From this figure, cluster-1 moves along with the real
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Figure 3.16: Case 2: (a) DERs active powers, (b) DERs reactive powers for LV I−opt

selection based on OF1.

axis (see Fig. 3.15(a)) whereas cluster-2 moves toward the imaginary axis (see

Fig. 3.15(a)). Also Fig. 3.15(c) and Fig. 3.15(d) indicate that the poles of

cluster-3 and cluster-4, which are placed on the real axis, become conjugate as

LV I increases. Also, with further increase of LV I the conjugate poles grow apart

causing the system damping ratio to reduce, and in turn, the system response

will become slower.

The time domain variations of both active and reactive powers for two opti-

mum LV Is which are selected based on OF1 and OF4 are indicated in Fig. 3.16

and Fig. 3.17. From Fig. 3.16 (a), Fig. 3.17 (a) and Table 3.1, the ratio of active

and reactive power for LV I = 45.6 [mH] are 5.94 and 5.97, respectively. Hence,

the active and reactive power ratio errors are 1% and 0.5%, respectively. Also,

Fig. 3.16 (b) and Fig. 3.17 (b), indicate similar results for active and reactive

power ratios as the selected optimum LV Is for OF1 and OF4 are very close (see

Table 3.2).

3.5.3 Case-3: Dynamic Variation of the Power Ratio

This case study investigates the system performance for the dynamic varia-

tions of the DERs power ratio. Fig. 3.18(a) and Fig. 3.18(b) reveal the time
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Figure 3.17: Case 2: (a) DERs active powers, (b) DERs reactive powers for LV I−opt

selection based on OF4.

Table 3.2: Summary of results for Case-3.

Time LV I−opt Desired Actual Ratios Ratio Errors %

Intervals [mH] Ratios P Q P Q

TI-1 44 2 1.99 2.0003 0.5 0.015

TI-2 60 4 3.97 4.0006 0.75 0.015

TI-3 56 5 4.96 5.0007 0.8 0.014

domain results of the DERs active and reactive powers, respectively. Three time

intervals are defined in Fig. 3.18, as TI-1, TI-2 and TI-3. During TI-1 the power

ratio of the DERs (i.e. P1/P2) is considered to be 2, whereas in TI-2 it increases

to 4, and in TI-3 it increases further to 5. It can be seen from these figures that

the system performance is smooth and seamless throughout the whole simulation

although the power ratios are varied dynamically. Moreover, Table 3.2, summa-

rizes the results of this case study giving the optimum VI (LV I−opt), the desired

active and reactive power ratios and the related errors. It is to be noted that

to determine the optimum LV I for this case study the fourth objective function

(OF4) of Appendix A Table A.1 is considered which aims to minimize the reactive

power ratio error. Based on the results of Table 3.2, it can be concluded that
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Figure 3.18: Case 3: (a) DERs active powers, (a) DERs reactive powers when Pratio

varies dynamically.

the control system properly varies the optimum LV I such that the reactive power

ratio errors are kept below 0.1%. Moreover, the active power ratio error is also

kept below 1% however α = 0 is chosen for the objective function.

3.6 Conclusions

An alternative approach for virtual impedance design is introduced in this

chapter, which successfully decouples the active and reactive power sharing with-

out compromising the system stability. To attain this, the virtual impedance is

determined based on the stability analysis of the stand-alone MG. Hence, the

system transients and stability requirements are taken into account in addition

to the steady state power ratio errors of the DERs. This strategy provides a more

reliable response to the system compared to the method introduced in Chapter

2 since it is developed based on the small-signal model of the microgrid.
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Chapter 4

Hierarchical Control of Battery

Energy Storage Systems in

Autonomous Microgrids

4.1 Introduction

Due to the cost-effectiveness and lower emissions of renewable energy sources

(RES) compared to the traditional generations, the conventional centralized power

network is leading toward a smaller and more-distributed generation [157]. How-

ever, high penetration of RESs to the distribution systems introduces some prob-

lems that have hitherto not been seen. Investigating the issues presented by the

chaotic nature of RESs has brought up the concept of microgrids as an ultimate

solution [1].

Microgrids (MGs) are considered as a single controllable unit which consist

of one or several distributed loads and renewable energy sources (RESs). Micro-

grids can operate in either grid-connected mode or autonomous mode, as shown

in Fig. 4.1. In grid-connected mode, the grid is responsible for maintaining

the power balance of the microgrid. However, in autonomous mode, the power

management of the microgrid is a much more challenging issue. Energy stor-

age systems (ESSs) such as batteries are widely used in the autonomous MGs

in order to balance the generation and consumption mismatch [158]. This is

achieved by charging/discharging the battery energy storage (BES) units during

off-peak/peak periods.

Several studies have investigated the power management of autonomous mi-

crogrids consisting of RES and BES units. In [159], the frequency variations
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of an example microgrid with distributed BESs, DERs,

and Loads.

reflect the power imbalance within the MG, and the BES operation mode is de-

cided, accordingly. Also, in [160] BES units are utilized to compensate the power

fluctuations caused by the chaotic nature of the RES units. Moreover, the perfor-

mance of different types of batteries has been investigated in several researches

such as [161]-[164].

The well-known conventional droop control strategy can be utilized for battery

energy storage (BES) units of an autonomous MG to duplicate the operation of

huge synchronous generators in the traditional power system [58], [165]-[167].

In droop control strategies, the inverter active output power increases/decreases

with the decrease/increase of the frequency till the supply and demand are in

equilibrium [134]. An advantage of conventional droop control method is that it

is independent of communication links. However, there are several limitations to

this strategy when applied to BESs.

In conventional droop control strategies, power sharing among the constituent

units of the MG is proportional to their maximum capacity. However, in the case

of BESs, the available capacity (i.e. state of charge (SoC)) plays a more important

role and needs to be given priority when determining the reference power of the

battery. Hence, coordinating BES units with conventional droop control may

result in premature depletion of BESs and those with lower initial SoC levels will

rapidly run out of energy. Consequently, during peak periods the batteries may
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not be available to restore the MG frequency.

To address this issue, one solution is to modify the conventional droop control

of the BES units to correlate their power ratios with their state of charge (SoC)

instead of their nominal capacity [168]-[169]. To achieve this, the droop coefficient

of the BES unit needs to be modified dynamically according to its instantaneous

SoC level. Based on this approach, the BES units with lower SoC levels, deliver

less active power to sustain their available capacity. However, the main problem

with the above modified droop control is that the output power of each BES

unit is affected by the SoC of the other BES units, in addition to its own SoC

level. To address this issue, in this chapter, a new dynamic control strategy is

proposed, which updates the droop coefficients of the RES units according to the

SoC variations of the BESs to ensure that the BES units perform independently.

The proposed strategy consists of two control subsystems, one for charge

and the other for discharge operation of the BES unit. The discharge control

strategy utilizes an SoC-based droop control to avoid premature depletion of the

BES units. This is achieved by dedicating the highest priority to the available

capacity of the BESs while respecting their maximum capacity. Therefore, the

active output power of each BES unit is modified dynamically according to its

SoC level variations (i.e. the lower the SoC level, the lower the output power).

Moreover, with the proposed discharge control strategy the BES units operate

independently from each other since a modified droop control is also applied to

the RES units. Additionally, the proposed charge control strategy limits the

power absorption of the BESs to the surplus power available from the RES units.

This ensures that the MG power balance is maintained during charge operation

of the BESs while RESs are deployed efficiently.

Active power sharing among the BES units within an MG has been thoroughly

studied in the literature [93],[168]. However, reactive power sharing among the

BES units has not been investigated as much. It is worth noting that the reactive

power exchange of the BES units does not relate on their SoC level and is available

due to their converters extra/unused capacity. Here, along with the SoC-based

droop control for active power sharing of the BES units, a reactive power sharing

strategy is proposed, in which the extra capacity of the BES converters is utilized.

This strategy also aims to prevent overloading the RES units. Based on the

proposed reactive power sharing algorithm, the BES unit with lower SoC (i.e.

lower output active power) which reflects its higher unused converter capacity

supplies a greater amount of reactive power. To attain this, the adaptive virtual

impedance method, introduced in Chapter 2, is conducted in the discharge control
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strategy of the BES units to ensure that the desired reactive power sharing ratios

are achieved [120].

The main features of the proposed comprehensive control strategy of the BES

units in charge and discharge modes are summarized below;

• The output powers of the BES units are decreased according to their SoC

levels as they contribute in supplying the load. This avoids prompt deple-

tion of the BES units, and as a result, they can operate in their nominal

operation range for a longer time duration;

• The proposed reactive power sharing algorithm uses the maximum capacity

of the BES converters and avoids overloading of the RES units;

• To implement the reactive power sharing algorithm, the adaptive virtual

impedance method, introduced in Chapter 2, is conducted to ensure that

the extra capacity of the BES converters is utilized;

• The BES units control in charge mode limits their absorbing power, to

maintain the power balance of the MG. This implies that the BES absorbing

power is limited to the available surplus power within the MG;

• To avoid overcharging of the BES units, when their SoC level reaches its

maximum limit (SoCmax), BES is either disconnected or switched to dis-

charge mode;

4.2 Microgrid Structure and Control

The structure of the considered MG is shown in Fig. 4.2, which consists of a

BES unit and a RES unit. Note that the control strategy can be applied to the

MG with multiple BES and RES units as investigated in the simulation results.

Each distributed energy resource (DER) (i.e. BES/RES unit), is interfaced to the

MG through a voltage source converter (VSC). The VSC and its filter system are

connected to the point of common coupling (PCC) through a coupling inductance

(Lc). The average active power (P ) and reactive power (Q) supplied by each DER

unit are expressed as;

P =
|V ||Vpcc|sin(δ − δpcc)

ωLc
(4.1)

Q =
|V |2 − |V ||Vpcc|cos(δ − δpcc)

ωLc
(4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Simplified diagram of the microgrid structure with one DER and one BES

unit.

where, V and δ are respectively the magnitude and angle of the voltage across

the filter capacitor Cf of each DER, and Xc is the impedance of the coupling

inductance at the nominal frequency. Also, Vpcc and δpcc are the magnitude and

angle of the PCC voltage, respectively. The average powers are calculated by

passing instantaneous active (p) and reactive powers (q) through low-pass filters

with a cut-off frequency of ωc. From the above equations, it is clear that for the

small values of δ−δpcc, the active power can be controlled by δ, while the reactive

power can be controlled by V [169]. Thus, power sharing among the DERs can be

achieved using the angle and voltage droop instead of the conventional frequency

and voltage droop equations as;

δdroop = −m(P − Prated) (4.3)

Vdroop = Vmax − nQ (4.4)

where, Prated represents the rated active power capacity of the DER and Vmax

denotes the maximum allowable voltage in the MG. Also, m and n are the slopes

of the considered δ − P and V − Q droop curves, respectively [169]. Hence, the

ratio of average output active and reactive powers for any two DER units (e.g.

RES-l and BES-k) in an MG are expressed as;

P k
BES

P l
RES

=
ml
RES

mk
BES

(4.5)
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Qk
BES

Ql
RES

=
nlRES
nkBES

(4.6)

4.3 Proposed Cooperative Control of BES Units

To coordinate the operation of the BES units with the RESs within the MG,

a new cooperative control is proposed here, which is divided into two subsystems.

The first subsystem is dedicated to the SoC-based droop control of the BES units

during discharge or nominal operation mode and the second subsystem is for the

cooperative control of the BES units during charge mode.

4.3.1 BES Discharge Control Strategy

This control strategy is applied to the BES units, for SoCmin ≤ SoC ≤
SoCmax, where SoCmin is the minimum acceptable limit, and SoCmax is the max-

imum acceptable limit for the nominal operation of the BES unit. Based on

the proposed control strategy, during discharge operation mode, the BES units

deliver both active and reactive powers to the MG.

Active Power Sharing (SOC-Based Droop Control)

To respect the SoC level of the BES units, the proposed active power sharing

method uses the BES available capacity (i.e. SoC) instead of the BES maximum

capacity, in the power sharing equation of (4.3). To achieve this, it is necessary

to calculate the stored energy of BES-k at a given time as;

Ek
BES = Ek

BES−initial −
∫ t

0

P k
BES(t).dt (4.7)

where, Ek
BES−initial and P k

BES(t) are the initial stored energy and the average

output active power of BES-k. Thus, the SoC level of BES-k can be expressed

as;

SoCk
BES(t) =

Ek
BES(t)

Ek
BES−max

× 100 (4.8)

where, SoCk
BES(t) and Ek

BES−max represent the instantaneous SoC (i.e. available

capacity) and the maximum energy capacity of BES-k, respectively. The objective

of active power sharing control is to adjust the active output power of the BES

units according to their SoC level. To achieve this, it is proposed to modify

the δ − P droop coefficient to ensure that the BES unit with a lower SoC level

provides a lower contribution in supplying the demand. The proposed approach
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Figure 4.3: Dynamic P − δ droop coefficient modification for a BES system.

is shown in Fig. 4.3. This figure indicates that the modification of the δ − P

droop coefficient results in moving the BES operating point from A to B. Hence,

the BES active power output is reduced. Since the SoC level of BES changes

dynamically, it is suggested to apply the changes to the δ − P droop coefficient

over each 10% of variations in the SoC level in order to avoid system chattering.

Therefore, the discretized SoC level SoCk
BES−d is defined as follows;

SoCk
BES−d =



0.8, if 80% ≤ SoCBES ≤ 90%

0.7, if 70% ≤ SoCBES ≤ 80%

0.6, if 60% ≤ SoCBES ≤ 70%

0.5, if 50% ≤ SoCBES ≤ 60%

0.4, if 40% ≤ SoCBES ≤ 50%

(4.9)

SoCk
BES−d can be used to modify the δ − P droop coefficient of BES-k as;

P k
BES

P0

=
SoCk

BES−d

SoC0

=
m0

mk
BES

(4.10)

where, m0 is the global droop coefficient designed for P0 and SOC0 = 1. It is to

be noted that in this chapter, the minimum and maximum acceptable limits for

the SoC are 40% and 90% of EBES−max, respectively. Thus, the nominal range of

operation for the BES unit is 40% ≤ SoC ≤ 90%, and (4.5) can be modified to;

P l
BES

P k
BES

=
SoC l

BES−d

SoCk
BES−d

=
mk
BES

ml
BES

(4.11)

The main problem of the above strategy is that the power sharing of each BES
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Figure 4.4: Dynamic P − δ droop coefficient modification for BES and RES system.

unit is affected by the SoC level of the other BES units. Therefore, with the

decrease of BES output power due to its SoC reduction, the other BES units

proceed to pick up the demand, and their SoC levels reduce drastically, despite

the fact that the SoC control should avoid batteries unnecessary discharge. To

address this issue, an alternative approach is proposed here, which compels the

RES units to take over the power reduction of the BES unit. In this case, the

other BES units continue to deliver the same amount of power, although they are

operating in droop control. It is worth mentioning that the output powers of the

RESs are limited to their ratings to avoid violating their maximum capacities.

The proposed alternative approach is shown in Fig. 4.4. From this figure,

as the BES SoC level decreases and its operating point moves from point A to

B, the RES operating point moves from C to D. This denotes that the output

power of RES units should also variate adaptively with the SoC variation of all

the constituent BES units. To achieve this, the droop coefficient of RES-l is

defined as;

ml
RES(t) =

m0∏N
j=1 SoC

j
BES−d

(4.12)

where, N represents the number of the BES units within the MG and SoCj
BES−d

represents the SoC level of the jth BES unit.

Reactive Power Sharing

Different approaches are considered for reactive power sharing among the

RESs in an MG [170]-[172]. However, none of them investigates reactive power

sharing among the BES units.
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The purpose of reactive power sharing among the BES units is to utilize the

unused power capacity of their VSCs. Considering a converter with the maximum

capacity of Smax and the active power of P , the maximum available reactive power

(Qmax) of converter can be expressed as;

Qmax =
√
S2
max − P 2 (4.13)

This implies that for two converters with the active power of P1 and P2, where

P1 < P2, the maximum available reactive power of the first converter is greater

than that of the second one (Qmax−1 > Qmax−2). Therefore, it is proposed here

to set the reactive power sharing ratio among the BES units to be inversely

proportional to the ratio of their active powers. Thus, the V −Q droop coefficient

ratios among BES-k and BES-l should be inversely proportional to their δ − P
coefficient ratios as;

nkBES
nlBES

=
ml
BES

mk
BES

(4.14)

Based on the above approach, a BES unit which produces a lower amount of

active power due to its lower SoC level is expected to produce a higher amount

of reactive power. It is worth noting that the maximum capacity limit, based on

(4.13), is applied to the system in order to avoid overloading the BES units.

It is well known that the reactive power sharing in droop control is affected

by the coupling impedance of the DER, as discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter

3 [173]. Therefore (4.14) is not satisfied, unless the impedance ratio between

the DERs is in equilibrium with (4.14). This can be achieved by conducting the

adaptive virtual impedance power sharing technique in the control structure of

the BES converter, as discussed in Chapter 2.

4.3.2 BES Charge Control Strategy

This control strategy is applied to the BES units when SoC < SoCmin and the

BES units should switch to charge mode in order to avoid over-discharge. Based

on this strategy, when the BES unit operates in charge mode, it only absorbs

active power from the MG, and it neither absorbs nor injects reactive power.

Therefore, the control strategy is only dedicated to the active power control.

During the discharge process, the BES unit operates in current control mode

(CCM), as discussed in Chapter 1, to maintain the power balance of the MG.

Two different scenarios can be considered here as below,
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Figure 4.5: BES converter control structure in charge mode.

• The first scenario occurs when the surplus power from the RES units is

higher than the maximum capacity of the BES unit, (i.e. PRES−max −
PDemand > PBES−max). In this scenario the BES unit is charged with its

maximum rating (PBES−max), as there is sufficient power available from the

RES units to charge the battery and supply the load;

• The second scenario happens when the surplus power from the RES units is

lower than the maximum rating of the BES unit, (i.e. PRES−max−PDemand <
PBES−max). In this case, the BES unit power absorption should be limited

to PRES−max − PDemand, to ensure that the power balance of the system is

unaffected.

The schematic of the control diagram of the BES unit in charge mode is shown

in Fig. 4.5, where a proportional integral (PI) controller is used to set the active

output powers as described in the above scenarios. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the

reference current (iref ) is generated by the power control block and is transferred

to the voltage reference generation block, where the voltage reference is generated

for the VSCs. Voltage reference generation for one phase is shown in Fig. 4.5.

This voltage can be used for the other two phases after applying the required

phase shifts.

Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 show the proposed coordinated control structure of the
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Figure 4.6: Proposed coordinated control of BES systems in discharge mode.

BES units in discharge and charge mode, respectively. Note that the reference

generation for ic and io also the VSC switching control, shown in Fig. 4.6 and

Fig. 4.7, are described in Chapter 3 and are not repeated here. Also, the voltage

reference generation in discharge mode is discussed in Chapter 2. It is worth

mentioning that the BES performance when switching from one operation mode

to another is smooth and seamless as will be shown in the simulation results of

Section 5. Moreover, due to the employed voltage-control technique, the proposed

modifications will not affect the system when the DERs supply unbalanced and

harmonic loads [174, 175].

4.4 Determining BES Operation Mode

To determine the BES operation mode (charge/discharge), an algorithm is

proposed here, which is shown in Fig. 4.8. The proposed algorithm continu-

ously monitors the BES SoC level in order to choose its operation mode. If the

estimated SoC value is within the nominal operation range (SoCmin ≤ SoC ≤
SoCmax) then the BES unit proceeds to discharge otherwise the algorithm inves-

tigates if the SoC is above the maximum limit or below the minimum limit. A

value below the minimum limit (SoC < SoCmin) results into BES charge opera-

tion and a value above the maximum limit (SoC > SoCmax) results into either
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Figure 4.7: Proposed coordinated control of BES systems in charge mode.

BES disconnection or BES discharge operation. Thus, the proposed cooperative

control of the BES units always respects their available capacity and power rating

without causing any disturbance in the power balance of the MG.

4.5 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed control strategy, the MG of Fig.

4.9, with four DERs (including two BES units and two RES units), is simulated in

PSCAD/EMTDC. The MG composes four local buses and one central bus. Each

DER is connected to one of the local buses via its VSC, where the VSC output

terminals are connected to the local bus through the coupling inductance and

the feeder. Moreover, distributed loads are also connected to each local bus via

their breakers. Technical data of the investigated system is shown in Appendix

B Table B.1.

Several case studies are performed to investigate the performance of the pro-

posed active power control. Moreover, to validate the performance of the pro-

posed reactive power control which conducts the virtual impedance calculation

loop, the reactive power ratio error between DER-k and DER-l is also calculated

in these case studies as;

Qratio−err% =
(Qk

desired

Ql
desired

− Qk
actual

Ql
actual

)
/
(Qk

desired

Ql
desired

)
× 100 (4.15)

where, Q
k/l
actual and Q

k/l
desired are the measured and desired reactive power of DER-
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Figure 4.8: Proposed algorithm to decide the BES mode of operation.

k/l and are calculated based on (4.14) and the total demand.

4.5.1 Case-1: Normal Operation of the System

In this case study, the system performance in normal condition is evaluated

(e.g. no load changes are applied to the system). Therefore, a constant load of

6.2 [kW] and 2 [kVar] is applied to bus-1, as shown in Fig. 4.10(a). Moreover,

the virtual impedance loop is activated at t = t1.

Fig. 4.10(b) shows the active power outputs of the RES and BES units.

Where, P1 and P4 are the active powers of RES1 and RES2, respectively and

P2 and P3 are the active powers of BES1 and BES2, respectively. From this

figure, it is visible that the active power sharing ratio remains almost unchanged

after activation of the virtual impedance loop at t = t1. At t = t2, the SoC

level of BES2 drops to 90%. Therefore, its discrete SoC level is changed to 80%.
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Figure 4.9: Schematic diagram of the investigated MG network.

Consequently, its output active power (P3) is decreased according to the proposed

active power control (see Fig. 4.4). At t = t3, the SoC level of BES1 drops below

60% and its discrete SoC level is changed to 50%. Hence, based on Fig. 4.4,

BES1 active power (P2) is decreased as well. Therefore, with the proposed active

power control both BES units can stay in the system as a back-up for longer

time durations. Another aspect which is revealed here is that the output power

reduction for each BES unit is only compensated by the RES units. This is

confirmed in Fig. 4.10(b), where with the significant change of P3 at t = t2, P2

(i.e. the output power of the other BES unit) remains almost unchanged. The

same situation occurs at t = t3, where P2 drops significantly, and P3 remains

almost constant.

Fig. 4.10(c) shows the reactive power output of the RES and BES units. From

this figure, at t = t1, there is a remarkable variation in the reactive power sharing

of the DERs as the adaptive virtual impedance (AVI) calculation loop is activated

in the system. Moreover, with the proposed reactive power sharing approach, the

reactive power of BES units increases when their active power output decreases

with the SoC. For instance, at t = t2, P2 is decreased, and Q2 is increased. The

same trend can be seen for BES1 at t = t3. Hence, the reactive power control

strategy ensures that the converters extra capacity is utilized without overloading

the BES unit.

The batteries SoC level is shown in Fig. 4.12(d). Based on the proposed

SoC-based droop control, the BES unit with a lower initial SoC level (SoCinit)
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Figure 4.10: Simulation results of Case-1: normal operation of the system.

should be discharged with a lower rate. Table 4.1 verifies this fact revealing the

percentage of SoC drop for both BES units in different time zones. As shown in

Table 4.1, in all four time zones BES2 discharges with a higher rate compared to

BES1. Moreover, for the whole simulation period (0 < t < 20), BES2 SoC level

changes from 100% to 80% (i.e. drops 20%), while that of BES1 varies from 70%

to 56% (i.e. drops 14%). Therefore, BES1 which has a lower SoCinit discharges

with a lower rate compared to BES2 to sustain its available charge for a longer

time duration.

Table 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the active and reactive power ratio errors of Case-
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Table 4.1: Percentage of SoC drop for Case-1.

Time Intervals BES1 BES2

0 < t < t1 1.4 % 2.1 %

t1 < t < t2 5.4 % 7.9 %

t2 < t < t3 3.2 % 4.3 %

t3 < t < 20 s 3.4 % 5.4 %

0 < t < 20 s 20 % 14 %

Table 4.2: Active power ratio errors for Case-1.

Time Intervals
Active Power Ratios and Errors for Fig. 4.10(b)

P1/P2 Error [%] P1/P3 Error [%] P1/P4 Error [%]

0 < t < t1 3.08 7.1 2.05 5.3 2 5.2

t1 < t < t2 3.08 7.1 2.05 5.7 2 5.6

t2 < t < t3 4.44 8.5 2.46 7.7 2 6.2

t2 < t < 20 s 5 10 3.12 10 2 7.4

Table 4.3: Reactive power ratio errors for Case-1.

Time Intervals
Reactive Power Ratios and Errors for Fig. 4.10(c)

Q1/Q2 Error [%] Q1/Q3 Error [%] Q1/Q4 Error [%]

0 < t < t1 0.324 106.5 0.486 78.1 0.5 76.7

t1 < t < t2 0.324 0.8 0.486 1.1 0.5 0.15

t2 < t < t3 0.225 0.8 0.405 0.4 0.5 0.01

t2 < t < 20 s 0.20 0.15 0.32 1.2 0.5 0.12

1 in different time zones of the simulation. These tables indicate that the active

power ratio errors are below 10% and are not affected by the adaptive virtual

impedance (AVI) loop activation. However, the reactive power ratio errors are

significantly mitigated with the activation of AVI at t = t1. From Table 4.3 it can

be observed that the reactive power ratio errors are kept below 3% and hence,

are negligible when the AVI is activated in the system (i.e. for t > t1), while the

same errors are significantly high, without the AVI (i.e. for t < t1).
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4.5.2 Case-2: Comparison of SoC-based Droop and Con-

ventional Droop

In this case study, the system performance with and without the proposed

SoC-based droop control is investigated while two load variations are applied to

the system. For t < t2, breaker-1 and breaker-2 are closed, and the total load of

the system is 7.4 [kW] and 2.4 [kVar]. For t2 < t < t4, breaker-2 is opened and

the total load of the system decreases to 6 [kW] and 2 [kVar]. Finally, at t = t4,

breaker-3 is closed and the system total load increases to 7.2 [kW] and 2.4 [kVar].

The total load variations are shown in Fig. 4.11(a). Moreover, similar to Case-1,

the virtual impedance loop is activated at t = t1. Fig. 4.11(b), Fig. 4.11(c) and

Fig. 4.11(d) reveal the DERs active and reactive powers and the SoC variations

of the BES units, respectively. Furthermore, these figures also indicate the results

for BES1 when the simple droop control is applied to the system (shown with

the dashed lines). From these figures, it is visible that with the proposed SoC-

based droop control, the DERs active and reactive powers change accordingly

with the load variations. At t = t3, BES1 SoC level drops to 50%; and therefore,

the proposed control method compels this unit to deliver a lower amount of

active power. This prevents the SoC level of BES1 to drop to its minimum

limit (SoCmin). Therefore, BES1 remains connected to the system, even though,

its initial SoC level (SoCinit) is close to SoCmin. Alternatively, as shown in

Fig. 4.11(b), with simple droop control, BES1 delivers higher amount of active

power resulting in a higher rate of discharge (see Fig. 4.11(d)). Consequently, at

t = 13.6 [s], the SoC level of BES1 drops to SoCmin and therefore, it becomes

disconnected.

Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 summarize the active and reactive power ratio errors

of Case-2, respectively when SoC-based droop control is conducted in the system.

The results indicate that the active power ratio errors are below 10%, similar to

Case-1, and the reactive power ratio errors are lower than 3%, after activation of

the AVI (i.e. t > t1 ).

4.5.3 Case-3: BES Switching from Discharge to Charge

This case study investigates the performance of the BES charge controller

when BES-1 SoC level drops to its minimum limit (SoCmin). Hence, its operation

mode has to change from discharge to charge. To attain this, it is assumed that

the initial SoC level of BES1 is 42%, while SoCmin is 40%. Two load changes are
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Figure 4.11: Simulation results of Case-2: comparison of SoC-based droop and conven-

tional droop.

applied to the system as shown in Fig. 4.12(a). For t < t2 breaker-2, breaker-3,

and breaker-4 are closed, and the total load of 7 [kW] is applied to the system.

At t = t2, breaker-2 is opened and the total load decreases to 5 [kW]. At t = t3,

breaker-3 is also opened, and the total load decreases further to 3 [kW].

The active power variations of the DER units are shown in Fig. 4.12(b).

Initially, BES1 contributes in supplying the load as its SoC level is within the

nominal operation range. For t < t1, it can be seen that BES1 is supplying the

small amount of 0.55 [kW], due to its low SoC level. At t = t1, BES1 SoC level
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Table 4.4: Active power ratio errors for Case-2 (SoC-based droop control).

Time Intervals
Active Power Ratios and Errors for Fig. 4.11(b)

P1/P2 Error [%] P1/P3 Error [%] P1/P4 Error [%]

0 < t < t1 3.08 7.3 2.05 5.5 2 5.3

t1 < t < t2 3.08 7.3 2.05 5.9 2 5.7

t2 < t < t3 3.08 7.8 2.05 6.08 2 5.9

t2 < t < 20 s 3.08 9.4 2.05 6.8 2 6.6

Table 4.5: Reactive power ratio errors for Case-2 (SoC-based droop control).

Time Intervals
Reactive Power Ratios and Errors for Fig. 4.11(c)

Q1/Q2 Error [%] Q1/Q3 Error [%] Q1/Q4 Error [%]

0 < t < t1 0.324 93.9 0.486 67.6 0.5 66.3

t1 < t < t2 0.324 1.1 0.486 1.5 0.5 1.4

t2 < t < t3 0.324 2.8 0.486 1.4 0.5 1.3

t2 < t < 20 s 0.324 2.2 0.486 1.01 0.5 0.9

drops to its minimum limit of 40%, and the proposed control strategy disconnects

this unit from the MG. This is due to the insufficient surplus power from the

RES units, for supplying the load and charging the BES at the same time (see

Fig. 4.8). At t = t2, as the load decreases to 5 [kW], BES1 is reconnected to

the MG and proceeds to charge based on the control strategy of Fig. 4.7. For

t2 < t < t3, BES1 power absorption is limited by the proposed charge controller to

the available surplus power of 1 [kW]. At t = t3, the proposed controller increases

the charge rate of BES1 since the load is decreased further and a surplus power

of 2 [kW] is now available from the RES units.

Fig. 4.12(c) shows the SoC variations of both BES units. In addition, BES1

SoC variations are separately shown in Fig. 4.12(d). From this figure, it is

visible that at t = t1, BES1 SoC level drops to its minimum limit (40%). For

t1 < t < t2, the SoC of BES1 remains unchanged as this unit is disconnected.

At t = t2, BES1 proceeds charging, and in turn, its SoC starts increasing. At

t = t3, the SoC continues to increase but with a higher rate due to the demand

reduction.
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Figure 4.12: Simulation results of Case-3: BES switching from discharge to charge

4.5.4 Case-4: BES Switching from Charge to Discharge

This case study investigates the performance of the proposed control strategy

when BES1 SoC level reaches the maximum limit of the nominal operation range

(SoCmax). For this, the initial SoC level of BES1 is assumed to be 88.5%, and

SoCmax is considered to be 90%. Two load changes are applied to the system, as

shown in Fig. 4.13(a). For t < t1, only breaker-1 is closed, and the total system

demand is 3 [kW]. At t = t1, breaker-2 is closed, and the overall demand becomes

5 [kW]. Finally, at t = t3, breaker-4 is also closed, and the total load is further
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Figure 4.13: Simulation results of Case-4: BES switching from charge to discharge

increased to 7 [kW].

Fig. 4.13(b) depicts the active output power of the DERs. For t < t1, BES1

is charging with its maximum rating of 2 [kW], since the surplus power from the

RES units is sufficient. At t = t1, load increases to 5 [kW] and as a result BES1

continues to charge with a lower rate (i.e. absorbing 1 [kW]). At t = t2, the

SoC level of BES1 reaches SoCmax; and based on the flowchart of Fig. 4.8, the

control system disconnects BES1 since the power from the RES units is sufficient

for supplying the load. At t = t3, the load is increased, and BES1 is reconnected
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Figure 4.14: Simulation results of Case-5.1

while operating in discharge mode.

Fig. 4.13(c) shows the SoC variations of both BES units. Also, BES1 SoC

variations are shown in Fig. 4.13(d), separately. From this figure, for 0 < t < t1

and t1 < t < t2, BES1 is charging. However, the rate of charge is lower for

t1 < t < t2, as the SoC is about to reach SoCmax. For t2 < t < t3, SoC remains

unchanged since BES1 is disconnected. Finally, for t > t3, BES1 SoC level is

decreasing as it switches to discharge mode.

4.5.5 Case-5: Comparison of Different Power-SoC char-

acteristics

To evaluate different power-SoC characteristics for different types of BES

units, another case study is designed and carried out here. Three different ac-
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Figure 4.15: Simulation results of Case-5.2

tive power-SoC characteristics are considered in Case-5.1, Case-5.2, and Case-5.3

which are respectively illustrated in Figs. 4.14(a), 4.15(a) and 4.16(a). Note

that the active power-SoC characteristic of Fig. 4.14(a) was conducted in all

the aforementioned simulation studies (i.e. Case-1 to Case-4). Based on this

characteristic, the discrete SoC variations are updated in steps of 10%.

From Figs. 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16, it can be seen that with the same load demand

and for the same time interval, the SoC level of BES1 drops to 57% in Case-5.1,

while in Case-5.2 and Case-5.3 it drops to 47% and 35%, respectively. Also in

Case-5.1 the SoC level of BES2 drops to 43%, while in Case-5.2 and Case-5.3, it

drops to 38% and 9%, respectively. This case study confirms that the BES units

will be able to supply the load demand for a longer time duration if the proposed

power-SoC characteristic of Fig. 4.14(a) is deployed in their control system.
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Figure 4.16: Simulation results of Case-5.3

4.6 Conclusions

A new hierarchical power management strategy for an autonomous MG with

multiple DERs (i.e. including BES and RES units) is proposed in this chapter.

The proposed strategy aims to coordinate the BES and RES units in a centralized

manner. The comprehensive control structure of the BESs consists of two control

subsystems where each subsystem is applied to the BES units depending on their

operation mode, (i.e. charging or discharging mode). The main objective of

the proposed comprehensive control of the BESs in discharge mode is to avoid

premature depletion of the BES units as they contribute in supplying the load.

Therefore, the BESs output active powers are modified accordingly as their SoC

levels decrease. Another objective of the proposed SoC-based droop control is

to modify the output power of each BES according to its own SoC level and

regardless of the other units status. To achieve this, the SoC data of the BESs
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is collected by the MGCC where the required modifications in the output power

of the RESs are decided accordingly and transferred to their primary controllers.

Additionally, in discharge mode, in order to use the BES converter capacity and

to avoid overloading the RES units, a new reactive power sharing algorithm is

employed for the DERs. Based on this algorithm, the BES units with lower SoC

or higher unused converter capacity supply a higher amount of reactive power.

To facilitate the desired active and reactive power sharing ratios, the virtual

impedance-based approach introduced in Chapter 2 is included in the control

structure of the BESs converters. Finally, the proposed comprehensive control of

the BESs in charge mode aims to limit the power absorption of the BES units to

the excess power of the system to ensure the system power balance. For this, the

BES reference power in charge mode is decided by the MGCC considering the

maximum available power from the RESs and the instantaneous demand. The

proposed hierarchical power management strategy is designed and implemented

for an autonomous MG with multiple BES and RES units, and the efficacy of the

comprehensive control in both charge and discharge mode is verified.
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Chapter 5

Autonomous Power Management

of Islanded Microgrids with

Multiple Energy Storage Systems

5.1 Introduction

Microgrids (MGs) are increasingly becoming popular due to the development

of distributed generations (DGs) and power electronic technologies. MGs may

operate in either grid-connected or autonomous mode [101],[158],[176]. The power

mismatch between the generation and consumption in grid-connected mode is

compensated by the grid. However, in the autonomous mode, a reliable power

management strategy is required to coordinate all the associated units of the MG

while ensuring efficient performance of each unit. From the control point of view,

these strategies are categorized as centralized and decentralized depending on the

presence or the absence of the microgrid central controller (MGCC).

In the case of centralized control strategies, the MGCC is responsible for

collecting the measurements from the MG elements, analysing the received data

and finally transferring the processed data through communication links. This

requires the system to be equipped with several measurement and communication

modules, which may result into system collapse in case of communication failures

or even delays. In addition, for the MGs with distributed ESSs, centralized

control strategies are not a suitable option due to the system reliability and costs

[177, 178],[120].

In some decentralized power management strategies in the literature, the

MGCC is replaced with the local controllers, which can communicate with one
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another. However, in case of the MGs with multiple distributed units, these

strategies become unsuitable. This is due to the complication of the system

structure, scalability, and plug and play [179]-[180].

Some other decentralized power management strategies provide autonomous

power control to the system. One of the most promising methods that avoids

utilizing the MGCC and global/local communication links, is the droop control

[181]-[186]. Droop control methods have been extensively employed in the MG

power management strategies to enhance the system reliability. In these strate-

gies, the required active power is shared among the DGs based on their capacities

and frequency deviations. Therefore, a fixed power sharing ratio is considered for

all the constituent units of the MG. However, in the case of renewable energy

sources (RESs), the output power capacity is determined by the RES primary

source (e.g. photovoltaic or wind generations). Thus, these units are preferably

deployed in current control mode (CCM) to operate based on maximum power

point tracking (MPPT) algorithms [93],[187]-[189]. Moreover, in the conventional

droop control strategies the reference power of all the MG units is determined ac-

cording to their maximum capacity. Therefore, droop control of the ESSs, which

results into voltage control mode (VCM) integration of these units, leads to their

premature depletion since their state of charge (SoC) (i.e. available capacity) is

not taken into account. Consequently, the ESSs may promptly run out of energy

and get disconnected, and in turn, the entire system may collapse due to the lack

of back-up.

To overcome the aforementioned drawbacks, this chapter proposes a new de-

centralized power management strategy which is capable of maintaining the power

balance of the MGs with multiple distributed ESSs. The proposed structure is

independent from any global and/or local communication links and therefore,

performs in an autonomous manner. Moreover, with the proposed power man-

agement strategy, the RESs operate in CCM and deliver their maximum available

power, while the ESSs supply/absorb the generation and consumption mismatch.

Furthermore, the proposed strategy always respects the ESS SoC level, when de-

ciding its mode of operation in order to avoid ESS overcharge and over-discharge.

Finally, the ESS control structure provides voltage regulation to the system in

case of any voltage sag/swell.

Main features of the proposed power management strategy in this chapter are

highlighted below;

• ESS mode of operation is determined based on its SoC level and the system
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frequency. This implies that although the system frequency represents the

generation and consumption mismatch, the priority is given to the ESS SoC

level to decides its mode of operation while the amount of active power

reference for each ESS is determined based on the system frequency.

• The system performance is smooth and seamless when the ESS mode of

operation changes from charge to discharge or vice versa.

• ESS SoC level is kept within the reliable range while the RES units operate

in CCM and deliver their maximum available power.

• The proposed strategy aims to charge the ESSs up to their maximum SoC

limit (SoCmax) to avoid chattering between charge and discharge modes

and to make them available as a backup for a longer time duration.

• The proposed power management strategy can be simply implemented on

the existing ESSs of an MG without any need for significant changes in the

inner loop control structures.

5.2 System Structure and Control

The stand-alone AC microgrid, shown in Fig. 5.1, consists of a PV system, a

droop controlled DER, distributed ESSs, and loads. The PV system contains a

unidirectional DC/DC converter and a voltage source converter (VSC), and the

ESSs include a bidirectional DC/AC converter. The DER is also interfaced with

the point of common coupling (PCC) through its VSC. The control structure of

each MG element is explained in the following subsections.

5.2.1 Energy Storage System

The ESS configuration, shown in Fig. 5.2, consists of a battery bank, a

bidirectional DC/AC converter and an LC filter. The ESS control structure

includes two control loops, aiming to control the active output power and the

PCC voltage. The SoC estimation block, estimates the SoC level based on an

ampere counting algorithm as;

SoC(t) = SoCinit +

∫ t

0

ηESS
iESS(t)

CESS
.dt (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Stand-alone microgrid configuration with multiple ESSs, PV, DER and

loads.

where, SoCinit is the initial SoC level, ηESS is the charge/discharge efficiency,

iESS is the ESS current, and CESS is the ESS capacity. More detailed algorithms

can also be used as presented in [190, 191].

The reference power generation block, monitors the system frequency and the

estimated SoC and determines the ESS mode of operation as well as the amount

active power reference. This block performs based on the proposed algorithm

which will be explained in detail in Section 3. A proportional-integral (PI) con-

troller is used for both control loops in order to match the actual values of the

ESS (i.e. output active power and the PCC voltage) with their references. Lastly,

hysteresis modulation is utilized to generate the switching signals for the DC/AC
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Figure 5.2: Energy storage system configuration and its control structure.

converter of the ESS system.

5.2.2 Photovoltaic System

The PV system including DC/DC and DC/AC converters, an LC filter, and

its control structure is shown in Fig. 5.3. The PV system operates under CCM

based on MPPT algorithm [192]. The Perturb and observation method is uti-

lized for the MPPT block to extract the maximum power from the PV and to

control the unidirectional DC/DC converter. A proportional-integral (PI) con-

troller is utilized as a voltage controller to adjust the DC link voltage. Finally,

the hysteresis modulation block generates the switching signals for the VSC.

5.2.3 Distributed Energy Resource

A droop controlled distributed energy resource (DER) is connected to the MG

bus through a voltage source converter (VSC). It is worth noting that utilizing

more than one DER would not affect the proposed power management strategy.
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Figure 5.3: Photovoltaic system configuration and its control structure.

The VSC and its filter system are connected to the point of common coupling

(PCC) through a coupling inductance of Lc (included in the feeder inductance

shown in Fig. 5.1). Frequency and voltage droop equations for the DER unit are

expressed as [148],

f = frat −m(P − Prat)
V = Vrat − n(Q−Qrat)

(5.2)

where, f and frat are the PCC frequency and the rated frequency of the system.

Also P and Prat are the average and the rated active power of the DER. In the

voltage droop equation, V and Vrat are the voltage of the filter capacitance (Cf )

and the rated voltage of the DER. Also, Q and Qrat are the average and the rated

reactive power of the DER. Finally, m and n coefficients are calculated as,

m =
2∆f

Prat

n =
∆V

Qrat

(5.3)

where, ∆f and ∆V are the frequency and the voltage bands, respectively. In this

study ∆f is considered to be 0.5 Hz, and ∆V is 5% of the system rated voltage.
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Figure 5.4: ESS reference power generation in association with the ESS SoC level and

the system frequency.

5.3 Proposed Autonomous Power Management

Strategy

The proposed autonomous power management strategy, which is included in

the ESS reference power generation block of Fig. 5.2, determines the operation

mode of the ESSs as well as the amount of active power reference for each ESS.

This strategy aims to control the system power balance while utilizing all the MG

constituent units effectively. For this, the reference power generation block gives

the priority to the SoC level of the ESS to select its mode of operation. Then, the

amount of reference power is determined based on the system frequency, which

represents the power mismatch between the generation and consumption. Hence,

the system power balance is always realized while ESS overcharge/over-discharge

is avoided.

5.3.1 ESS Reference Power Generation

Based on the proposed power management strategy three different operating

conditions are probable for the ESSs depending on their SoC level;

• Normal Operation (force discharge): This condition occurs when the

ESS SoC level is above the nominal value (SoC ≥ SoCnom) indicating that

the ESS has enough available charge to contribute in supplying the load.

Therefore, the ESS reference power is calculated based on the right-hand

side characteristic (normal operation characteristic) of Fig. 5.4. Note that

the amount of reference power depends on the frequency. As an exam-

ple, ESS discharges with its maximum capacity (Pmax) when the system
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frequency drops to its minimum limit (fmin) representing high levels of de-

mand. Whereas, for f = fmax, the ESS active output power drops to zero

due to low demand.

• Float operation (charge/discharge): This condition is for the SoC val-

ues between the critical and the nominal values (SoCcrit ≤ SoC < SoCnom)

representing that the ESS can operate either in charge or in discharge mode.

Thus, the ESS reference power is calculated based on the middle character-

istic (float operation characteristic) of Fig. 5.4. From this characteristic, for

the system frequencies lower than the rated value (f < fr), which represent

high levels of demand, the ESS operates in discharge mode. Whereas, for

the frequencies higher than the rated frequency (f > fr) the ESS switches

to charge mode as the demand is low. Also, when the system frequency is

equal to its rated value the ESS stops charging/discharging, since no power

mismatch is detected between the generation and consumption. It is worth

noting that the maximum charge and discharge reference power (Pr) in Fig.

5.4 is considered to be half of the ESS maximum capacity (Pmax) to reduce

the rate of charge/discharge and to avoid prompt depletion of the ESSs.

• Charge operation (force charge): This condition occurs when the ESS

SoC level is below its critical value (SoC < SoCcrit) indicating that the ESS

is in risk of over-discharge. To avoid this, the power management structure

deliberately switches the ESS to charge mode while the reference power

is calculated based on the left-hand side characteristic (charge operation

characteristic) of Fig. 5.4. As shown in this characteristic, the reference

power varies between zero and the maximum capacity of the ESS (−Pmax)
depending on the demand variations. Hence, the system power balance is

never compromised as the ESS power absorption can be adjusted to zero in

case of high demands.

The ESS reference power for the above conditions can be calculated as follows,

Pref−ESS =


(fr − f)/m1 + Pr, if SoC ≥ SoCnom

(fr − f)/m2, if SoCcrit ≤ SoC < SoCnom

(fr − f)/m3 − Pr, if SoC < SoCcrit

(5.4)

where,

m1 = m2 = m3 = 2
∆f

Pr

According to [193], to protect the battery it is necessary to choose a higher value
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Figure 5.5: Proposed algorithm to decide the ESS operation mode.

for SoCcrit compared to the SoC value which reflects the batteries end-voltage.

Moreover, the maximum and minimum margins (i.e. SoCmax and SoCcrit) should

be determined based on specific applications of the batteries. A more detailed

study on selection of batteries maximum and minimum SoC margins can be found

in [194]. In this study, SoCnom and SoCcrit are considered to be 50% and 30%,

respectively. Note that variation of these SoC margins according to the system

requirements would not affect the performance of the proposed strategy.
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5.3.2 Proposed Algorithm to Decide the ESS Operation

Mode

As mentioned previously the proposed power management strategy aims to

charge the ESSs up to their maximum SoC limit (SoCmax) without interfering

with the system power balance. This is to assure that the ESS is always available

in the nominal condition and can operate as a backup in case of load increase.

Another objective of this approach is to minimize the number of switching be-

tween the charge and discharge modes; and hence, to avoid chattering which may

occur in some specific conditions. To achieve this, the proposed power manage-

ment strategy employs an algorithm which can smoothly switch between the three

defined characteristics of Fig. 5.4 without affecting the system performance.

Fig. 5.5 shows the proposed algorithm for deciding the ESS mode of opera-

tion. The system frequency and the SoC level of the related ESS are the only

parameters which are monitored by this algorithm. This implies that the oper-

ation mode of each ESS is determined independent from the other ESSs status.

Hence, no communication is required between the ESSs. The performance of the

algorithm is described below.

Initially, the proposed algorithm, which is implemented in the control struc-

ture of the ESS converters, monitors the system frequency and the estimated SoC

level of the related ESS. If the SoC is above the nominal value (SoC ≥ SoCnom),

the ESS operates in normal condition and proceeds to discharge based on the nor-

mal characteristic of Fig. 5.4, represented as the first boundary of (5.4). In this

case, the ESS active power reference varies between zero and the maximum ca-

pacity of the ESS (Pmax) according to the load variations reflected by the system

frequency.

If the SoC is not within the above range the algorithm checks whether the

SoC is between the critical and nominal values (SoCcrit ≤ SoC < SoCnom). If

this is the case, deciding the ESS mode of operation is assigned to the system

frequency where two conditions may occur based on the normal characteristic of

Fig. 4 (represented as the second boundary of (5.4));

• f < fr: From this characteristic, it is visible that for the frequencies lower

than the rated frequency ESS operates in discharge mode, and its refer-

ence power varies between zero and Pr (i.e. half of its maximum capacity)

depending on the system frequency. The main objective of the control strat-

egy in this mode is to limit the discharge rate of the ESS and to prevent
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premature depletion. This condition is presented in the second equation of

(5.4).

• f > fr: For the frequencies higher than the rated value, the ESS operates in

charge mode, and its absorbing power varies between −Pr and zero accord-

ing to the load variations. In this condition, based on the above algorithm,

the ESS continues to be charged as long as its SoC level has not reached

its maximum margin (SoCmax). Meanwhile, to avoid interfering with the

system power balance the algorithm continuously monitors the system fre-

quency to assure that the ESS is not required to switch to discharge mode.

If at any stage, the system frequency reflects the load increase (i.e. f < fr),

the ESS is instantly switched to discharge mode but continues to operate

based on the float characteristic of Fig. 5.4 as described above.

Finally, if the SoC is below the critical value (SoC < SoCcrit), the algorithm

compels the ESS to switch to charge mode where the ESS reference power is

decided based on the charge characteristic of Fig. 5.4 (represented as the third

boundary of (5.4)). Similar to the previous case, the ESS continues to be charged

until its SoC level reaches the maximum limit (SoCmax). Meanwhile, the al-

gorithm continuously monitors the frequency and deliberately switches the ESS

operation to discharge mode if the frequency variations represent a higher amount

of consumption compared to the generation.

5.4 Simulation Results

To verify the efficacy of the proposed power management strategy, the stand-

alone MG system of Fig. 5.1 is simulated for four different case studies. Each

case study verifies the smooth and efficient performance of the proposed strategy

while the ESSs switch from one operation condition to another based on the three

predefined characteristics. Simulations are carried out in PSCAD/EMTDC and

the data of the simulated system is given in the Appendix C Table C.1.

5.4.1 Case-1: Overall Performance of the System

In this case study five different scenarios are considered to investigate the

overall performance of the proposed power management strategy as different op-

eration conditions occur for each ESS. The PV system operates in CCM and

delivers its maximum available power of 30 [kW].
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Scenario S1: During this scenario, only the PV and the DER are supplying

the load as the ESSs are inactive. A constant load of 40 [kW] and 10 [kVar]

is applied to the system. As seen from Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), load active and

reactive powers slightly deviate from the expected values since no voltage support

is provided in the absence of the ESSs. This can be observed in Fig. 5.6(g) which

shows that the PCC voltage is above the rated voltage of 239.6 [V]. Also, Fig.

5.6(f) indicates constant SoCs of both ESSs.

Scenario S2: In this scenario, the load remains the same as in S1, while both

ESSs are activated with initial SoC levels of SoCinit−1=15% and SoCinit−2=84%

(see Fig. 5.6(f)). This causes the proposed algorithm to deploy ESS-1 and ESS-2

in charge operation mode (based on charge characteristic of Fig. 5.4) and normal

operation mode (based on normal characteristic of Fig. 5.4), respectively, as

described in Section 3. This is confirmed by Figs. 5.6(d) and 5.6(e), where ESS-1

absorbs 11.8 [kW], and ESS-2 delivers 8.2 [kW] based on (5.4). Also, Fig. 5.6(f)

shows the SoC levels of the ESSs, which both vary accordingly. Lastly, Fig. 5.6(g)

indicates the PCC RMS voltage, which is regulated to its rated value of 239.6 [V]

in the presence of ESSs. Moreover, the load active and reactive power deviations

are also compensated as the voltage is restored (see Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b)).

Scenario S3: In this scenario, the SoC level of ESS-1 hits its critical limit

(SoCcrit) and therefore, its operating point is switched to the float characteristic

of Fig. 5.4. To clarify this, an example of the operating point movement between

two characteristics is shown in Fig. 5.4. As the frequency remains above the

rated value (f > fr), ESS-1 continues to charge but with a lower rate since

its operating point moves from point A (i.e. operating point of S2) to B (i.e.

operating point of S3). With the total decrease of the power consumption during

S3, the DER output power reduces and the system frequency slightly steps up

causing ESS-2 to reduce its rate of discharge while still operating based on the

normal characteristic of Fig. 5.4. Fig. 5.6(f) indicates the SoC variations which

concurs with the above statements. From Fig. 5.6(g), the PCC voltage remains

constant as the ESSs provide the required voltage support.

Scenario S4: In this scenario, the load increases from 40 [kW] and 10 [kVar]

to 50 [kW] and 12 [kVar]. With the total consumption increase, the system

frequency decreases to 50.09 [Hz] and the DER output power steps up (see Figs.

5.6(a) and 5.6(c)). Thus, based on the proposed algorithm and considering the

overall increase of the demand, ESS-1 continues to charge in float condition but

with a lower charge rate. This procedure is shown in Fig. 5.4 by moving the

operating point from B to C. Fig. 5.6(d) confirms the variations of the reference
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Figure 5.6: Case 1 results: overall performance of the system.
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and actual active powers of ESS-1. Moreover, ESS-2 rate of discharge is increased

while it continues to operate under normal condition as can be seen in Figs. 5.6(e)

and 5.6(f).

Scenario S5: In this scenario, the SoC level of ESS-2 reduces to the values

below its nominal value (SoCnom=50%) causing the total generation of the system

to decrease. Thus, the system frequency becomes lower than the rated frequency

(f < fr) (see Figs. 5.6(c) and 5.6(f)). As a result, ESS-1 operating point moves

further along with the middle characteristic of Fig. 5.4 (shown as point D), where

it starts to operate in discharge mode (see Figs. 5.6(d)). Fig. 5.6(f) confirms

that both ESSs are now discharging with a very slow rate.

5.4.2 Case-2: ESS Switching from Charge to Discharge

This case study, investigates the performance of the proposed strategy when

the ESSs switch between charge and discharge modes. Same as Case 1, five dif-

ferent scenarios are considered and the PV system delivers its maximum available

power of 30 [kW]. During the first scenario, the ESSs are inactive. Hence, the

performance of the system in this scenario is similar to S1 of the previous case

and is not repeated here.

Scenario S2: During this scenario, both ESSs are activated with the initial

SoC levels of SoCinit−1=49% and SoCinit−2=61% (see Fig. 5.7(f)). From Fig.

5.7(a), the load power steps up to 40 [kW], as the ESSs restore the voltage. Fig.

5.7(b) indicates that during S2, the system frequency is above the rated value

(f > fr) due to the low demand. Considering the above conditions and based

on the proposed algorithm, ESS-1 proceeds to operate in float condition while

absorbing 4.5 [kW] as shown in Fig. 5.7(c). Also, ESS-2 performs under normal

condition delivering 5.5 [kW] to the system as indicated in Fig. 5.7(d). Fig 5.7(e)

approves the above statements since the SoC levels vary accordingly.

Scenario S3: In this scenario, the load decreases to 30 [kW] which is equal to

the maximum available power from the PV (PMPP ). Thus, the system frequency

increases to 50.34 [Hz], and the DER unit generates less power. Consequently,

ESS-1 rate of charge increases and absorbs 6.7 [kW]. Also, ESS-2 delivers less

power of 3.2 [kW] since the overall consumption of the system is decreased. Lastly,

Fig. 5.7(e) concurs the above statements showing the SoC variations of each unit.

Scenario S4: In this scenario, load suddenly increases from 30 [kW] to 58

[kW]. As a result, the system frequency drops below its rated value (f < fr),

and the DER power steps up. Thus, based on the algorithm of Fig. 5.5, ESS-
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Figure 5.7: Case 2 results: switching from charge to discharge.

1 switches to normal operation mode, although its SoC level has not reached

its maximum limit (SoCmax). This is visible in Fig. 5.7(b) as ESS-1 is now

delivering 10.9 [kW]. From Fig. 5.7(e), ESS-2 SoC level becomes lower than its

nominal value (SoCnom). As a result, its operating point switches to the float

characteristic of Fig. 5.4 which results into a lower discharge rate. The output

power variations of the ESSs can also be confirmed by their SoC level changes

shown in Fig. 5.5(e).
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Scenario S5: In the last scenario, ESS-1 SoC level becomes lower than its

nominal limit (SoCnom), and its operating point switches to the float characteris-

tic of Fig. 5.4. This results into reduction of the system total generation, which

in turn, causes the system frequency to decrease. Accordingly, ESS-2 operating

point moves along with the middle characteristic of Fig. 5.4 forcing this unit to

deliver more power to the system. Furthermore, following the frequency drop, the

DER unit delivers more power. Fig. 5.7(e) indicates that the rate of discharge

for ESS-1 is decreased while that of ESS-2 is increased.

5.4.3 Case-3: Solar Radiation Mitigation

This case study investigates the system performance when the solar radiation

mitigates. Among the five considered scenarios the first scenario is not explained

as it is only presented to show the activation of the ESSs.

Scenario S2: In this scenario, the PV output power (PMPP ) is 30 [kW],

and the ESSs are activated with the initial SoC levels of SoCinit−1=70% and

SoCinit−2=42% (see Fig. 5.8(f)). With the constant load of 40 [kW], the system

frequency is higher than the rated frequency (f > fr). This causes ESS-1 to

operate in normal condition (since SoCinit−1 > SoCnom) while ESS-2 operates in

float condition absorbing 4.5 [kW] (since SoCinit−2 < SoCnom) as shown in Figs.

5.8(c) and 5.8(d).

Scenario S3: In this scenario, it is assumed that the solar radiation decreases

by 50% resulting to PMPP of 15 [kW]. With the total generation decrease, the

system frequency drops to its rated value (f = fr) as indicated in Fig. 5.8(b).

Consequently, ESS-1 operating point moves along with the normal characteristic

of Fig. 5.4 where it continues to discharge with a higher rate, as shown in Fig.

5.8(c). Also, the DER delivers more power to the system (see Fig 5.8(a)). Fig.

5.8(d) indicates that ESS-2 neither delivers nor absorbs power to/from the system

as it is operating in float condition (the middle characteristic of Fig. 5.4), and

the frequency is equal to the rated frequency. From Fig. 5.8(a), the load remains

constant indicating that the voltage regulation is not affected, although ESS-2

active power output is reduced to zero.

Scenario S4: At the beginning of S4, ESS-1 SoC level becomes lower than

SoCnom (see Fig. 5.8(e)) causing its output power to reduce. With the total gen-

eration decrease, the system frequency drops below the rated frequency. Hence,

ESS-2 switches to discharge mode while still operating on the float characteristic

as shown in Fig. 5.8(d). Additionally, the DER generation increases with the
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Figure 5.8: Case 3 results: solar radiation mitigation.

frequency decrease as shown in Fig. 5.8(a).

Scenario S5: In this scenario, it is assumed that the load is decreased from

40 [kW] to 25 [kW] causing the system frequency to go slightly above the rated

frequency and the DER power to decrease. As a result, both ESSs operate based

on the float characteristic of Fig. 5.4 and proceed to charge with the same rate

since their SoC levels are both between the critical and the nominal margins

(SoCcrit < SoCESS−2 < SoCESS−1 < SoCnom).
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5.4.4 Case-4: Demand Lower than the PV Generation

and ESS Disruption

This case study investigates the system performance when the load power

becomes lower than the maximum available power from the PV (PMPP ) and one

of the ESSs gets disrupted. Note that the first scenario is similar to that of Case

1, and is not repeated here.

Scenario S2: In this scenario, a constant load of 40 [kW] is applied to the

system and PMPP is assumed to be 30 [kW]. Both batteries are activated with the

initial SoC levels of SoCinit−1=80% and SoCinit−2=31% (see Fig. 5.9(e)). With

the system frequency above the rated value, ESS-1 operates in normal condition

and delivers 5.5 [kW] while ESS-2 performs in float condition and absorbs 4.5

[kW] as shown in Figs. 5.9(a), 5.9(c) and 5.9(d). Fig. 5.9(f) indicates that with

the activation of the ESSs, the PCC voltage is regulated to its rated value.

Scenario S3: During S3, load power drops to 20 [kW] which is lower than

PMPP . Hence, the system frequency rises to its maximum limit (fmax=50.5 [Hz]).

Following this, the output power of the DER and ESS-1 become zero while ESS-2

charge rate increases forcing this unit to absorb the power mismatch between the

PV and the demand (10 [kW]). As shown in Fig. 5.9(e), ESS-1 is neither charged

nor discharged since its SOC level remains constant. Whereas, ESS-2 charges

with a higher rate during S3 compared to S2.

Scenario S4: In this scenario, it is assumed that ESS-2 is disrupted; and

hence, disconnected from the system. Meanwhile, the load power increases to

44 [kW]. Thereby, the total demand increases whereas the total generation is

reduced. This causes the system frequency to drop to 50.22 [Hz]. As a result,

DER and ESS-1 output powers increase from zero to 8.31 [kW] and 5.54 [kW],

respectively. Moreover, ESS-2 output power drops to zero although its reference

power is -4 [kW]. SoC variations shown in Fig 5.9(e), also confirm the above

statements. Lastly, Fig. 5.9(f) illustrates that the PCC voltage remains constant

since ESS-1 is still connected to the system.

Summary of the operation conditions for each of the ESSs in the above four

case studies is given in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.

5.5 Conclusions

A new decentralized power management strategy is proposed in this chap-

ter which is specifically designed to maintain the power balance of the MGs
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Figure 5.9: Case 4 results: demand lower than the PV generation and ESS disruption.

including multiple distributed ESSs. The proposed structure is independent from

any global and/or local communication links; and therefore, performs in an au-

tonomous manner. Based on the proposed power management strategy, the RES

units operate in current control mode, and deliver their maximum available power

while the ESSs supply/absorb the generation and consumption mismatch. Fur-
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Table 5.1: ESSs operation conditions for Case 1 and Case 2

Scenario

Operation Condition

Case 1 Case 2

ESS-1 ESS-2 ESS-1 ESS-2

S1 Inactive Inactive Inactive Inactive

S2 Charge Normal
Float

Normal
(charge)

S3

Float
Normal

Float
Normal

(charge) (charge)

S4

Float
Normal Normal

Float

(charge) (discharge)

S5

Float Float Float Float

(discharge) (discharge) (discharge) (discharge)

Table 5.2: ESSs operation conditions for Case 3 and Case 4

Scenario

Operation Condition

Case 3 Case 4

ESS-1 ESS-2 ESS-1 ESS-2

S1 Inactive Inactive Inactive Inactive

S2 Normal
Float

Normal
Float

(charge) (charge)

S3 Normal
Float

Normal
Float

(-) (charge)

S4

Float Float
Normal

Float

(discharge) (discharge) (charge)

S4

Float Float
- -

(charge) (charge)

thermore, the proposed strategy always respects the ESS SoC level when deciding

its mode of operation to avoid ESS overcharge and over-discharge. Also, the ESS

control structure is designed to provide the required voltage support to the system

in case of voltage deviations. Based on the proposed method, ESS operation mode

is determined according to its SoC level and the system frequency. This implies

that although the system frequency represents the generation and consumption

mismatch, the priority is given to the ESS SoC level to decide its mode of opera-
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tion while the amount of active power reference for each ESS is determined based

on the system frequency. The simulation results verify the robust and reliable

performance of the proposed strategy in different operation conditions.
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Chapter 6

Decentralized Power

Management of an Islanded

PV-Diesel Microgrid with

Battery Energy Storage

6.1 Introduction

Dicentralized configurations in the form of standalone microgrids (MGs) are

considered as an attractive solution for power generation of remote areas such

as hilly regions or villages since they are more cost-effective in comparison to

the extensions of the existing grid. MGs in general consist of several distributed

generators (DGs), including dispatchable and non-dispatchable ones, energy stor-

age systems (ESSs) and loads which may operate either in grid-connected mode

or islanded mode [158]. Photovoltaic (PV) and wind turbine power generations

are the most common renewable energy sources (RESs) utilized in MGs. Due to

the intermittent nature of the power supplied by these RESs, it is mandatory to

adopt a power management strategy that coordinates the ESSs such as battery

energy storage (BES) systems with the RES units to avoid power imbalance [57].

To achieve this, it is crucial to control the state-of-charge of the BESs to assure

that it is kept within the reliable range and batteries can operate as a back-up in

charge/discharge mode whenever necessary [195].

Different power management strategies have been investigated in the liter-

ature. In the conventional strategies, the ESSs are designed to deliver/absorb

the power mismatch (deficit/surplus) between the generation and consumption
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during peak/off-peak periods [97],[196]. However, these strategies are not fa-

vorable if the batteries state of charge (SoC) is not considered. This is due to

the frequent charge and discharge of the batteries which undeniably reduces the

batteries life-time.

Centralized control structures are the most popular power management strate-

gies which are widely used for the state of charge control of the batteries in the

islanded MGs [178]. A centralized control method is proposed in [179] which

controls the BES units by modifying their output powers according to their SoC

level variations. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it is only feasible

when dispatchable sources such as diesel generators are available in the system.

However, these sources are not included in most of stand-alone MGs. In the

stand-alone MGs with only non-dispatchable sources, where the micro-sources

are controlled based on maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms, the

RESs may not be always able to deliver the required power of the BESs as dic-

tated by their SoC variations. Another disadvantage of the proposed strategy in

[179] is the requirement of the microgrid central controller (MGCC) for monitor-

ing the BESs SoC level and transmitting the decided reference power commands

to each unit (i.e. ESSs and RESs).

Altogether, the main drawback of centralized control strategies is that they

are prone to failure if several distributed units are included in the MG. This is

due to the communication network complexity, physical location problems, and

plug and play limitations. Therefore, utilizing the centralized control methods

may deteriorate the system reliability.

One of the most promising methods that avoids utilizing the central con-

troller and communication links; and in turn, enhances the system reliability is

the droop control [197],[153],[198, 199]. Droop control methods have been ex-

tensively employed in the MG power management strategies. In these strategies,

the required active power is shared among DGs based on their capacities and

frequency deviations. However, due to the fluctuations of wind and solar radia-

tion, it is impossible for wind generators and PV systems to deliver a constant

output power to the system at all times. In addition, the droop control meth-

ods determine the reference power of all the MG units based on their maximum

capacity. Therefore, they may lead to premature depletion of the BES units as

their available capacity (SoC) is not considered. Hence, droop based strategies

are not suitable for control of the BES units.

To address this issue, decentralized control structures are introduced in the

literature [200]. These structures combine the advantages of the above strategies,
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as the microgrid central controller (MGCC) is removed and the required infor-

mation is transmitted only among some optional DGs through low-bandwidth

communications [201]. Hence, these strategies can avoid the communication net-

work complexity and physical location problems. Thereby, they provide a robust

power management to the stand-alone MGs without compromising the system

reliability.

In this Chapter, a new decentralized power management strategy is proposed

for efficient utilization of a BES unit in a PV-diesel stand-alone MG. Several

features of the proposed strategy are highlighted below;

• The proposed strategy uses the system frequency as a signal to determine

the operation mode of the MG units.

• In the absence of the diesel generator the proposed method operates in an

autonomous manner without any needs for communication links. Whereas,

in the presence of the diesel generator the low-bandwidth communication

links are required to transfer the reference frequency from the BES to this

unit. Hence, in either condition the power management of the MG is es-

tablished in a decentralized manner.

• The BES system is controlled to be mainly charged by the PV aiming to

limit the operation of the diesel generator. Thus, the diesel generator only

contributes in charging the battery under a specific condition when the

surplus power from the PV is insufficient and the BES unit is about to

over-discharge.

• To ensure that the PV system is deployed efficiently, during normal op-

eration of the BES, the PV operates in CCM and delivers its maximum

available power.

• In case of BES overcharge, the PV system operates based on power cur-

tailment strategy to adjust its output power with power demand to avoid

overcharging of the BES unit.

• The system voltage is always regulated by the BES and in a specific con-

dition when both BES and diesel generator are not present, the proposed

power curtailment strategy allows the PV to provide the required voltage

support to the system.
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Figure 6.1: Stand-alone microgrid structure with BES, PV array, diesel generator and

loads.

• The proposed strategy can be easily implemented on the existing PV-diesel

MGs, since the BES and its control structure are coordinated in the MG as

an additional distributed unit.

• Finally, the proposed BES control based on frequency bus-signaling does

not interact with the smooth performance of the system as the imposed

frequency variations by the BES unit are applied in a reliable manner and

the overall frequency variations are within the acceptable range.

6.2 System Structure and Control

The stand-alone AC MG, shown in Fig. 6.1, consists of a PV system, a diesel

generator, a BES unit and several distributed loads. The PV and BES systems

include power electronic interfaces (i.e. DC/DC and DC/AC converters). The

diesel generator operates as a back-up in the system only when the output power

of the PV is lower than demand as in conventional PV-diesel MGs. BES is

responsible for adjusting the system frequency and power balance in either the

presence or absence of the diesel generator. Besides, BES is also designed to

restore the PCC voltage. Moreover, the PV unit provides the required voltage
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Figure 6.2: Battery energy storage system control structure.

support to the system when operating in power curtailment mode in the absence

of both the BES unit and the diesel generator.

6.2.1 Battery Energy Storage System

The BES configuration, shown in Fig. 6.2, consists of a battery bank, a bidi-

rectional DC/AC converter and an LC filter. The BES control system consists of

two control loops to control the active power and the PCC voltage. The frequency

determination block regulates the system frequency based on the SoC level of the

BES. The BES reference power is then generated according to the system fre-

quency which represents the BES status (i.e. SoC level). A proportional-integral

(PI) controller is utilized in both control loops to ensure that the actual values

of the BES active power output and the PCC voltage track their references prop-

erly. Finally, the hysteresis modulation block generates the switching signals of

the converter.

The SoC estimation block, estimates the SoC level based on an ampere count-
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Figure 6.3: Photovoltaic system control structure.

ing algorithm as,

SoCinit(t) = SoCinit +

∫ t

0

ηBES
iBES(t)

CBES
dt (6.1)

where, SoCinit is the initial SoC level, ηBES is the charge/discharge efficiency,

iBES is the BES current, and CBES is the BES capacity [191]. More detailed

algorithms can also be used as presented in [202].

6.2.2 Photovoltaic System

The PV system including DC/DC and DC/AC converters, an LC filter, and

its control structure is shown in Fig. 6.3. The PV system may operate based on

maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm or power curtailment tech-

nique depending on the BES status reflected by the PCC frequency. Perturb and

observation method or any other MPPT algorithms can be utilized to extract the

maximum power from the PV unit [203]. Also, a new power curtailment tech-

nique will be presented in Section 3 which adjusts the PV output power with the

variations of the demand while regulating the PCC voltage in the absence of the

BES unit and the diesel generator. Finally, the voltage controller block adjusts

the DC link voltage, and the hysteresis modulation block generates the switching

signals for the DC/AC converter.
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Figure 6.4: Diesel generator configuration; (a) speed control system, (b) droop control

and governor control blocks.

6.2.3 Diesel Generator System

The main component of the diesel generator, as shown in Fig. 6.4(a), is the

rotating synchronous generator which is driven by a diesel engine. The speed

control diagram including the governor and the droop control is shown in Fig.

6.4(b). The diesel generator control system regulates the speed of the diesel

engine against any disturbance that affects the system power balance. The speed

error is processed through a PI controller. The fuel injection receives the control

signal from the governor, and the fuel flow is changed, correspondingly. Finally,

the interactions between the diesel engine and the synchronous generator through

the coupling shaft sets the system frequency [204]. It is worth mentioning that

the diesel generator gets disconnected whenever the load power is equel or lower

than the PV generation and no backup is required in the system.

6.3 Proposed Power Management Strategy

A decentralized power management strategy is proposed in this section, which

is essentially developed based on frequency regulation according to the SoC. The

proposed strategy continuously monitors the SoC level of the BES unit and reg-

ulates the system frequency to alert the other units about the BES status. Con-

sequently, the PV system can decide its mode of operation by solely measur-

ing the local frequency. Hence, the proposed strategy provides a decentralized-

autonomous control to the system independent from communication links when

the diesel generator is disconnected. However, in the presence of the diesel gener-
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Figure 6.5: Frequency regulation based on SoC.

ator, low band-width communication links are used to transfer the BES reference

frequency to this unit. Therefore, in either condition (i.e. presence or absence

of the diesel generator), the power management of the MG is established in a

decentralized manner and smooth performance of the system is ensured without

compromising its reliability.

6.3.1 BES Comprehensive Charge and Discharge Control

As mentioned earlier, the BES unit is responsible for frequency regulation

of the system based on its SoC level. Therefore, it is necessary to define a re-

liable range for both the SoC (SoCmin < SoC < SoCmax) and the system fre-

quency (fmin < f < fmax). Also, since prompt and sudden frequency variations

in the system may result into system instability, the proposed strategy applies

small variations to the system frequency through the frequency determination

block of Fig. 6.2 in every 10% of SoC variations. Moreover, when SoC reaches

its upper/lower limits (SoCmax/SoCmin) the system frequency is retained on its

maximum/minimum margins (fmax/fmin) to ensure that the frequency limits are

not violated. Hence, the correlation between the SoC and the system frequency

shown in Fig. 6.5 can be expressed as;

f =



fmax SoC ≥ SoCmax

50.2 70% ≤ SoC < SoCmax

50.1 60% ≤ SoC < 70%

50.0 50% ≤ SoC < 60%

49.9 40% ≤ SoC < 50%

49.8 SoCmin ≤ SoC < 40%

fmin SoC < SoCmin

(6.2)
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Figure 6.6: BES reference power generation in association with the system frequency

and SoC.

where, SoCmax/SoCmin and fmax/fmin are the SoC and frequency maximum/

minimum limits, respectively, and are specified in Appendix D Table D.1. Note

that these parameters can be simply modified according to the system require-

ments.

Considering (6.2), the proposed BES reference power versus the system fre-

quency is shown in Fig. 6.6. From the discharge graph (solid red line), it can

be seen that the BES is designed to deliver power with its maximum capacity

(Prat−BES) when the system frequency is equal to its higher limit indicating that

SoC = SoCmax, and BES is fully charged. Also, the BES reference power is set to

zero when frequency is equal to its lower limit (SoC = SoCmin). From the charge

graph (dashed blue line), it is visible that BES intends to draw power with its

maximum capacity (−Prat−BES) when the system frequency is equal to its lower

limit representing that SoC = SoCmin, and BES is almost fully discharged. Also,

the BES reference power is set to zero when f = fmax (i.e. SoC = SoCmax)

or when the BES is fully charged. Hence, in the discharge mode the BES power

increases with the increase of frequency, whereas in the conventional droop strate-

gies the inverter output active power decreases with the increase of the frequency.

Moreover, in the charge mode the absolute of BES absorbing power decreases with

the increase of frequency. To clarify the performance of the proposed strategy,

three possible scenarios that might occur according to the SoC level are explained

in Table 6.1.

From Table 6.1, it can be surmized that the BES is always able to match its

output power with the discharge reference power (PDis
ref−BES) of Fig. 6.6 since

in the discharge mode the diesel generator is presented in the system. However,
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Table 6.1: Possible scenarios in the islanded MG of Fig. 6.1

Scenario Case PV Generation Die-G Status PV Status BES Status

I
1 PPV < PDemand C C/MPPT C/Discharge

2 PPV > PDemand D C/MPPT C/Charge

II
1 PPV < PDemand C C/MPPT C/Discharge

2 PPV > PDemand D C/Curtailment D

III
1 PPV < PDemand C C/MPPT D or C/Discharge

2 PPV > PDemand D C/MPPT C/Charge

I=SoCmin < SoC < SoCmax C=Connected

II=SoC > SoCmax D=Disconnected

III=SoC < SoCmin

during charge operation of the BES, the PV power is higher than demand, and

the diesel generator is disconnected. Thus, due to the intermittency of the solar

radiation, the PV system may not always be able to deliver the required fixed

reference power of Fig. 6.6 (PCh
ref−BES). To address this issue, the algorithm of

Fig. 6.7 is proposed here which provides a float charge characteristic for the BES

unit to limit its power absorption to the surplus power of the PV by monitoring

the PCC voltage. From this flowchart, as the BES switches to charge mode,

initially, its active power reference is set to the minimum value of PBES−min then

the algorithm monitors the PCC voltage where three possible conditions may

occur as described below;

• Voltage drop: A voltage drop reflects that the consumption is higher than

the PV generation; and therefore, the algorithm must reduce the BES ab-

sorbing power to restore the voltage. An example of this situation is shown

in Fig. 6.6; the required power for charging BES based on the float charge

characteristic is shown on the horizontal axis as PCh
ref−BES. Whereas, con-

sidering the load power (PDemand) and the MPP power (PMPP ), PV is not

able to deliver the overall demand (i.e. PCh
ref−BES + PDemand). Therefore,

based on the above algorithm, the float charge characteristic needs to be

shifted toward the frequency axis (dotted line) such that BES draws less

power of PCh
act−BES from the PV and the system power balance is ensured.

• Voltage rise: A voltage rise denotes that some extra power is available

within the system which needs to be absorbed by the BES. Thus, in this

condition, the float charge characteristic moves away from the frequency
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Figure 6.7: Active power reference modification to provide float charge characteristic

for BES.

axis to increase the absorbing power of the BES.

• Voltage unchanged: Unchanged voltage represents that the MPP power

from the PV is sufficient for charging the BES and supplying the load.

Therefore, the BES can continue to absorb power as dictated by the float

charge characteristic of Fig. 6.6.

The BES active power reference for charge mode (i.e. float characteristic),

shown in Fig. 6.6, can be expressed as;

PCh
ref−BES = −Prat−BES +

Prat−BES
fmax − fmin

(f − fmin) (6.3)

where, Prat−BES is the maximum capacity of BES and is specified in Appendix D

Table D.1. Also, the BES reference power for the discharge mode, shown in Fig.

6.6, can be calculated as;

PDis
ref−BES =

Prat−BES
fmax − fmin

(f − fmin) (6.4)

Note that the BES actual active power in charge mode (PCh
act−BES) may differ

from the reference charge power of (PCh
ref−BES) obtained by (6.3) since the charge

characteristic is floated.
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Figure 6.8: Proposed power curtailment technique for PV.

6.3.2 PV Power Curtailment Control

As mentioned in Section 2, the output power of the PV system requires to be

adjusted with respect to the demand especially when the BES is fully charged and

disconnected from the MG. For this reason, a new power curtailment technique

is proposed and applied to the PV system, for f > fmax, which represents that

SoC = SoCmax, and the BES is disconnected.

Based on the discussions of the previous section, any load increase/decrease,

causes voltage drop/rise at the PCC if no voltage support is provided to the

system. Thus, in the absence of the BES and the diesel generator, the PV system

is responsible for providing the required voltage support. This can be achieved,

by the proposed power curtailment technique which adjusts the duty ratio of the

DC/DC converter to restore the PCC voltage according to the load variations.

To validate the proposed power curtailment technique shown in Fig. 6.8,

the MG system of Fig. 6.1 is simulated when the BES and the diesel generator

are both disconnected. The simulation results, with and without applying the

proposed power curtailment technique, are shown in Fig. 6.9 where Figs. 6.9(a),

6.9(b) and 6.9(c) show the resulting active power, the PCC voltage, and the duty

ratio for the DC/DC converter of the PV system, respectively. During this study,

two load variations are applied to the system. At t = 2 [s], the load decreases

from 15 [kW] to 10 [kW], and at t = 4 [s] the load increases to 12.5 [kW].

From the active power results shown in Fig. 6.9(a), it can be seen that for

t < 2 [s], the load is 15 [kW] and PV is delivering its maximum available power of

15 [kW] while operating under MPPT. Fig. 6.9(b) also concurs that the system

power balance is maintained during this time interval as the PCC voltage does
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Figure 6.9: Simulation results of the proposed power curtailment technique.

not deviate from 0.239 [kV]. Moreover, the average duty ratio of the DC/DC

converter during this time interval is 0.64 as shown in Fig. 6.9(c).

At t = 2 [s], the load decreases to 10 [kW] and remains constant till t = 4 [s].

In this time interval, initially, PV continues to operate under MPPT strategy.

This causes a voltage rise at PCC since the generation becomes higher than the

consumption. Consequently, the PV system is informed that its output power

needs to be curtailed. As a result, the proposed power curtailment strategy

comes to effect and modifies the duty ratio to bring the voltage inside the reliable

range. From Fig. 6.9(a), it is visible that during this time interval the PV power

is reduced from its MPP value to 10 [kW] to match the demand.

At t = 4 [s], the load increases to 12.5 [kW]. This load variation causes a

voltage drop at PCC if PV continues to produce the same power as before (see

Fig. 6.9(b)). Accordingly, the power curtailment strategy is notified and the PV

power is increased by reducing the duty ratio. Fig. 6.9(b) also shows that the

power curtailment strategy stops modifying the duty ratio when the PCC voltage
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is within the acceptable range indicating that the generation and consumption

are balanced.

6.4 Simulation results

Based on the anticipated scenarios introduced in Table 6.1, several case studies

are considered here to evaluate the performance of the proposed power manage-

ment strategy for the stand-alone MG system of Fig. 6.1. The simulations are

carried out in PSCAD/EMTDC, and the technical data of the simulated system

is given in Appendix D Table D.1. It is worth mentioning that two of the case

studies (Cases 3 and 5) are specifically designed to examine the performance of

the proposed strategy when the BES mode of operation changes from charge to

discharge or vice versa. The system under study is run for the period of 6 [s], and

three time intervals (i.e. TI-1, TI-2, and TI-3) are defined depending on different

conditions occurring in each case study.

6.4.1 Scenario I: Normal Operation of BES

Case 1: BES Discharge Operation

In this case study, the BES operation in the discharge mode is investigated.

For this, a constant load of 30 [kW] is applied to the system, and the PV unit

delivers its maximum available power of 15 [kW]. As the PV power is lower than

demand, based on the scenarios defined in Table 6.1, the diesel generator stays

connected to the MG. Figs. 6.10(a), 6.10(b), 6.10(c), and 6.10(d) show the active

powers, BES SoC level, system frequency, and PCC voltage, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 6.10(a), during TI-1, the BES unit is inactive and the load

is supplied by the diesel generator and the PV system. At t = 2 [s], (i.e. the

beginning of TI-2), BES is activated with the initial SoC (SoCinit) of 62.1%.

Hence, the BES unit operates in the discharge mode and delivers the output

power of 6.7 [kW] obtained by (6.4). Moreover, at t = 2 [s], the PCC voltage

is restored as the BES becomes activated (see Fig. 6.10(d)). In TI-2, the PV

system continues to operate under MPPT as the BES unit adjusts the frequency

to f = 50.1 [Hz]< fmax, according to its SoC (based on (6.2)). At the beginning

of TI-3, the SoC drops below 60%, and the BES sets the frequency to 50 [Hz].

As a result, the BES output power is reduced to 5 [kW]. Subsequently, the diesel

generator picks up this lack of generation as shown in Fig. 6.10(a).
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Figure 6.10: Case 1 results: BES discharge operation.

Case 2: BES Charge Operation

To investigate the BES operation in charge mode in this case study, it is

assumed that the PV power is greater than demand and the BES initial SoC

level (SoCinit) is 57.6%. Hence, based on Scenario I of Table 6.1, the diesel

generator is disconnected and the BES unit operates in charge mode. Fig. 6.11

presents the related simulation results for this case study.
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Figure 6.11: Case 2 results: BES charge operation.

In TI-1, the load consumes a constant power of 10 [kW]. From Fig. 6.11(b),

BES SoC level is between 50% and 60%. Hence, based on the proposed strategy,

BES sets the frequency to 50 [Hz] as shown in Fig. 6.11(c). With the system

frequency of 50 [Hz]< fmax, PV operates under MPPT strategy and injects its

maximum available power of 15 [kW] (see Fig. 6.11(a)). During this period, the

control strategy aims to charge the BES unit with the available excess power in

the system and without compromising the system stability. Thus, BES gradually
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increases its power absorption and simultaneously monitors the PCC voltage

based on the proposed algorithm of Fig. 6.7. This procedure continues till the

equilibrium generation and consumption is reached.

During TI-2, 60% < SoC < 70%, as a result, the system frequency is set to

50.1 [Hz]. From (6.3), BES is supposed to draw 3.3 [kW] whereas more surplus

power is available from the PV. Thus, to avoid voltage rise at PCC, BES float

charge characteristic is moved away from the frequency axis, and its absorbing

power is gradually increased to balance the generation and consumption. Finally,

the available excess power of 5 [kW] is absorbed by the BES as shown in Fig.

6.11(d) while the PCC voltage is remained within the reliable range.

In TI-3, the load increases to 13 [kW] as shown in Fig. 6.11(a) while 60% <

SoC < 70% and f = 50.1 [Hz]< fmax. Hence, the PV system continues to operate

in MPPT mode and generates the same power as in TI-2. Considering the above

conditions, the available excess power from PV is 2 [kW] whereas from (6.3) the

BES reference power is −3.3 [kW]. Therefore, the BES float charge characteristic

is moved toward the frequency axis. Finally, the BES power absorption is limited

to 2 [kW] where the PCC voltage remains unaffected.

6.4.2 Scenario II: Overcharge Operation of BES

Case 3: BES Switching from Charge to Discharge

This case study investigates the system performance when BES switches from

charge to discharge. For this, initially, the PV output power is assumed to be

greater than demand (PPV > PDemand). Hence, the diesel generator is discon-

nected. The related simulation results for this case study are presented in Fig.

6.12. During TI-1, BES is inactive and the load is supplied by the PV as in-

dicated in Fig. 6.12(a). At t = 2 [s], the BES unit is activated with SoCinit of

76.5%. Meanwhile, the load power decreases to 10 [kW]. Therefore, BES operates

in charge mode and regulates the system frequency to 50.2 [Hz] (see Fig. 6.12(c)).

During TI-2, the PV system still generates the same amount of power, and in

turn, BES absorbs the surplus power of 5 [kW] to maintain the power balance

of the system. At t = 4 [s], SoC reaches its maximum limit (SoCmax = 80%)

as shown in Fig. 6.12(b), and simultaneously the load increases to 34 [kW]. As

a result, the diesel generator is reconnected to MG, and BES switches to the

discharge mode by imposing the same frequency to the system as in TI-2. During

TI-3, BES delivers 8.33 [kW] to the system as obtained by (6.4).
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Figure 6.12: Case 3 results: BES switching from charge to discharge.

Case 4: PV Power Curtailment

In this case study, initially, PPV > PDemand and SoCinit = 77.6%. Hence, the

diesel generator is disconnected, and the BES unit operates in the discharge mode.

Fig. 6.13 presents the related simulation results. In TI-1, f = 50 [Hz] as shown

in Fig. 6.13(c), and a constant load of 10 [kW] is applied to the system. From

(6.3), the calculated reference power of BES is -1.7 [kW] while a surplus power

of 5 [kW] is available from PV. Therefore, the BES absorbing power is adjusted

to 5 [kW] to prevent voltage rise at PCC. This is achieved by moving the BES

float charge characteristic away from the frequency axis. From Fig. 6.13(b), it is

visible that at t = 2 [s], SoC reaches its maximum limit of SoCmax, and the BES

gets disconnected. As a result, in TI-2, the proposed power curtailment strategy

limits the PV output power to 10 [kW] by increasing its converter’s duty ratio.
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Figure 6.13: Case 4 results: PV power curtailment.

At t = 4 [s], the load is decreased to 6 [kW]. Hence, during TI-3, the PV output

power is limited to 6 [kW] by further increasing of the duty ratio. Fig. 6.13(d)

confirms the duty ratio variations as described.
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Figure 6.14: Case 5 results: BES switching from discharge to charge.

6.4.3 Scenario III: Over-discharge Operation of BES

Case 5: BES Switching from Discharge to Charge

In this case, the PV output power is lower than demand (i.e. PPV < PDemand).

Hence, the diesel generator is connected to the MG. The related simulation results

are depicted in Fig. 6.14. During TI-1, the BES unit is inactive and the load

is supplied by the diesel generator and the PV unit. At t = 2 [s], the BES unit

is activated with SoCinit = 30.7%, and the system frequency is set to 49.8 [Hz]

(see Fig. 6.14(c)). With the system frequency regulated at its minimum limit,

other units are informed that the BES SoC level is close to SoCmin. Therefore,

during TI-2, BES delivers the small output power of 1.67 [kW] to the system as

dictated by (6.4) whereas the PV and the diesel generator both deliver 15 [kW].

This procedure continues until t = 4 [s] where BES switches to charge mode as
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Figure 6.15: Case 6 results: Demand lower than the PV generation.

SoC = SoCmin, and it starts to absorb 10 [kW] from the system. As mentioned in

Table 6.1, this is the only case where the diesel generator contributes in charging

the BES. This is due to the lack of generation by the PV and the specific condition

of the BES unit which is about to be over-discharged.
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Case 6: Demand Lower than the PV Generation

In this condition, the diesel generator is disconnected from the MG, and the

BES unit is operating in charge mode. Fig. 6.15 reveals the simulation results

of this case study. During TI-1, a constant load of 6 [kW] is used and SoCinit is

assumed to be 25.6%. Therefore, the proposed strategy regulates the system fre-

quency to 49.7 [Hz] as shown in Fig. 6.15(c). Considering the above conditions,

during TI-1, the BES unit operates in charge mode, and is supposed to draw 10

[kW], obtained by (6.2), from the system. However, the BES active power gen-

eration algorithm limits its absorbing power to 9 [kW], as shown in Fig. 6.15(a),

to maintain the PCC voltage within the acceptable range. At t = 2 [s], the BES

SoC level reaches SoCmin resulting in the system frequency of 49.8 [Hz]. Based

on (6.2), during TI-2, the BES is supposed to draw 8.3 [kW]. However, an ex-

tra power of 10 [kW] is available within the system and therefore, the proposed

strategy forces the BES to draw this amount of power. At t = 4 [s], the load

increases to 9 [kW] and the proposed strategy limits the BES absorbing power to

−6 [kW] to maintain the system power balance.

6.5 Conclusions

This chapter proposes a new decentralized power management strategy based

on frequency bus-signalling approach for a PV-diesel MG with one BES unit.

Based on the proposed strategy, the BES unit regulates the system frequency

according to its SoC level to inform the other units about its status. Hence, in

the absence of the diesel generator, the PV unit can decide its mode of operation

based on local frequency measurements. Also, in the presence of the diesel gen-

erator low band-width communication links are adequate to receive the reference

frequency from the BES unit. Thus, the MG power management is always real-

ized in a decentralized manner without any need for central controller. Another

advantage of the proposed comprehensive charge/discharge control is that it fa-

cilitates a float charge characteristic for the BES to ensure that the system power

balance is always maintained. Moreover, the proposed control aims to limit the

operation of the diesel generator. For this, the power management is designed

to charge the BES unit mainly when some surplus power is available from the

PV. Additionally, the PV unit is designed to operate in either maximum power

point tracking (MPPT) mode or power curtailment mode according to the BES

status. Lastly, the proposed power management, which is realized in a decen-
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tralized manner, provides a robust voltage regulation to the system under any

circumstances. Several case studies are designed and investigated to verify the

effective performance of the proposed strategy in different operation scenarios.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis is mainly focused on developing reliable power management strate-

gies for stand-alone microgrids (MGs) including dispatchable and non-dispatchable

units. The main objective of the proposed power management strategies is to

balance the power flow within the islanded MG while respecting the batteries

available charge. Also, the proposed power sharing techniques aim to enhance

reactive power sharing of the incorporated units of the MG by reducing reactive

power ratio errors.

7.1 Thesis Summary and Conclusions

The general conclusions of the thesis are listed below.

1. Different power sharing techniques for parallel converter interfaced dis-

tributed energy resources (DERs) within an autonomous microgrid are

studied in Chapter 2. The desired power sharing ratio is decided by the

secondary controller of the distribution network and sent to the primary

controllers of each DER via the microgrid central controller (MGCC). This

chapter initially, discusses the limitations of the first two techniques. Then,

a third technique is proposed and implemented in an example stand-alone

MG which overcomes the limitations of the other two methods. The pro-

posed method aims to enhance the reactive power sharing accuracy by im-

posing a virtual impedance at the output of the DERs. The imposed virtual

impedance provides the required voltage drop at the converters terminals to

facilitate the desired reactive power ratio among the DERs without modi-

fying their coupling inductance. The amount of virtual impedance is adap-

tively changed with the system variations to guarantee that the power ratio
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errors are kept below 5%. The simulation results verify the robust and

reliable performance of the proposed technique compared to the existing

ones.

2. Chapter 3 introduces an alternative power sharing technique based on vir-

tual impedance concept. It is shown that the proposed technique in this

chapter successfully decouples the active and reactive power outputs and

provides an accurate reactive power sharing without compromising the sys-

tem stability. To attain this, an algorithm is proposed which determines

the optimum virtual impedance value based on the stability analysis of the

MG. Hence, the proposed technique in this chapter considers the system

transients and stability in addition to the steady state power ratio errors of

the DERs. This strategy provides a more reliable response to the system

in comparison to the method introduced in Chapter 2 since it is developed

based on the small-signal model of the stand-alone microgrid. The control

strategy has been simulated for an example MG. The time domain results

verify the effective performance of the system in the enhancement of the

reactive power ratios accuracy while the small-signal results confirm the

system stability.

3. Chapter 4 proposes a new hierarchical power management strategy for mul-

tiple battery energy storage (BES) systems and renewable energy sources

(RESs) of an autonomous MG. The proposed comprehensive control of the

BES units is composed of two subsystems. Each subsystem is included in

the BES control structure depending on its operation mode (i.e. charge

or discharge mode). The main objective of the proposed control algorithm

in discharge mode is to consider their state of charge (SoC) in the droop

control characteristic aiming to avoid premature depletion of these units.

Hence, in the proposed state of charge-based droop control, the active out-

put powers of the BESs are modified dynamically according to their SoC

level variations. Additionally, a new reactive power sharing algorithm is

developed based on the proposed discharge control of BESs which aims to

utilize the unused capacity of the BES converters and to avoid overloading

the RES units. Based on this algorithm, the BES units with lower SoC

which represents their higher available converter capacity, supply more re-

active power. To achieve this, the virtual impedance method introduced

in Chapter 2 is included in the control structure of the BES converters in

discharge mode to facilitate the desired active and reactive power sharing
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ratios. Another objective of the proposed SoC-based droop control is to

modify the output power of each BES independent from the SoC level of

the other units. For this, the proposed hierarchical control collects the SoC

data of the BESs and transfers them to the RES units through the mi-

crogrid central controller (MGCC). Then, the MGCC decides the required

modifications in the output power of the RESs considering the BES units

status. Finally, the proposed control algorithm in charge mode ensures that

the BES units power absorptions are limited to the surplus power of the sys-

tem. To attain this, the BES reference power in charge mode is decided by

the MGCC considering the maximum available power from the RESs and

the instantaneous demand. Thus, the MG power balance is always ensured.

The proposed hierarchical control strategy is designed and implemented for

an autonomous MG with two BES and two RES units where the efficacy of

the comprehensive control in both charge and discharge mode is verified.

4. Chapter 5 proposes a new decentralized power management strategy which

is specifically designed for the control of stand-alone MGs with multiple dis-

tributed ESSs without requirement of global and/or local communication

links. Hence, the proposed control structure performs in an autonomous

manner. The considered MG consists of a PV unit, a droop controlled

DER, and multiple BESs. The proposed strategy, allows the PV unit to

operate in current control mode (CCM) and deliver its maximum available

power based on the maximum power point tracking algorithms. Also, the

ESSs supply/absorb the generation and consumption mismatch. Based on

the proposed strategy, the operation mode of each ESS is decided accord-

ing to its own SoC level (i.e. independent from the SoC level of the other

ESSs) where three operation modes are defined; (1) normal operation, (2)

float operation, and (3) force charge operation. In each operation mode, the

ESS reference power is determined based on a predefined frequency-power

characteristic, in which the system frequency to distinguishes the genera-

tion/consumption mismatch. The proposed control strategy also aims to

charge the ESSs up to their maximum SoC margin to enable them to op-

erate in normal or float operation depending on the system demand. The

proposed autonomous strategy has been deployed for an example MG with

multiple ESSs. The simulation results confirm the seamless and efficient

performance of the system as the ESSs switch from one operation mode to

another.
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5. Chapter 6 proposes a new decentralized power management strategy based

on frequency bus-signalling for a PV-diesel islanded MG with one BES unit.

Based on the proposed method the system frequency is regulated according

to the BES SoC level. To achieve this, a comprehensive charge/discharge

control strategy is applied to the BES which also facilitates a float charge

characteristic for this unit. In discharge mode, a higher system frequency

represents a higher SoC level. Hence, the BES is designed to vary its ref-

erence output power from its maximum rating to zero when the system

frequency varies from its upper margin to its lower margin. Also, with

the same frequency variations in charge mode, the BES reference absorbing

power varies from zero to its maximum capacity. Note that this charge ref-

erence characteristic is floated in order to enable the proposed strategy to

limit the BES power absorption to the excess power of the system. This is

achieved by shifting this float characteristic along with the reference power

axis. Hence, the BES reference power in charge mode is justified based on

the PCC voltage measurement. Another objective of the proposed strat-

egy is to control the BES unit to be mainly charged by the PV in order

to limit the operation of the diesel generator. Moreover, PV may perform

in maximum power point tracking (MPPT) or curtailment mode according

to the BES status. The proposed power curtailment technique for the PV

system, which is applied to the PV in the absence of the BES and the diesel

generator, allows the PV unit to provide the required voltage support to

the system in addition to justifying the PV output power with demand.

Hence, the proposed power management provides a robust voltage regula-

tion to the system under any circumstances. Note that in the absence of

the diesel generator (i.e. when PV power is higher than demand), the MG

power management operates autonomously without any communications.

Also, in the presence of the diesel generator, local low bandwidth commu-

nication links are used to transfer the system reference frequency from the

BES unit to the diesel generator. Hence, the proposed strategy still can

operate without requiring a central controller. Several case studies have

been designed and investigated to validate the efficient performance of the

proposed decentralized power management strategy.
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7.2 Future Work

Suggested future work is presented in the following:

• Investigating the effectiveness of the proposed reactive power sharing tech-

niques to enhance harmonic power sharing in stand-alone microgrids.

• In the proposed hierarchical (centralized) control all the associated units

in the MG are assumed to operate in voltage control mode. Next step is

to consider RES units of the MG to operate in current control mode, and

modify the droop characteristic of the BESs such that they share the power

mismatch of the system by communicating with one another.

• Applying the proposed decentralized power management strategies to a

wind based islanded MG. Wind generation has chaotic nature similar to

the photovoltaic generation. However, the dynamics of wind turbines is a

challenging issue compared to the PVs static nature and is introduced due

to their power electronic converters.

• Modifying the proposed decentralized strategies to make them applicable

for the islanded MGs with controllable resources, such as fuel cells or mi-

croturbines, in addition to the PV units. In this case, considering the slow

dynamics of these sources becomes crucial as it may affect the power balance

of the MG.

• The considered battery energy storage is included as a distributed unit.

Next step could be considering this unit as a hybrid unit (i.e. incorporated

with the renewable sources), and controlling the power management of the

hybrid unit in collaboration with the whole MG.
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Appendix A

Chapter 3 System Technical Data

Table A.1: Technical data of the considered MG in Chapter 3.

Parameter Description

Microgrid Parameters

Rated PCC Voltage VLL = 400 V

Frequency f = 50 Hz

Feeder Resistance R = 0.2 Ω

Feeder Inductance L = 6.4 mH

Voltage Source Converters

Filter Resistance Rf = 0.1 Ω

Filter Inductance Lf = 38.5 mH

Filter Capacitance Cf = 50 µ

DC Link Voltage Vdc = 350 V

Rated Power Prat = 20 kW, Qrat = 18 kVar

Coupling Inductance Lc−1 = Lc−2 = Lc−3 = 10 mH

LQR Gains k1 = 8.3977 k2 = 0.4338, k3 = 0.8405

Objective Functions

OF1 α = 50 %, β = 50 %

OF2 α = 75 %, β = 25 %

OF3 α = 25 %, β = 75 %

OF4 α = 0 %, β = 100 %
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Appendix B

Chapter 4 System Technical Data

Table B.1: Technical data of the investigated MG in Chapter 4.

Parameter Description

Microgrid Parameters

Rated PCC Voltage VLL = 400 V

Frequency f = 50 Hz

Feeder Resistance R = 0.5 Ω

Feeder Inductance L = 3.2 mH

Voltage Source Converters

Filter Resistance Rf = 0.1 Ω

Filter Inductance Lf = 0.36 mH

Filter Capacitance Cf = 50 µF

DC Link Voltage Vdc = 350 V

LQR Gains k1 = 6.1802, k2 = 2.2968.k3 = 22.968

Coupling Inductance Lc−1 = Lc−2 = Lc−3 = 0.30 mH

Global Droop Parameters

Rated Active Power P0 = 3 kW

Rated Reactive Power Q0 = 1 kV ar

Angle Droop Coefficient m0 = 897.6

Voltage Droop Coefficient n0 = 24

Initial SoC Percentage

Case-1 Case-2 Case-3 Case-4 Case-5

BES1 70 70 42.5 88.5 80

BES2 100 100 100 100 60
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Appendix C

Chapter 5 System Technical Data

Table C.1: Technical Data of the MG Elements in Chapter 5.

Parameter Description

Energy Storage Systems:

Rated Voltage VLL = 415 V

Rated Power Pmax = 20 kW, Qmax = 8 kVar

Filter Resistance Pr = 10 kW

Filter Inductance SoCmax = 80 %

Distributed Energy Resource:

Rated Voltage VLL = 415 V

Maximum Capacity Pmax = 30 kW, Qmax = 8 kVar

Droop Parameters m = 33.34, n = 3

Coupling Inductance Lc = 1 mH

Photovoltaic System:

Rated Voltage VLL = 415 V

Rated Power Prat = 30 kW

Filter Elements for all Units:

Filter Resistance Rf = 0.025 Ω

Filter Inductance Lf = 5 mH

Filter Capacitance Cf = 50 µF
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Appendix D

Chapter 6 System Technical Data

Table D.1: Technical data of the investigated system in Chapter 6.

Parameter Description

Microgrid System:

Rated Voltage VLL = 0.415 kV

Frequency Maximum Limit fmax = 50.3 Hz

Frequency Minimum Limit fmin = 49.7 Hz

Diesel Generator System:

Rated Power Prat = 12 kW, Qrat = 8 kVar

Filter Resistance Rf = 0.025 Ω

Filter Inductance Lf = 1 mH

Droop Coefficients m = 209, n = 1.5

Photovoltaic System:

Rated Power Prat = 15 kW

Filter Resistance Rf = 0.025 Ω

Filter Inductance Lf = 1 mH

Filter Capacitance Cf = 50 µF

Battery Storage System:

Rated Power Prat = 10 kW, Qrat = 5 kVar

Filter Resistance Rf = 0.025 Ω

Filter Inductance Lf = 1 mH

Filter Capacitance Cf = 50 µF

SoC Maximum Limit SoCmax = 80%

SoC Minimum Limit SoCmin = 30%
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Appendix E

Publications Incorporated in

Thesis

1. Tahoura Hosseinimehr, Arindam Ghosh, and Sumedha Rajakaruna, “De-

centralized Power Management of an Autonomous Microgrid Including Bat-

tery Energy Storage, PV and Diesel Generator,” IET Generation, Trans-

mission & Distribution Journal, Submitted, GTD-2017-1003, 2017. [Chap-

ter 6]

2. Tahoura Hosseinimehr, and Arindam Ghosh, “Autonomous Power Manage-

ment Strategy for Stand-Alone Microgrids with Distributed Energy Storage

Systems,” Electric Power System Research Journal, Under Revision, EPSR-

D-17-01075, 2017. [Chapter 5]

3. Tahoura Hosseinimehr, Arindam Ghosh, and Farhad Shahnia, “Cooperative

Control of Battery Energy Storage Systems in Microgrids,” International

Journal of Electrical Power and Energy Systems, vol., 87, pp.109-120, 2017.

[Chapters 2 & 4]

4. Tahoura Hosseinimehr, Farhad Shahnia, and Arindam Ghosh, “Power Shar-

ing Control of Batteries within Autonomous Microgrids Based on Their

State of Charge,” Australasian Universities Power Engineering Conference,

Wollongong, NSW, Australia, September 27-September 30, 2015. [Chapter

4]

5. Tahoura Hosseinimehr, Farhad Shahnia, and Arindam Ghosh, “Dynamic

Power Sharing Control Among Converter-Interfaced DERs in an Autonomous
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Microgrid,” Power Tech 2015 Conference, Eindhoven, The Netherlands,

June 29-July 2, 2015. [Chapter 3]

6. Tahoura Hosseinimehr, Farhad Shahnia, and Arindam Ghosh, “Different

Power Sharing Techniques for Converter-Interfaced DERs in an Autonomous

Microgrid,” Asia-Pacific Power and Energy Engineering 2014 Conference,

Hong Kong, China, December 7-December 10, 2014. [Chapter 2]
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